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Abstract 
 
 
 
 
This practice-led life writing project explores this writer-scholar’s experience of her eating 
disorder through a series of poetic essays developed from material and somatic writing 
methods including ink-and-paper, found text, and movement. Through these particular 
methods, and the episodic acts of the writing itself, this PhD discovers a form of somatic 
life writing that both demonstrates and analyses the lived experience of this psycho-somatic 
disorder. This research project responds to the challenges of writing anorexia, bulimia and 
recovering, by developing material writing methods to negotiate self-erasure, narrative 
authority and embodied memory on the page. The PhD examines the symbiotic relation 
between writing and (not) eating in ways that are analogous, metaphoric and mutually 
affective. It draws on a range of writers and feminist materialist scholars to propose that 
when the tensions of eating disorder are transposed to language and navigated on the page, 
moments can be found where bodies and writing are constituted and de-constituted. In 
locating their life-affirming entanglement, this writing practice counteracts the erasure and 
containment of the condition.  
 
 
eating disorder – creativecritical writing – embodied poetics – life writing – somatic writing 
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WRITING AND EATING  
4  
Coming to a question   
 
 
 
Each night, before sleep 
Two fingers pressed against my wrist to count  
my heartbeat 
I am   I am   I am   I am 
 
Index finger and thumb closed around left wrist, then right  
Check myself, I 
worry I will fade to sleep and never return 
 
For weeks – maybe months – at a time that hurts to remember, I lay with my hip, shoulder, 
elbow and pelvic bones bruising against my mattress, wondering whether it would be my death bed 
or recovery bed. I wanted a story. I wanted to know someone in my position had decided to eat, 
and was okay. I didn’t have that story, or the online platforms upon which a teen girl can now seek 
that narrative. I entered unknown territory. I ate. I lived. It would be my recovery bed.  
 
Years later, in an undergraduate philosophy club, exploring the joy of pairing gin-and-soda 
with critical thinking, I couldn’t speak about my body, despite its resonance with the concepts we 
were using to describe the erasures and excesses of language. Surely, I thought, this uncomfortable 
female body and its history of self-abuse had nothing to do with important philosophical thought.  
 
I graduated from university as a journalist, reporting on events and people of public interest. 
Yet no matter how far I moved into my future, into a reporting career, the unspoken secret of my 
past held me back. This body. Its history. I would venture into a new writing assignment only to 
quit or refuse it – a pattern I now understand as a binge and purge cycle. I was tied to a point of 
history that would call me back over and again, a string around my waist that would only allow a 
month or so of forward momentum before returning me to that which remained unexplored: my 
body, my history.  
 
Silently, questions were forming: how did I lose myself through my own self-mastery and why do writing 
and starving feel the same for me? Over years these questions gained internal voice, then were written 
into notebooks until their inquiry became a begging. I began this research because these questions 
grew so loud I could do nothing other than address them. It seemed there was a report that needed 
to be filed from inside, and this report would require me to break journalistic code and use that 
wretched pronoun, I.  
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Writing this, my grip loosens on the pen, ink becomes lighter, I take a breath, my heartbeat 
quickens, the guts of me saying no, do not write me, do not remember with ink and words that 
which almost ended you. The door to this experience has been shut for years. 
 
I was led to this project by the intuition that there is an unexplored relation between the felt 
sense of writing and the felt sense of eating disorder. Acts of writing and starving produce, for me, 
similar tensions of signification and erasure. Beginning this research, I didn’t know why. I was just 
trying to prise open that door within me.  
 
This body will always remember. When I cast my memory back to adolescence, it is the 
scene of the clinic that always arises first, and the moment that punctured my life with the threat of 
death. Stefanie, your heart won’t take this much longer. Remembering, I feel frozen at my seat as I did 
then. This is the moment I am continually returned to – my body, its history – and there is more 
than a story here, there is something to face.  
 
Cixous tells us “to begin (writing, living) we must have death” (Three Steps 7). Fresh death, the 
kind that comes up to us so suddenly we can’t avoid feeling its breath. You’ll die. Death, she 
explains, gives a sobering awareness of life, which provides an impulse (or, more accurately in my 
case, a compulsion) to write. This can be the death of a loved one or your own narrow escape. For 
me, it was the latter. Here, I suspect, is what I must face: the link between mortality and language, a 
pairing of life and writing.  
 
I can’t stay in the memory long before the door is slammed shut – a fear response kicks in, 
quickening the heartbeat to remind me that I am I am I am I am I am alive now, older, recovering, 
beginning this project with the decision to write, and the question of how to reconstruct myself in 
language. How to build a body in words? How can I present my eating-disordered experience in 
language, and how can somatic practices assist me to negotiate its self-erasure, forces of 
disordered thought, and embodied memory on the page? 
 
Cixous continues: experiencing death is not enough to open the door to writing. Not all hear 
this call to write, and not everyone will respond to it. “We must also have the courage,” she writes, 
“the desire, to go to the door” (Three Steps 7). If I had the courage to eat again all those years ago, 
then I must find courage to go to the door of this experience, to enter unknown territory once 
more. As for desire, I have recently welcomed her back into this life – exiled as she had been since 
early adolescence – and this desire, this hunger for language and understanding, is overwhelming. I 
am hungry for knowledge, hungry to live. At the beginning of this research project, another 
question is forming: can writing be a kind of hungering?  
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Introduction  
 
 
This research responds to the question of how life writing can perform the lived experience 
of an eating disorder, and how somatic practices can lead this writing. Beginning with an 
introduction and review of literature, I will then lay out a research methodology before presenting 
and analysing the writing experiments of this project through a series of poetic, essayistic writing 
interventions. This text maps the development of a form to both convey and analyse my experience 
of eating disorder, producing a form of disordered writing that aims to be, as poet Cynthia Cruz 
writes, a performance of the structure of an eating disorder, “its kinetic energy, guttural and animal 
sounds, the viciousness of its unknowing and, of course, its silence” (‘Notes Toward a New 
Language’ n. pag.).  
 
This project began with, and followed, an intuition about form: there’s an intimate link 
between writing and the embodied experience of eating disorder. The felt tensions of anorexia and 
bulimia are, for me, in my writing. Not simply in subject or theme – within the very constitution of 
written phrases are familiar disciplines of precision, sparseness and control. Writing, I contort into 
parameters of composition and I sense the force with which meaning and materiality spill out of 
bounds. Something always escapes the page. I feel it in the construction of this sentence, gaping 
toward the next. Because these tensions of erasure and excess manifest in both cases via form (of 
the body or the text as signifier), this research project must explore form – it is necessarily per-form-
ative. This writing project is an attempt not only to describe, but to manifest on the page what I felt 
in my body: to write from-disorder, not just about-disorder.  
 
Eating disorders are characterised by persistent and severe disturbances in eating behaviours 
and related thoughts and emotions, causing significant impairment of physical health or 
psychosocial functioning (American Psychiatric Association 329). Subcategories and definitions of 
eating disorders have changed considerably over the past ten years, reflecting an expanding field of 
clinical and cultural research. At present, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-5) recognises four subcategories of eating disorders: anorexia nervosa (restricting or 
binge/purging type), bulimia nervosa, binge eating disorder, and other eating disorders. As Bob 
Palmer writes in his introduction to The Essential Handbook of Eating Disorders, classifications of 
anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa seem to be “here to stay”, but unspecified eating disorders 
and atypical behaviours continue to present diagnostic challenges and require further research (9). 
This study presents a personal account of anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa, and reference is 
made to each in the common shortened form: anorexia and bulimia.   
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Anorexia is diagnosed in line with three criteria: restriction of energy intake leading to a 
significantly low body weight, intense fear of gaining weight, and a disturbance in self-perceived 
weight or shape (American Psychiatric Association 339-340). Bulimia is characterised by recurrent 
episodes of binge eating followed by compensatory behaviours, and self-evaluation that is unduly 
influenced by shape and weight (345). As a researcher, I take this diagnostic criteria as a definition 
from which to conduct research. In my lived experience, both these diagnoses have been applied to 
me – I know anorexia and bulimia because I lived through both.  
 
Eating disorders are an urgent social problem in the West, and are increasing in prevalence 
within non-Western societies (Pike and Dunne; Keel and Klump). In Australia, mortality rates are 
almost twice as high for people with eating disorders as compared to the wider population, and this 
rises to almost six times higher for people with anorexia nervosa (Arcelus et al., ‘Mortality Rates’ 
724), which has the highest mortality rate of any psychiatric disorder (Royal Australian and New 
Zealand College of Psychiatrists, ‘Anorexia Nervosa’ n. pag.). Despite these alarming statistics, 
treatment is often ineffective and relapse rates are extremely high.  
 
Medical treatment focuses on restoration of weight and bodily systems, such as the 
significantly affected cardiovascular, endocrine, and digestive systems. This is often coupled with 
psychological treatment for the severe mental challenges of the illness. As such, treatment splits 
body from mind as if they are characteristically different entities. At the point of physical shutdown, 
this is understandable; a starved body requires re-feeding. Yet to characterise eating disorder as 
solely, or primarily, a medical illness, ignores the considerable reach of socio-cultural forces that 
bear upon disordered bodies, particularly female bodies. The dominant clinical discourse reduces 
eating disorders to individual pathology, viewing affected women as “categorically separate and 
deviant from ‘the norm’” (Malson and Burns 1), and reinforces normative ideals of right and wrong 
behaviour, and “mind over body”, which are the same socio-cultural frames that guide the onset of 
anorexia and bulimia (Gremillion 43).  
 
While self-identity is central to eating-disordered experience (as explored by key theorists 
Helen Malson in ‘Womæn Under Erasure’ and Rebecca Lester in ‘(Dis)Embodied Self’), the clinical 
model strips the sufferer of authority, assuming an “insufficient self, lacking in autonomy and self-
determination” (Saukko 1). As a teen anorectic, I was informed by medical professionals that my 
perspective was delusional, so I relied on a medical team to deliver truths about my condition. I 
came to mistrust my thoughts, and doubt my ability to provide an account of my experience. 
Reading clinical research throughout this study, I have met the same voice of authority within 
medical literature, in which conclusive statements are presented on the ‘delusions’ and 
‘abnormalities’ of the eating-disordered individual. Within such material, the voices of anorectics 
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and bulimics are sometimes present (Gadsby; Hope et al.), but always offered in brief quotations 
which are then analysed and contextualised by the medical researcher. This contextualisation of the 
sufferer’s voice enacts the power and authority the medical field holds in eating disorder discourse. 
Life writing, particularly contemporary forms that harness critical and conceptual thinking, can 
offer what is missing from this approach: self-assertion by the eating disorder sufferer through self-
writing. Through this research I propose life writing as an intervention, providing a critical and 
embodied voice from within the lived experience of eating disorder. 
 
Rather than abiding by the division of individual/culture through a parallel distinction of 
autobiography against wider cultural discourses, A Body at the Edge of Language aims to fill this gap 
with a mode of writing that is both personal and critical. Throughout this typographically 
experimental thesis, creative memoir prose is blended with critical movements of analysis, 
reflection, and conceptual thinking in relation to existing fields of knowledge. Through text-based 
and somatic engagement with philosophies of corporeality, this project blends the artefact and 
dissertation modes of creative research into one text. This research activates a series of symbiotic 
relations between writing and (not) eating: analogous, metaphoric, and mutually affective. Through 
these relations, the tensions of disorder are transposed into language and negotiated on the page.  
 
The creative practice of this PhD is an exploration of forms of life writing. Literary theorists 
note the indistinct bounds of related terms within this field of practice – life writing, autobiography, 
and memoir are “like living things, they wriggle out of boxes” (Angier 5) – and within this project, 
these terms are not neatly settled in boxes of categorisation. Despite their unclear boundaries, life 
writing researcher G. Thomas Couser offers a suitable approach that I adopt within this project, 
defining life writing as an umbrella term for all nonfictional representations of identity, which can 
include non-textual representations like graphic and oral storytelling (Couser 24). As subcategories 
of life writing, Couser provides a distinction between autobiography and memoir: autobiography is 
an attempt to “write the whole life” while memoir is more limited in scope, with the aim of 
depicting an event or period of life (23).  
 
Ultimately, given its focus on a period of my life in which I starved and purged to the brink 
of embodiment, this research contributes to the field of eating disorder memoir. Yet the approach 
to this writing is wider than memoir writing alone, involving non-text and physical arts-based 
practices to approach the subject of the inquiry. In response to the difficult personal content of this 
project, I used material artistic practices to develop and explore my inquiry. As such, this research 
engages more widely with the umbrella category of life writing in its seeking of a memoir form.  
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The key question driving this research is how to write from this body, which is a container of 
memory (the French mémoire translates directly to ‘memory’). The fragmented subjectivity, lack of 
memory and disordered thought patterns within the condition present a challenge to traditional 
autobiographical forms. Writing disorder, I meet trauma points on the page, and oscillate between 
the doubled nature of this experience: now and then, idea and felt experience, wellness and illness. 
The inherent challenges of writing anorexia and bulimia call for unique creative writing forms and 
processes. 
 
This writing takes a feminist approach to a Deleuzian conception of the body, which Rosi 
Braidotti defines as “a folding-in of external influences and a simultaneous unfolding outwards of 
affects” – a body that is ultimately an embodied memory (‘Teratologies’ 159). Drawing from 
Elizabeth Grosz’ theorising of artistic philosophical practice, A Body at the Edge of Language 
harnesses the immaterial properties of materiality within the development of somatic writing 
methods. Through material experiments with ink and paper, found text, and dance, this project 
comes to figure this writer’s disorder: my temporal positioning as an unfixed subject, implicated in 
forces of disorder and language, across the flux of memory, time and interpersonal relation.  
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Writing disorder: literature review 
 
 
 
 
Research context 
 
This study is situated in the field of life writing studies, within the broader research area of 
creative nonfiction writing. This research also draws from and contributes to the field of feminist 
eating disorder studies. The reach of this study across these two contexts, life writing and eating 
disorder studies, reflects the shape of this project as it explores two major threads of writing and 
eating. 
 
While clinical literature suggests anorexia is far less common in males than females 
(American Psychiatric Association 342), the phenomenon of male eating disorder is significantly 
under-studied and requires further research. Only two major clinical texts on male eating disorder 
have been published since Arnold Andersen’s Males with Eating Disorders (1990), both appearing in 
the last seven years (Lemberg and Cohn in 2013; Wooldridge in 2016). These texts explore various 
influencing factors unique to male experience, including sexual orientation (Strong et al.) and the 
drive to become larger and more ‘masculine’ in order to protect oneself from attack (Morgan). The 
field of life writing reflects this scarcity of research, with only five commercially published memoirs 
available on the subject of male eating disorder. There is even less literature reflecting eating 
disorder across non-binary gender experience, while the poetry of Nina Puro (Each Tree Could Hold 
a Noose or a House) and recent empirical studies provide a starting-point for research within this sub-
group. One such study found that gender nonconforming individuals assigned a female sex at birth 
appear to have heightened lifetime risk of eating disorder (relative to male-to-female transgender 
participants), yet stressed the necessity of further research into specific psychosocial and biological 
risk factors within trans and non-binary experience (Diemer et al.).  
 
As Bordo points out, the pervasiveness of Western capitalism and its spread into the 
developing world ensures that eating disorder is not just the curse of white, heterosexual, North 
American, and economically secure teen girls (Bordo, ‘White Girl’s Thing’) and this is supported by 
recent empirical studies in Fiji (Becker) and Sudan (Lau and Ambrosino) showing a correlation 
between the spread of Western capitalism and increased prevalence of eating disorders. Further 
research into disordered eating within traditionally under-studied groups, such as males, non-binary 
individuals and non-Western cultures, is necessary to fully understand the nature of these illnesses. 
Such scholarship is integral to this field, but falls outside the scope of this particular research 
project. The parameters of this project are dictated by its form, as a scholarly inquiry through the 
lens of my individual experience.  
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This project focuses on anorexia and bulimia as entangled within the lived specificities of my 
life: I am a female, cis-gendered, first generation Australian. I am not speaking on behalf of all 
sufferers. Apart from attributed publicly-available research and literature (autobiographical texts 
including poetry and memoir, and interview transcriptions made available through research articles), 
the particularities of anorexia and bulimia within this account are my own. While the story of my 
eating disorder is individual, I hope this research provides a frame that might be followed by others 
in their creative explorations of eating disorder and mental illness.  
 
 
 
Eating disorder life writing  
 
The field of eating disorder life writing has emerged in line with the “memoir boom” since 
the 1990s (Couser 6), and increased clinical and critical interest in eating disorder in the late 20th and 
early 21st centuries. There are almost 300 eating disorder memoirs publicly available, with the 
overwhelming majority published in the last thirty years (Brien, ‘Starving’ 5). Aimee Liu’s Solitaire: a 
Memoir of Anorexia, published in 1979, is widely considered the first anorexia memoir, although the 
most prominent and critically acclaimed remains Marya Hornbacher’s Wasted: a Memoir of Anorexia 
and Bulimia, published nineteen years after Solitaire and shortlisted for a Pulitzer Prize. Wasted is seen 
as the founder of the eating disorder memoir genre, the crest of a wave of anorexia (and, 
increasingly, bulimia) memoirs that have appeared since the turn of the millennium. This field 
includes memoirs written by public figures, such as actor Portia De Rossi’s Unbearable Lightness 
(2010) and writer Roxanne Gay’s Hunger (2017). Maud Ellmann identifies a potential reason for the 
proliferation of these accounts – writing, she claims, replicates starving for these writers. Ellmann 
insists that within these narrative accounts “expression of the word requires the repression of the 
flesh” (47). Recent publications extend this line of thinking, considering, as I am within this project, 
the textuality of the disorder and its relationship with literary acts. Notably, Fiona Wright’s Small 
Acts of Disappearance (2015) explores the relation of her poetry and her anorexia, and Kelsey 
Osgood’s How to Disappear Completely (2013) recounts her voracious reading of eating disorder 
literature through which she instructed herself to become anorexic. Anorexia, Osgood writes, “is a 
behavior that can be learned through stories” (23). 
 
Existing eating disorder memoirs overwhelmingly focus on narrating what happened through 
behaviour and events, detailing food intake, weights, and the routines and rituals of disorder. De 
Rossi’s memoir is particularly explicative, regularly listing her declining weights and 
measurements, including photographs of her emaciated body, and detailing her intake and 
exercise habits: “an hour on the treadmill at 7.0, 105 sit-ups followed by 105 leg-lifts […] I was 
96 pounds […] I ate 300 calories a day” (257). Such literary representations do little to 
challenge superficial cultural readings of eating disorder as fat-phobia, sensitivity to media 
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pressures, and personal choice (Lee 25). These memoirs echo a “language of action” that is 
commonly observed in emotionally-avoidant anorectics (van der Kolk 98), and the 
transcriptive narration of these memoirs can be triggering to a readership comprised 
significantly of eating disorder sufferers (Seaber 503). Extending Ellmann’s argument, Nieves 
Pascual argues that eating disorder memoirists gloss over trauma to “make a theater of their 
starvation by domesticating and heroicizing the illness”, and this works to “seduce readers into 
taking up the route of starvation” (349). Here Pascual notes a pressing ethical concern for the field, 
as there is significant anecdotal evidence of eating disorder memoirs being used as ‘how to’ guides. 
In her memoir, Purge: Rehab Diaries, Nicole Johns classifies Wasted as a “problem book” and 
describes attempts to smuggle the book into treatment facilities (10). Hornbacher herself wrote of 
her reaction to the anorexic protagonist in Steven Levenkron’s fictional anorexia account The Best 
Little Girl in the World, stating “I wanted to be her: withdrawn, reserved, cold, wholly absorbed in 
her own obsession, perfectly pure. Shutting everything out” (10).  
 
Both Hornbacher and Liu have extended their original memoirs with more hopeful accounts 
of recovery. Hornbacher’s 2014 afterword to Wasted was written in direct response to its use as 
thinspiration material – she explains “Wasted lacked insight […] I wanted to go back and give it not 
just the insight of time and distance, but the insight of cultural change” (‘The Things that Escape’  
n. pag.). Liu’s second book Gaining: The Truth About Life After Eating Disorders was written more than 
twenty years after Solitaire and tells, as she explains, “the story of all I know now about eating 
disorders that I didn’t know when I wrote my first memoir of anorexia” (Liu, ‘Books & Work’  
n. pag.). As illustrated by these revisions and updates, the field of eating disorder memoir retains an 
uncomfortable relationship with recovery.  
 
As Megan Milks writes, eating disorder memoirs “almost without fail create an arc from 
disorder into recovery if not ‘cure,’ portraying as linear, ordered narrative what is generally cyclical 
and fraught” (87). Narrative arcs of wellness-to-illness-to-wellness, or more often wellness-to-
illness, gloss over the messiness of recovery. So present is this distinction of wellness and 
illness that Merav Shohet suggests it establishes subsets within the wider field: “full” and 
“struggling” genres of recovery (344). Shohet suggests the “full recovery” narrative, “with its clear 
beginnings, turning points, and felicitous, institutionally condoned endings may well be critical for 
recovery to remain a stable condition in life” (375). In this PhD, I present a form of memoir that 
offers the stability of recovery with the unstable reality of the experience, which is often unclear and 
devoid of clear beginnings, turning points and endings. A Body at the Edge of Language will focus not 
only on years of starvation, but, like Dana Lise Shavin’s The Body Tourist, will explore the trials of 
weight gain and messy recovery. The current field of eating disorder memoir fails to present the 
embedded, active, lived nature of eating disorder and the ongoing nature of recovering. I 
propose a form to write with both openness and grounding: to write recovering.  
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To an extent, this research is in concurrence with Pascual – the majority of eating disorder 
memoirs are caught in a tone of heroicism (written perhaps in the voice of the illness, rather than 
the writer’s voice) and gloss over trauma in attempts to present a coherent narrative. As detailed 
within the body of this work, this writing project did reactivate my “desire to go hungry” and the 
“pleasures of fasting”, as Pascual writes are the conditions of narrating one’s eating disorder (348). 
Despite this, I find a point of significant divergence from Pascual’s argument (and its origin in 
Ellmann’s claim that writing imitates starving). This research proposes an alternative: self-writing, 
when approached with a narrative anchoring in the dynamic ‘now’ of the writing body, can be an 
act of self-expression that counteracts starvation.  
 
Throughout this writing project, I refuse to provide weights, food intake and the specifics of 
an exercise regime. I avoid physical descriptions beyond the metaphoric (‘I am a heart in a paper 
bag’) and moments of physical devastation, such as feeling my spine through my abdomen, are 
presented in an hallucinatory style that questions their truth, yet presents the visual illusions of 
anorexia. I am moving away from a narrative premised on the coherency of chronological events, 
toward exposition of the poetics of disorder. This writing investigates what has remained 
unexplored in eating disorder memoir: the relation of cognitive/somatic disorder to critical 
concepts of embodiment and self-assertion.  
 
I propose this can be achieved by focusing on the embodied thought process of the disorder, 
as it moves into recovering, and by making tangible the field of time over which the piece is written. 
Like the collection Going Hungry, which details nineteen writers’ experiences of eating disorder in 
first-person recollection, this project will reflect upon past experience from the position of recovery 
– yet at other points will present an immediate first-person experience as it unfolded. This frame, 
with the grounding of a cohesive narrator self, and a distinction of then/now, is necessary for such 
experimentation to occur. By establishing a frame in which the arising of memory is written into the 
form of the memoir, I do not smooth over traumatic and fragmentary experience, but also do not 
leave it in disarray, thereby presenting what Shohet defines as a “struggling” text (344). There is 
cohesiveness in the writing persona now who can present the words I was unable to back then, and 
there is fragmentation within the form of this account that rings true to the experience of disorder.  
 
When I began this research, I hadn’t spoken openly about my eating disorder beyond close 
friends and family. I began my university career after my most physically depleted years, and so my 
body did not visually indicate the anorexia and bulimia it had recently survived. I have been 
reminded of this by colleagues and new acquaintances over the course of this research – ‘but you 
don’t look like you have an eating disorder!’ – which remains an immediate source of shame, but 
ultimately a drive to continue this research. There is so much held invisibly around, and in the trace 
of, this lived body. I must admit now, in these opening pages, to the undeniable personal drive of 
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this research. I want to understand my eating disorder – how it took hold of my life and how I, to 
my own astonishment, have managed to find my way out of it. Although it is more accurate to state 
that I am finding my way out of it, even through the writing of this work. There is a personal inquiry 
within this critical frame, and the two threads of this research interleave throughout.  
 
 
This research contributes to an emergent area of life writing that is explicitly critical and 
analytical. Contemporary auto/biography has embraced hybrid and cross-disciplinary approaches, 
as exemplified in Rebecca Solnit’s cultural/critical essays such as The Faraway Nearby and A Field 
Guide to Getting Lost, and Maggie Nelson’s experimental life writing in The Argonauts and Bluets. 
Theorist Irene Kacandes identifies four domains within Lejeune’s definition of autobiography – 
time, medium, relation, and focus – as those with which writers of auto/biography experiment 
(383). In the fragmented form of Bluets, Nelson shifts between memories (time), collecting 
fragments of thought as they present themselves to her (medium), building connections across 
these fragments (relation), and following the conceptual anchor of the colour blue (focus). Through 
somatic-led experiments, A Body at the Edge of Language also experiments within these four domains: 
in the chapter SOAK, time is presented as porous, and I distil then from now despite their ongoing 
interaction (time); in CUT, the forces of disorder change hands into language through an 
interchange across text and body (medium); in MOVE, the writing process follows the mutually-
affective relation of writing and the moving body (relation); and in RETURNING TO THE 
BODY, I review the experimentation of this PhD to identify an ethics of eating disorder life 
writing in which a focus on the ‘I’ can lead beyond ‘I’, toward community and recovering (focus). 
 
While eating disorder theorists have identified poststructuralist concepts of corporeality and 
signification as resonant with eating-disordered experience – using Derrida’s ‘archive fever’ 
(Anderson), Deleuze’s ‘body without organs’ (Arsić), and Foucault’s ‘discursive formations’ (Allen) 
to conceptualise anorexia and bulimia – eating disorder memoir has remained in the domain of 
traditional autobiography, and is yet to take up contemporary literary movements toward hybridity, 
to combine theory with autobiographical writing. Writing between these forms can open realms of 
cultural inquiry within life writing, as seen in recent accounts of gender (The Argonauts) and 
postpartum depression (Jessica Friedmann’s Things That Helped). Remaining within the constraints 
of traditional memoir – as “retrospective prose narrative” by a real person concerning the story of 
their life (Lejeune 4) – eating disorder life writing is limited in its scope to present this illness which 
is embodied and cognitive, clinical and cultural, psychological and somatic, and bound within 
cultural and critical frameworks of self-constitution. This turn toward critical/personal 
experimentation appears in recent works of Australian writers within academia, including those by 
Quinn Eades (All the Beginnings), Maria Tumarkin (Axiomatic) and Julienne Van Loon (The Thinking 
Woman). These recent texts extend a fictocritical writing practice which gained ground around the 
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turn of the millennium, particularly within Australian feminist life writing and academic scholarship. 
Writing academics such as Anna Gibbs, Alison Bartlett, Ros Prosser and Moya Costello are 
forerunners of this movement which emphasises cross-genre experimentation and corporeal 
writing.  
 
Like Lidia Yuknavitch’s The Chronology of Water and Georgia Blain’s The Museum of Words, this 
writing project explores the body as a site of memory, and draws from experimental approaches to 
embodied memory as seen in Heidi Julavits’ The Folded Clock. Practicing in commune (see 
‘Communing in practice’ in methodology section, page 35) with these works, alongside and in 
relation to their contemporary experimental practices, A Body at the Edge of Language locates memory 
and creativity within the body, asking me as the writer to look inward, and you, reader, to engage 
with this text as a body composed of words, to place a hand over your heart and locate its beat: 
 
 
I am I am I am I am I am I am I am I am I am here, now, in this, in this one 
gasping moment. The doctor lowers her clipboard to her lap and says, 
Stefanie, if you don’t start eating, you’ll die. I am sixteen years old.  
 
 
 
Clinical eating disorder studies   
 
Clinical eating disorder research can be delineated along the two major strands of the 
common treatment model: psychological and medical approaches. The term ‘anorexia nervosa’ was 
first introduced into clinical vocabulary by Sir William Gull in 1874, to denote the unexplained 
weight loss of four female patients (Gull), and the term ‘bulimia nervosa’ entered medical literature 
a century later to describe the binging and purging behaviours of thirty patients of ‘normal’ weight 
(Russell). Although disordered eating can be traced back to the medieval period, with ‘holy 
anorexia’ observed within fasting saints (Bell), self-starvation and compensatory purging have 
attracted a clinical focus over the past century. Psychological and medical research dominates 
contemporary scholarship on eating disorders, as major texts The Oxford Handbook of Eating Disorders 
and Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and journals International Journal of Eating 
Disorders and European Eating Disorders Review are regularly updated in line with new research.  
 
Empirical psychological research gathers data along four major treatment approaches: 
cognitive behavioural therapy, interpersonal therapy, family therapy, and dialectical behavioural 
therapy. As W. Stewart Agras writes in his introduction to The Oxford Handbook of Eating Disorders, 
the effectiveness of these approaches is under-researched (2). While there is evidence of the success 
of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) within bulimia treatment, the much lower number of 
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anorexia cases presents a challenge to empirical data collection (Wilson 343). The therapeutic 
approaches noted above emphasise emotional regulation (Chen and Safer 402), social interaction 
(Arcelus et al., ‘Interpersonal Functioning’ 166) and interpersonal relationships (Tanofsky-Kraff 
and Wilfley 348) as key challenges faced by eating disorder sufferers. Psychological research 
therefore presents a view of eating disorder as discursively and relationally constituted, as the 
negotiation of oneself against and within social systems. While each approach emphasises individual 
pathology, these psychotherapeutic models consider the relation of the anorectic or bulimic within 
their wider sociocultural context. This is the point at which my research project might connect to a 
psychological frame: this writing emphasises the eating disordered body as wedded into systems of 
signification and meaning which force its self-abuse.  
 
 
As a teenager, I lost myself to silence. The kind of silence that grows space in 
a body. The silence that turns you hollow. An emaciated body can scream 
without sound – believe me. I lost myself to rage. Flesh and thought enfolded 
in anger, saliva string from lips to knuckles, throwing up all I couldn’t say. 
Spluttering, stuttering rage. Incoherent. Lost in delirium, days bled into weeks. 
Scabbed knuckles, teeth marks and a bile-seared throat. I lost myself to 
language. Hushed comments, medical discourses, forms and narratives I 
could not occupy. 
 
Thirteen years ago I did not have words for what was happening to me, 
within me. I could not say that starvation was an act of expression clearer 
than any phrase or paragraph. That signification hurt, it was a violation, and 
the only possible option, in light of this, was self-erasure. I would not partake, 
I would remove myself from the system of signs. Starve myself out. It was 
never a choice.  
 
Shocked out of childhood by puberty, I wanted to escape my body and reside 
within intellect. I resisted food and rest. I did not have words for it back then. 
I was aware that this was somehow happening to me without my decision and 
that there was no other possible choice. Starvation closed my circuits into 
stillness, and I transcended into a peaceful pre-death only disrupted by words 
spoken in a small hospital suite by the woman who kept my file. Death? The 
end? Of me? I crash-landed back into my failing, weak, alarmingly small body.  
 
No exit. 
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Medical eating disorder research can be categorised in a somewhat chronological model: 
etiology (causes), symptomatology (effects) and treatment of the condition. As Philip S. Mehler and 
Carrie Brown, medical researchers at the University of Colorado, write in their extensive 
compendium of medical effects of anorexia (no such text on this scale is available regarding 
bulimia), all bodily systems are adversely affected by the illness, and weight restoration cannot undo 
the lifelong affects of much of this damage (6). For the most part, research relating to treatment is 
conducted within re-feeding programs in major hospital research units and psychiatric centres, such 
as Maudsley Hospital in London, and is restricted to the subjects and resources of these treatment 
programs. Much etiological research is conducted within the field of neuroscience, which conceives 
of anorexia as a neuropsychiatric disorder. Recent studies suggest brain shape as a cause of 
disordered eating behaviours (Phillipou et al.) and body image problems, as brain shape variance 
might cause a distorted allocentric view “from the outside” of the individual body (Gaudio and 
Riva 1). Variances in grey matter and neural function within eating disorder patients are explored as 
causes of the condition, with a recent study suggesting “the fault is not in her parents”, but in her 
insula (Nunn et al. 355). Genetic research suggests otherwise, offering causal factors of genetic 
predisposition to disordered eating (Clarke et al.).  
 
As a sufferer of the condition, I am grateful for this research that contributes to medical care 
that is desperately needed, but again the voices of clinicians resound against the silence of sufferers. 
Clinical research is necessary but only one part of the holistic approach required to fully understand 
and respond to eating disorders. This project extends recent efforts to bridge disciplinary divides, 
such as Elizabeth Wilson’s Gut Feminism (2015) and Annemarie Mol’s The Body Multiple (2002), 
through which medical research is combined with philosophical analysis. Wilson’s text draws 
feminist philosophy into contact with biological research, arguing “there is still something about 
biology that remains troublesome for feminist theory” (3) and claiming conceptual innovation 
would be possible if feminist theory wasn’t so instinctively anti-biological (1). Mol’s book presents 
dual ethnographic and philosophical textual threads that interrelate throughout, in a study of the 
cardiovascular disease atherosclerosis. 
 
A Body at the Edge of Language similarly takes a feminist approach to a field dominated by 
scientific research, and blends personal and academic modes of scholarship. Such hybrid 
approaches can broaden the scope of our collective inquiry and create new knowledge. Clinical 
research, while necessary, has itself an allocentric view, a position from the outside that cannot 
account for lived experience of eating disorder. Was I always destined to become anorexic, due to 
my neurological make up? Was self-starvation programmed into my DNA? As clinical research 
cannot expose the lived intricacies of eating disorder from the inside, this research does not aim to 
answer such questions of neurobiology and genetics. Rather, I aim to explain to you how it felt to 
live in a body at the edge.  
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I recognised the core of my anorexic desire, my longing to materialise an 
absent presence, in the philosophy I read years after my stint as an outpatient. 
There it was, my anorexia, in the core thread of dissolution within 
poststructuralist philosophy, with works by Jacques Derrida and Michel 
Foucault resonating with what I had felt deep within my starving body. In 
Writing and Difference, I read about the structure’s lack of centre, about the play 
of signification having no limit, and that without a transcendental signified 
“one must reject even the concept and word ‘sign’ itself—which is precisely 
what cannot be done” (354). I stopped still: I knew this because I had felt it in 
my body – the trap of transcendence in anorexic self-erasure, and the 
unshakeable sign. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault writes of a body that is 
diminished by its own forces of self-subjectification, and explains a 
panopticism in power relations which reminded me of my own anorexic self-
surveillance – “Inspection functions ceaselessly. The gaze is alert everywhere” 
(195). In these texts, I recognised my disorder: a longing to escape the sign, to 
break it open into potent space. At the time of starvation, I did not have 
words for this longing, but there it was in tangible new language: deconstruction, 
erasure, discipline. Not just in these terms, I thought to myself, but gaping 
around them, gasping in the space between one word and the next.  
 
Anorexic, I could not express in language my desperate desire to flee – the 
sense that there was something beyond words, beyond appearance (but not 
removed from either) and maybe, if I could slip out of the frame, just slide 
through the crack in the door, if I could skew my reality one degree into the 
shadows, shiver in daylight, in the unwritten margin, just there, if I could exist 
there, at the brink of life and death, in a body that takes and gives nothing, in 
a body that closed over any impulse to become a clean undisturbed circuit, 
there at the brink, between the world and the word, at the edge of 
signification but not yet arriving at meaning, at the cracking dawn of language, 
the moment before recognition, the blank before waking, the trace at the edge 
of communication, without interference, just there you-know-it-you-see-it-
now-it’s-gone, the space between words, the inexpressible, almost manifest – 
perhaps there I could find it. To me, that yearning is anorexia: liminal, violent, 
floating. I wanted to live there, in that space beyond, but you don’t live there. 
You die there.  
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Anorexia, for me, was not a yearning for an image or ideal. Anorexia was an 
obsessive desire to escape the image, to skip out, to erase myself and all traces. I 
don’t know why it happened. I was aware that I was starving, I saw myself, 
but also I didn’t know, I couldn’t see. I was split. Possessed, yet wholly 
embodied.  
 
 
 
 
Feminist eating disorder studies  
 
 
Feminist scholarship on eating disorders emerged over the past fifty years, largely as a 
critique of the clinicalisation of anorexia, bulimia and other eating disorders (Malson and Burns). As 
Rebecca Lester writes, the two branches of the clinical model (psychological and medical) treat 
eating disorders as purely biological dysfunction on the one hand, and employ abstract “self 
theories” on the other, and this contributes to the reification of the Cartesian duality of mind and 
body, which infuses Western culture and is continually produced and socially embodied in its 
institutions (Lester 481). As Matra Robertson, an early theorist in this field writes, medical discourse 
clinicalises a condition that is only clinical in its symptoms – eating disorders are cultural as well as 
clinical (Robertson 70). While, she writes, anorexia is “one of many choices” women can make in a 
dominant gender order that strips them of power, it is a choice made often unconsciously and 
influenced by “culture in the unconscious” (Robertson xiii). Writing sixteen years later in her 
autoethnographic account, The Anorexic Self, Paula Saukko criticises psychiatric discourses for 
reinforcing dichotomies of false consciousness/emancipation, and dominance/freedom that mimic 
and reinforce binary absolutes of anorexic thinking that “guide women’s starving in the first place” 
(Saukko 2). The critical feminist operative is to loosen these absolutes and identify the multiple (and 
often contradictory) cultural discourses that lead to and sustain eating disorder within (as is the 
majority of cases) female experience under patriarchy.  
Broadly, there is consensus within feminist eating disorder studies: anorectic and bulimic 
experience evidences not only a terror and repulsion at the traditional female role, but a deep, 
pervading cultural mistrust of women’s hunger. Early feminist eating disorder scholarship focused 
on the entanglement of female eating and body practices within oppressive patriarchal gender 
ideologies. Susan Bordo, in Unbearable Weight: Feminism, Western Culture, and the Body (1993), argued 
the anorectic’s refusal of food is also refusal of “a certain archetypal image of the female: as 
hungering, voracious, all-needing, and all-wanting” (160). The sentiment is echoed by other key 
theorists of the time, such as Susie Orbach in Fat Is a Feminist Issue (1979), Kim Chernin in The 
Obsession (1981) and Joan Brumberg in Fasting Girls (1988).  
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Since critical attention turned toward eating disorders in the 1980s, reading disorder has 
proved a difficult task for researchers and the general public. Superficial cultural readings focus on 
links with fashion imagery (Black) and figure the illness as a philosophical choice (Wilson, 
‘Metaphors’). Researchers report the ‘Pro-Ana’ misinterpretation of the illness as a lifestyle choice 
(Strife and Rickard). As Abigail Bray details in a list of conflicting interpretations of anorexia, an 
“epidemic of signification” has arisen to explain these conditions (Bray 413). The anorexic body, in 
its spectacle of bone and shadow, has been read as anti-capitalist, as hyper-delicate childlike 
femininity, as boyish pre-pubescence, moral purity, transcendence of feminine flesh, vanity and 
victimhood (Bray 413-414). As demonstrated throughout this thesis, the contradiction of 
signification within anorexia is its central paradox – as Grosz writes, the anorectic is simultaneously 
in rebellion against and complicity with patriarchal ideals (Volatile Bodies 40).  
When I began competing in track races at age 12, the size and shape of my 
body were irrelevant. A tree-climbing and cartwheeling child, I was more 
interested in what my body could do than how it looked. I raced because it 
was fun – I could smell the grass and clean air, and I could be my own team, 
take myself to the finishing line. I’ve always loved running, surrendering to 
rhythm and moving completely by instinct, pushing until I am in the run, that 
point of no return from which it would be harder to stop than continue. I 
raced because, even as a child, I knew this deep state of flow that takes hold 
in long-distance running, a slipstream I would revisit later in life as a writer – 
step in, step in, until you are in this rhythm, at one with it, moving, powerful, steady.  
At the regional finals, tall girls passed me on the track, their long legs in deep 
strides. My muscular thighs rubbed together. Maybe then the thought budded 
in mind: to run more easily, I must be unhindered by flesh. Maybe training, 
and the physical changes that came with it, became addictive. That part is easy 
to understand, but that’s just one possible starting point. There are so many 
ways to slip into anorexia. It’s this slip that confounds me. It happened 
without my noticing. Anorexia takes you. Was I made for anorexia, or was 
anorexia destined for me? I was running, studying, getting better, and then 
suddenly my body was failing. 
I mean: I slipped out of this reality and existed in a world of my own creation, 
where the rules made sense. Why can’t I find words for this? I mean: anorexia 
happened and I don’t know why. Maybe loosen. Maybe break. I mean: I entered a 
competition with the limits of my body, and I was prepared to fight to the 
death. Maybe spill the guts of it, without explanation. Enter the slipstream again.  
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As contemporary feminist scholars identify, a dualistic frame is also prevalent in the early 
feminist model of eating disorders – elevating the bodily as distinct from mind (Lester 485). 
Cultural interpretations have focused on the anorectic’s alignment with her mind over body, 
presenting a shallow reading of the illness as fat-phobia. As Sing Lee writes, this interpretation 
neglects “the full metaphorical significance of self-starvation” (Lee 25). In this inquiry, I present the 
embodied thought of my anorexia, bulimia and recovering to demonstrate the significance of self-
starvation and binge/purge behaviour as embodied and cognitive distress.  
 
In response to the lingering dualism in both clinical and early critical studies, contemporary 
feminist scholars have taken up approaches that emphasise the discursive, multiply-constituted and 
contradictory nature of eating disorders. Within this contemporary movement, anorexic and 
bulimic behaviours are theorised as through Derridean erasure (Malson), the Deleuzian concept of 
the pleat (Probyn), and Foucualdian self-technologies (Eckermann). The adoption of 
poststructuralist theory is necessary, Elspeth Probyn states, because “it precisely highlights the 
necessity of speaking within the tensions of (im)possibility” (119). As Malson writes, eating 
disorders should be understood as “constituted within and by the multiple discursive contexts of 
modern Western culture” (‘Womæn Under Erasure’ 140). An eating disorder, she states, expresses 
postmodern concerns with themes of the body, subjecthood, truth and identity (141). Writing with 
another key researcher, Maree Burns, in the introduction to Critical Feminist Approaches to Eating 
Dis/Orders (2009), Malson identifies this poststructuralist turn as the defining advancement in 
critical feminist scholarship since the first collection of feminist eating disorder research in 1994 
(Fallon et al.). Malson and Burns explain the positive outcomes of this poststructuralist turn, as 
allowing investigation into the socio-cultural forces that bear upon disordered bodies, and the 
multiple contributing factors beyond individual pathology and dualistic framings of body-hatred.  
A Body at the Edge of Language aligns with such scholarship to investigate the representative and 
discursive properties of eating disorders, specifically to take these conceptual frames as launching 
points into creative practice.  
 
Foucault exposed a long history of self-cultivation through written and physical practice 
(‘Technologies of the Self’). Foucauldian approaches to self-formation have been adopted within 
eating disorder studies (Eckermann; Allen) to denote anorexic bodily practices as self-technologies, 
practices of self-alteration that bear the influence of wider forces of power, and regulate the self 
toward an ideal. Anorexic, one method of my self-surveillance was closing thumb and forefinger 
around my wrists to monitor their size and count my heartbeat, and another was listing everything I 
ate in a notebook. With attention to both eating practices and self-writing, throughout this project, 
I note both as acts of self-cultivation. This thesis attends to the shared techniques of self-
monitoring, self-construction, and self-erasure in both disordered eating practices and writing.  
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While Malson and Probyn suggest poststructuralist frameworks for understanding eating 
disorder as textually and culturally constituted, and writers have turned to poetic forms to express 
their experiences of eating disorder (Louise Glück; Cynthia Cruz; Nina Puro), there is yet to be a 
major life writing research project into the poetics of eating disorder, specifically examining the 
constitution of the disordered self alongside theories of language and corporeality. Cruz wrote in 
2016 of her struggle to publish what would be the first anthology of autobiographical poetry by 
female eating disorder sufferers (‘Notes Toward a New Language’), but as yet, this collection has 
not been published. Within this project, I am exploring anorexia and bulimia within and against 
disciplines of language, and enacting these critical movements though creative practice.  
 
A key idea within feminist eating disorder studies is that these disorders are individual, yet 
deeply embedded within wider cultural distress. Helen Malson’s characterisation of the disorder as 
manifesting postmodern impossibility (a signification that erases itself) resonates with my 
experience of the illness. Her claim that anorexic identity signifies its own absence puts into words 
the self-identification I found within my self-effacement. My anorexia was borne, at least in part, of 
a fear of being substantial, of having physical substance, of taking up space. Concerns of identity 
and agency led to an unconscious desire to flee from both. Identity, Malson writes, is “constructed 
here precisely as problematic, elusive and undecideable, as an absent presence, as deconstructed” 
(‘Womæn Under Erasure’ 148).  Identity, agency, and authority are central to the illness, and this is 
why an autobiographical approach is necessary – in such writing there is no escaping the self-
constitution of the writing subject. Racing toward death at fifteen, I couldn’t give a reason for my 
anorexia, I just knew there was no other way to behave. Medical professionals informed me that my 
impulse for control was now out of control. I’d simply taken my diet too far. What diet, I thought. 
 
 
 
I remember cold mornings like the one that settles into mind now, as I am I 
am I am jogging over ice-tipped grass toward an athletics track just visible 
through sleepy, pre-dawn fog. From the horizon a pale, tentative morning 
leaks into the sky. I duck under an iron fence, step lightly onto the crimson 
track and position myself within its outer ring. The clubroom shutters are 
drawn. Magpies croak into silence. I am alone.  
 
On your mark, I step toward the starting line. Set, I hold steady and motionless. 
Go, I imagine a gunshot and launch my cold legs forward. 
 
Settling into the first lap, I am aware of my buckling jaw and ragged breath. I 
follow the track’s leftward curve and feel a dry, sharp pain grating my chest, 
but know this is a temporary discomfort. Keep moving. 
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Running, my legs take control and carry this mind beyond thoughts of 
resignation, through an uncertain beginning when every step is a singular, 
uncommitted act. During the second lap, my arms lock into a steady frame 
and I fix my sight forward. My breathing becomes rhythmic: in step-step-step, 
out step-step-step. My body is loose and powerful as my singular strides create 
one fluid, clean motion.  
 
I exhale slowly, unclench my shoulders and imagine this energy slipping down 
my spine, extending with the reach of my toes and flattening with each step. 
Use it all. It feels good – the magic of slick machinery, how my feet kick 
forward at the precise moment to catch the gravel with a crunch. 
 
The third lap. Wind cold over my cheeks. I am pure energy surging forward, 
my legs lost to the rhythm of the run. Time passes in confident, manageable 
strides. This is how it begins. I submit to the thick, comforting white lines. This 
makes sense. I settle into routine. 
 
  
 
In discussion with Claire Parnet, Deleuze offers an articulation of anorexia as forces in flux 
between two demarcations of intensity: voids and fullness (Dialogues 110), which is the closest 
critical frame to the exposition intended within this project. “The point is always to float in one’s 
body”, Deleuze writes, to manifest void and fullness within a continuum of intensities, constituting 
a “body without organs” that flouts the organic regime, and combines a food flux with other fluxes 
(110). It is this third element that resonates clearly with my study, as this project identifies the 
interrelation of a ‘food flux’ (denial and management of food) with a ‘language flux’ (acts of writing) 
that mirrors and affects the disorder. Academic Branka Arsić interprets this Deleuzian model of 
anorexia as self-styling – the anorectic fashions a texture of “anorexic signifiers” and thus “tries to 
find its way out of the opposition between being and non-being by entering the existence of 
becoming” (42). This existence of becoming is flux and force, or as I found in surrender to the slick 
machinery of routine, it is pure energy surging forward, divested of the organic routines (digestion, 
menstruation, sleep) of a female body.  
 
 
Deleuze identifies another key feature of the illness, the significance of anorexic betrayals 
that “trick-the-hunger” and “trick-the-family” with an underlying motivation “to be involuted of 
the organism, the family or the consumer society” (Dialogues 111). Anorexic, I mistrusted any 
routine or system that required my dependence on something or someone external. I wanted to 
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stand alone, independent, outside my body by ignoring its hunger, outside the family unit by 
refusing to eat with them, and outside society by barely existing – leaving no trace. Despite the 
precision of Deleuze’s analysis with these “anorexic betrayals”, the example he provides of this 
behaviour reinstates common stereotypes of anorexia: “‘I’m starving.’ she says, grabbing two 
‘slimming yoghurts’.” (111). Similarly, the image of “anorexic elegance” he provides, in the example 
of the anorexic cook-model, calls to mind a picture of designer clothes draping from a bony frame, 
an image reiterated to damaging affect in diet and fashion propaganda worldwide. Life writing can 
intervene here, to offer what Deleuze cannot in this passage – an exposition of this double-game, 
or “double-track thinking” (Mascia-Lees and Sharpe) that extends beyond stereotypical images of 
anorexic exhibitionism (‘I’m starving!’) and out-dated cultural imagery of waif-like elegance.  
 
 
 
This force is mine, alone. I am my own team. I am powerful, I am running, I 
am movement. Inhale. In control as my legs charge forward. Exhale. I don’t 
need food. I have moved beyond the body. I am pure action, adrenaline. My 
core is propelled by these legs that are no longer flesh and bone, they are 
motion and power. My heartbeat resounding, swirling blood in my head and I 
cannot stop – I am out here, beyond the threshold, beyond need and desire.  
I am spent, total. 
 
Faster. The thought takes immediate effect in the body. Faster. I see myself 
from above, running. I cannot see shape or form, only movement, running. 
No longer contained, I am released.  
 
 
Although he provides a characterisation of the exhibitionist, waif-like anorectic, Deleuze’s 
work offers creative conceptual tools to articulate eating disorder beyond these stereotypes. This 
project finds creative inspiration in the linguistic and corporeal theories offered by Deleuze, and 
articulates this in a writing practice supported by contemporary feminist scholarship. In particular I 
draw from Elizabeth Grosz, Rosi Braidotti and Claire Colebrook, who all extend from a Deleuzian 
standpoint to theorise a creative feminist approach to corporeality. Drawing from Deleuze and 
Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus to reconstruct the corporeal “in terms other than those provided by 
dichotomous thought” and binary logic, (Volatile Bodies 161), Grosz suggests the Möbius strip as a 
conceptual figure for the subject, as “the torsion or pivot around which the subject is generated” 
(Volatile Bodies 36). I find this a useful figuring of the inside/outside negotiation within anorectic 
behaviour (denial and management at the threshold of the mouth: inside/outside). Grosz’s 
conception of the ‘incorporeal’ elements of all matter similarly offers a useful and nuanced frame 
beyond dualism – figuring the material/immaterial as constitutive in a way that resonates with the 
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aims of this project. Throughout this PhD inquiry, I negotiate slippages of anorexic and bulimic 
thought across inside/outside and material/immaterial properties of bodies and language, adopting 
Grosz’s framing of both. Braidotti extends a Deleuzian, Iriagarayan politics of art to propose a 
nomadic subject that is “multifunctional and complex […] a transformer of flows and energies, 
affects, desires, and imaginings” (Nomadic Subjects 25). As this writing practice comes to follow the 
movements of my present-tense writing body, this nomadic philosophy of thought is activated in 
creative practice. Colebrook explores how a Deleuzian account of a moving body might influence 
approaches to a philosophical subject, ushering a “dancerly philosophy” that this project ultimately 
uptakes (5). 
 
 
 
Faster. My knees switch, my body soars.  
 
I blink for a moment and the world disappears, but when my eyes open the 
track remains, empty and straight and I am beating, beating, heart and feet 
and I wonder how it feels to run without sight, so I close my eyes and 
through blackness I move forward, forward, mechanically forward.  
 
My body pulsing forward. Beyond need, beyond desire. Lost and gone and 
carried forward. Only movement. Blindly sprinting. I should have crashed, I 
should have fallen. Instead I was flying, with breath of vapour and ears of 
static, I was charging forward, it was fluid, easy, it had started and caught me 
and lifted me forward. Moving through blackness, it was much too late, when 
finally, finally I opened my eyes. You’ll die. 
 
 
This project is aligned with recent cross-disciplinary movements between creative writing 
and clinical practice, such as health humanities, narrative medicine, narrative therapy, and creative 
writing therapies. As Donna Lee Brien notes in her exposition of the eating disorder memoir field, 
autobiographical texts can be used as informative resources alongside major journals and texts 
within clinical practice and research (3). Research shows that eating disorder memoirs can be useful 
for carers (Linacre et al.), and might provide clinicians with an empathetic “illuminative 
understanding” that would benefit treatment (McAllister et al., ‘Things You Can Learn’ 558). Child 
psychiatrist and mental health researcher Gail Beck, in a review of Hornbacher’s Wasted published 
in the Canadian Medical Association Journal, suggested the text “could be recommended in particular 
to mental health workers who would like to learn more about their own ‘blind spots’ in treating 
patients with eating disorders” and to help clinicians understand the phenomenon of counter-
transference within psychological treatment (551). A Central Queensland University study between 
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creative writing and nursing departments proposed the incorporation of memoir reading within 
mental health training curricula to contribute to “the shared international agenda – of embedding 
recovery principles into practice” (McAllister et al., ‘Educative Potential’ 75). 
 
In the field of creative writing there is evidence of a similar cross-disciplinary effort. Poet 
Nuar Alsadir and writer Adam Phillips are both psychoanalysts, who explain the influence of their 
clinical practice upon their writing. Alsadir explains how the mind “draws associations, redacts, 
displaces, represses, moves” in psychoanalysis and poetry writing (n. pag.) and Phillips states that 
each of these disciplines can inform the other, and “the reading of poetry would be very good 
training for a psychoanalyst” (n. pag.). This linguistic focus is shared by recent narrative and 
dialogic therapies like Foucauldian narrative therapy, which have achieved significant success in the 
treatment of anorexia and bulimia (Epston and White; Lock et al.). The growing field of creative 
writing therapy has emerged from the psychological tradition of narrative therapy, highly influenced 
by poststructuralist accounts of a self that is presented and reshaped through acts of remembering 
(Hunt 186).  
 
This project shares with these recent cross-disciplinary movements an approach that 
externalises, giving form to, the self-constituting technologies that are present in writing and eating. 
The three central creative practice chapters of this thesis – SOAK, CUT and MOVE – trace the 
interrelation of writing and embodiment through their analogous, metaphoric and mutually-
affective connection. At each experimental stage of research, this relation is explored though 
physical practice – with soaked pages, rearranged text, and dance. As Saukko writes, the eating 
disordered experience is “not linear, with a simple cause and effect, a beginning and an end. It is 
rather a knot in a messy web” (32). For me, the knot is tied and re-tied with language.  
 
 
With the doctor’s warning now laced into my breath, resounding within each 
moment – I’ll die if I don’t surrender to this, I’ll die if I can’t trust them – I 
attend the clinic as an outpatient. I am lying still on a crisp white sheet as the 
machine beside me surges into power and replaces silence with a steady buzz. 
The nurse tells me to remain as motionless as possible for the most accurate 
reading, so I watch my sneakers as the arm of the machine moves over me, 
scanning from toe to head. I’m accustomed to being cold, but lying down I’m 
even colder, and I’m not sure if that’s why I’m shaking but I can’t stop. The end 
of me? When I sit up, knees bent over the edge of the examination bed, the 
edges of my vision fray – I’ve grown accustomed to this too. Once my vision 
settles I see the image of my skeleton on the computer screen: a thick green 
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frame outlined by a green cloud in the shape of a body. My body, is that my 
body? If that is my flesh, where is the disorder? Can the machine see that, too? 
 
I lie back and I am I am I am in a garden studio in bayside Melbourne twelve 
years later and I remember, my body remembers, the hum of that machine of 
clinical science. The energy healer smiles and taps the gong at my temple and I 
feel warmth move through me. She tells me she is reading my body for signals, 
and I wonder what my body might be saying. I close my eyes and breathe. 
These days I have new modes of listening to my body. I am not a passenger, or 
a ghost in the machine. I understand its calls for hunger and longing. This body 
speaks in a soft strange language that I am learning, slowly. What is my body 
saying now, as I lie in stillness? 
 
Not eating arose within me, gripped me, but I never felt that it was my choice. 
What does it mean to be a witness to yourself in this way, to be split? Is it like 
the body dysmorphic disorder I experienced but to this day can’t comprehend? 
Which is my reality? Which is my voice?  
 
 
 
One in ten individuals with anorexia die as a result of the physical effects of starvation, or 
from suicide (Sullivan 1074). I am lucky to have avoided joining that statistic. As this review of 
literature shows, there are gaps in the field, namely the need for a personal account that considers 
relevant critical theory. I am a writer and eating disorder survivor, working within academia. As 
such, I can offer a personal account of the illness that moves away from dualist clinical accounts to 
expose the complexities of eating disorder. As Deleuze writes, clinical discourse is limited in its 
understanding: psychiatry and psychoanalysis reduce anorexia to lack (Dialogues 111) and fail to 
regard the illness as an “abstract machine” of “collectives without organs which are realized in a 
people, a society, a set of surroundings or an ‘ego’.” (112). In other words, clinical discourse treats 
eating disorder as individual pathology, yet anorexia and bulimia are also physical manifestations of 
broader cultural distress. Deleuze suggests writers, through their artistic processes, can intervene 
within clinical and critical discourse to become “clinicians of civilization” (The Logic of Sense 237). 
Such is the spirit of this PhD inquiry.  
 
Existing creative works within the field of eating disorder memoir reinforce a separation of 
personal and theoretical material. Purely narrative accounts present the illness on a surface level and 
do not interrogate the underlying psycho-physical operations of the disorder: the split sense of self 
(the disorder and the disordered), the fragmented memory, and the recurring nature of embodied 
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traumas. At worst, these memoirs are read as problematic ‘how to’ guides. Many speak from a 
position of detachment, which is an uncritical position on recovery, or at least doesn’t present the 
ongoing nature of recovering that I have felt. In my experience, anorexia and bulimia are not bound 
to a past time that is separate from me now. Significantly, disordered thinking can come alive in the 
intricacies of language. In the writing that follows, I aim to perform disorder in language, following 
the felt intuition that there is an intrinsic link between writing and eating disorder. 
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Somatic life writing: methodology 
 
 
 
 
Practice-led research and material interventions 
 
 
This project follows a methodology of somatic life writing, led by writing methods 
developed through material practice. True to the field of life writing, this project involves “diverse, 
interdisciplinary, creative, and agile” processes of auto/biographical research, which theorists Kate 
Douglas and Ashley Barnwell explain are often unstated within current scholarship in the field (1). 
In their introduction to Research Methodologies for Auto/biography Studies (2019), Douglas and Barnwell 
assess the lack of methodological vocabulary within auto/biography studies, concluding that life 
writing scholars “need to be better at talking about methods” (1). Donna Lee Brien and Quinn 
Eades, editors of Offshoot: Contemporary Life Writing Methodologies and Practice (2018), echo the need for 
life writing to articulate its methodologies. Both collections present various writers’ methodological 
processes that are respondent to individual practice, which suggests that approaches to life writing 
are as varied as the lives explored within this field. As a discipline often described as adolescent, life 
writing, and its methodologies, seem to be experiencing a period of testing and exploration – akin 
to the individuation of the self that occurs from puberty into early adulthood. While A Body at the 
Edge of Language articulates a methodology specific to this individual experience of life writing, it 
presents methodological elements that can inform the field: the intuitive following of material 
practices, a feminist agenda of critique and creativity, a focus on writing ‘in commune’ with diverse 
disciplines and theorists beyond life writing, and a negotiation of personal and temporal thresholds 
through form. Overall, this project develops a form of creativecritical, somatic life writing that can 
perform the slippages of eating disordered experience.  
  
A useful definition of methodology in creative writing is offered by my peers in the School 
of Media and Communication at RMIT University, who write that a methodology is simply a design 
for research that enables a researcher to achieve what they set out to do, and in the field of creative 
arts this design is often responsive, reflexive and changeable (Sempert et a. 206). Professor Lelia 
Green writes that creative methodologies depend on a principle of performativity, explaining “the 
research is embodied in the written work” (177). The methodology of this PhD research is 
performative, of its subject (eating disorder) and also its processes of analysis and creativity. The 
research design is practice-led, and the writing practice draws from the body as I write its 
experience.   
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Creative researchers Roger Dean and Hazel Smith explain that practice-based research 
occurs when the creative work acts as a form of research (6). Within this frame exists practice-led 
research, wherein the creative practice leads research insights (6). Throughout the body of research 
presented for this PhD, text-based and material interventions lead the research through immersive, 
reflexive, and intuitive processes. My intention to simply ‘write from the body’ built into material 
experiments, and my initial plan to compose three academic, ‘straight’ discursive essays was 
continually undercut by the organic direction of the research, until it was disposed of entirely. 
Despite my attempts to control the course of this research, this project unfolded intuitively. 
 
The assembly of a sentence is a material practice. Grosz describes language as a material 
entity, “a borderline process, hovering between theory and practice, a form of theoretical practice” 
(‘Feminist Theory’ 479). Writing, I grasp a word, consider its shape and sound, and collate phrases 
as I would assemble trinkets on a shelf. At points throughout the research, this practice of 
constructing with the materiality of language was extended off the page, with experiments involving 
ink and paper, found text and movement. I turned to these material practices at various points of 
felt restriction throughout the research, hoping they would provoke the writing, prompt energies to 
burst through, and shift my sense of stagnation (and at times, suffocation) owing to the subject 
matter of this research. I initially considered these somatic interventions peripheral to the project, 
but in time I realised they were leading the writing – through them, the body was taking charge to 
lead the work.  
 
Anna Gibbs suggests life writing might be a “live writing” that carries a charge like a live wire 
(‘Vivarium’ 248). A live writing, alive writing – this is life, writing life, in a form that lives, breathes 
and grows, or as Gibbs offers, it is “a writing in vivo, a writing in the here and now” (248). Life 
writing can involve working in “unknowing”, “the kind of work accomplished by the left hand 
when the right hand no longer knows what its doing” (Gibbs 248). Throughout the course of this 
research, I have worked in this one-handed manner, following what I judged as mess, but found 
was really intuition.  
 
Creative arts theorist Barbara Bolt explains the new can be accessed through the joining of 
hand, eye and mind within artistic practice, stating “material thinking is the logic of practice” (30). 
This project follows such logic, developing what artist and researcher Maarit Mäkelä presents as 
“knowing through making” in which the creative practice functions “as a means of realising a thing 
which has to be perceived, recognized and conceived or understood” (Mäkelä 159). It is through 
these experimental and reflective practices that creative writers make a contribution to knowledge 
(Brien and Webb 195). 
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While its processes can be immersive and uncertain, Brien and Webb stress that creative 
practice-led research “does not rely on magical thinking, ‘mere’ intuition or affect” (190). 
Considering the “ancient quarrel” between philosophy and poetry (which they equate to critical 
theory and creative practice), Brien and Webb lookto the etymologic root of ‘poetry’, to offer 
poetic thought as a “standing place” (from the Latin ‘stanza’) which “affords a sort of viewing 
platform, a perspective from which to view”, a new critical perspective (190). It is from this 
standing point that writers begin the process of “feeling our way into a question” (Brien and Webb 
193). Creative somatic practices operate as standing points from which I develop three key writing 
methods to ‘feel’ into this research, negotiating self-erasure, narrative authority and embodied 
memory. This writing moved though iterative process – the methods were applied within the work 
from their points of realisation, building an overall methodology of somatic writing.  
 
These material experiments frame three consecutive chapters of this work: SOAK, CUT, 
and MOVE. Conceptually and materially, they interrogate the intrinsic relationship of writing and 
eating-disordered experience, addressing what Probyn calls the ‘doubledness’ of the body as both a 
concept and a real lived thing (112). The emergent methods assisted me to respond to the guiding 
question of how to write my experience of eating disorder, by establishing perspective on my history 
of anorexia and bulimia (I now, I then), negotiating an authorial voice (writing in krisis), and 
considering the self in relation over time (making present a moment in motion). These methods were 
iterative – one led to the other as a further challenge of writing eating disorder arose. Each method 
is outlined below, and further explicated in the closing stages of this thesis, in light of the research 
journey detailed herein.  
 
 
Method: I now, I then  
I found Virginia Woolf’s designation of two autobiographical positions useful in figuring the 
parallel lines of writing that emerged though practice: I now, I then. In her autobiographical writing 
‘Sketch of the Past’ (which appears in Moments of Being), pausing her writing of Roger Fry’s 
biography and turning to the task of her own memoirs, Woolf develops a form through which to 
‘sketch’ her life. She states that she will “stand upon” the platform of the present writing moment, 
and “make the two people, I now, I then, come out in contrast” (84). This Woolfian notion aided 
me to conceptualise and implement a method for writing two moving, sometimes divergent and 
often converging lines of experience. This method emerged through the intuitive material practice 
of soaking my teen diaries, as I saw text overlapping through transparent paper, and considered this 
material practice in relation to the theoretical notion of the trace in writing.  
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Method: Writing in krisis 
After soaking my diaries, I focused on writing from I now, and as I began writing about 
bulimia, moments of overwhelm occurred in which the disorder, activated in language, plunged my 
authorial position into crisis. I developed a method of self-writing that involved reflection within a 
moment of disorder (or loss of control), and a decision to establish narrative voice within that 
moment, thereby counteracting disassociation with an assertion of self. This method emerged 
through the cutting and rearranging of text from my diaries, as I attempted to write my experience 
of bulimia. In rearranging the fragments of cut-up text, I became aware of a process of composition 
that relied on decision, rather than allowing words to spill beyond the censor, like bulimic writing. 
In this method, words were considered as I laid them down. This thread of material practice helped 
me to establish a process of pause, reflection and decision, as I applied it throughout the research. 
As discussed in CUT, the terms ‘crisis’, ‘critique’ and ‘decision’ share an etymological root in the 
Greek word ‘krisis’. Through these material processes, I established a method of forward 
momentum, moving beyond crisis point.  
 
Method: A moment in motion 
The dancing body negotiates multiple forces in the moment of movement. The body is never 
static, and rather draws from its history upon the cusp of the future. Dance philosopher Erin 
Manning follows theories of time and actualisation from philosophers Henri Bergson (“immanence 
of movement”) and Alfred North Whitehead (“pulling out of expression”) to figure the felt power 
of movement before it is actualised (6-7). Manning calls this force preacceleration: “the expression of 
movement’s capacity for invention” (19). Focusing on the individual moment and drawing out its 
dynamics, I followed this momentary body of dance to write the ongoing nature of recovering. 
Building on the previous two methods, writing a moment in motion emphasises movement in thought 
and on the page. Like the dancing body, the writing practice is not fixed on an endpoint, and rather 
marks space and time as “the movements and rhythms of bodies establish a space and territory” 
(Manning 16). This method allowed me to access memories through the body, and write life along 
these lines of embodied remembering. This method emerged in the dance studio, as I turned to the 
moving body to help negotiate the ghosts of physical restriction that haunted this project. This 
method of remembering through a momentary body allowed me to write in the infinitive, toward 
recovering and newness, on the cusp of becoming like a dancing body.  
 
Interjecting memories in autobiographical narrative fragments, presented thus far in this 
thesis, show the constant inflection of the past self-I-was onto this researching self-I-am. The three 
iterative methods of this research show eating disorder life writing can negotiate this constant 
interplay of past and present within a moving form of memoir drawn from dance.  
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These methods present the process of prising my writing voice from the control of the 
disorder. My aim within this project was to navigate the ‘I’ of my disordered experience, and I 
found that this involved reckoning with the ‘not I’, the disorder. The self I write is both I and other 
to me – it is at time overtaken by the voice of the disorder, which is, as I discuss in Flesh speaks, 
also inseparable from me – in a play of difference-in-identity, that which I negate is also part of my 
constitution.  
 
 
I’m in the change room and mum is outside.  
I’m in the change room and mum is outside but really I am here, writing, and I 
don’t want to open the door.  
 
No, I am here in the change room and mum is outside. The tacky store jingle 
cuts through the radio every minute. We have been here for a long time. I 
need black pants for my year ten music recital but my old ones no longer fit 
and mum was right when she said I could fit both my legs into one of the old 
pant legs – I checked. We started in the young teen section. I outgrew it once, 
a couple of years ago, and I had to start shopping in shops for adults. I never 
liked those stores. I don’t know how to wear those clothes. Today mum took 
me straight to the young teen section and I tried on every size in descending 
order but none of them fit. I feel weird, like my tummy is fluttering, and full. I 
should be bigger but I can’t imagine being any bigger than this – I’ll explode, 
or disappear. I can’t think about it. Now we are trying on kids’ sizes. The 
shop assistant looked at me the way adults look at me now and said to mum 
“why don’t you take a seat?” while she looks “in another section” and now 
I’m wearing a size made for ten-year-old kids. But they fit.  
 
I don’t want to open the door. 
 
 
 
An outside of language 
 
Somatic life writing, with its emphasis on selfhood, the body, and creativity, is a fitting 
methodological framework for this research project. There are three main reasons for this. Firstly, 
self-writing is a relational investigation of identity, and as detailed through this work, questions of 
personal identity underlie eating disorders. Like anorexia and bulimia, self-writing is a negotiation of 
practices of identification and authority, or as Foucault offers, technologies of the self through 
which a person self-creates (‘Self Writing’). Secondly, this practice is necessarily somatic, of the 
body, because the body is the site of remembering and of practice. A lived body remains the site of 
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distress, and so I must write (from) this body. Finally, somatic life writing extends a feminist 
theorisation of embodied creativity, seeking a form to articulate sexual difference. Such an 
articulation – of this female body, its history – is a fundamental aim of this work. As such, this 
thesis engages principles of immanent creative critique within poststructuralist, sexual difference 
feminism, which Braidotti writes is enlivened by a “political will and determination to find a better, 
a more adequate, representation of female corporeal reality” (Nomadic Subjects 103). These 
representations are virtual, not given – they do not yet exist. As the female subject “is coded as 
unrepresentable within the dominant discourse of subjectivity”, creative approaches are necessary – 
such representation is a work of the imagination, and requires both conceptual and affective creativity 
(Nomadic Subjects 93).  
 
In an interview with Rebecca Hill, Elizabeth Grosz stresses that feminism can no longer 
remain solely in a position of critique, as critique “must internally inhabit what it wants to overcome 
in order to discover inconsistencies or vulnerabilities from within” (7). Because of this positioning, 
critique “does not provide us with an outside” or alternate strategies or modes of living (‘Onto-
Ethics and Difference’ 7). This project follows Grosz’ call – as it resounds in contemporary 
feminist scholarship – to push the limits of linguistic structures from within, and to move toward 
an ‘outside’ by writing the linguistically, culturally situated subject. 
 
According to Grosz, art is the way life experiments with materiality to bring about change. 
Artistic practices, including creative writing, work in tandem with philosophy to open new futures, 
new modes of being in the world. The sensations, affects and intensities produced by art can link 
with concepts to produce that which has not yet existed (Chaos, Territory, Art 11). The affect of arts 
practice exceeds representation, as “a system of dynamized and impacting forces rather than a 
system of unique images that function under the regime of signs” (11). Through the dynamised 
forces of writing, I suggest, a writer can approach limits of patriarchal frames through theory and 
practice, concept and affect. This thesis proposes that to write the eating-disordered and recovering 
body, a writer might go to the edge(s) of language and seek the creative potential available at these 
limits. The creative sparks of this work occur at the limits of logical sense, of form on the page, of 
memory and of representation (the liminal, unspeakable, unknowable). Drawing form Grosz and 
Braidotti, who respond to the question of how to go outside with the affective tools of creativity – this 
project sets into practice this intention, to push thresholds of inside/outside through creative 
writing.  
 
I take night walks in my mind sometimes, before bed. I started doing this in 
my teens, maybe (as I can suggest now in analytical hindsight) as a fantasy of 
disembodiment. These nights, while laying still in a dark room, my body 
remains in bed but I imagine myself sitting up, folding over the bedclothes 
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and swinging feet to the floor, walking quietly down the hall, through the 
laundry, across the yard, out into the calm moonlit street. It’s very important 
that I am present with every step – I must not lose focus – and I turn the 
street corner where the rose bushes peek messily through my neighbour’s 
garden fence, then I see the line of streetlamps extending forward and I walk 
further into the night. There’s never anyone else on the streets – there 
couldn’t be, this is my shadow land. It’s time to turn back when I fear losing 
my concentration and not being able to get home, because the rule of the 
game is that I must turn around and retrace my steps carefully until I am 
stepping through my open bedroom door, reaching my bed where my still 
body lies, sliding between the covers and filling my physical form again.  
 
 
 
Communing in practice  
 
A creative doctoral researcher such as myself must declare a community of practice. This 
phrase, ‘community of practice’, seems to suggest a circle, an enclosed situation with other 
practitioners. In Australia, this community of creative writing research is established around key 
journals and associations – Nigel Krauth identifies TEXT Journal of Writing and Writing Courses and 
the Australasian Association of Writing Programs as centre points for this community of practice (3). 
Undoubtedly, this is the situation of my research, yet emergent connections throughout this project 
seemed less like elements of a static form, an encircled community, and more like lines of relation 
through clusters of practice.  
 
Graeme Harper explains creative writing research involves literal and metaphoric 
comparison with other disciplines, “artistic or otherwise” (165). He gives examples of mathematics 
and architecture to evidence this crossover, which he claims is organic to the nature of creative 
writing, reaching as it does beyond the confines of its own discipline (perhaps using mathematics to 
shape a novel, or architectural metaphors to figure relationships between poem sections). Following 
Harper’s discipline-crossing assertion, I propose a new term, a ‘communing in practice’, that goes 
beyond disciplinary bounds to engage with material arts practice, corporeal philosophy and critical 
eating disorder scholarship. This communing reaches toward those writers of self and scholars of 
subjectivity mentioned thus far in these introductory passages.  
 
The term ‘community’ can be traced to the medieval Latin communis, which is also at the root 
of the word commune (Williams 75). The term ‘commune’ resonates with this project, due to its 
dual use as noun and verb. While it does imply a broad group or community, as a verb it can also 
indicate an active intimacy or closeness, being in commune with someone, communing with their 
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ideas. Design researcher Richard Blythe presents a similar conception in his drawing of the creative 
PhD’s community of practice, which is crossed by urges and fascinations of the researcher (see 
figure below). These trajectories of interest and connection resonate with this project, which is in 
commune with other creative and critical writers, artists and theorists as their practices inform 
mine. Writing with Marcelo Stamm, Blythe suggests that rather than operating as a static backdrop, 
a community of practice in research can be highly dynamic and varied, imagined as “the choir of 
voices that operate as self-talk during the creative process” (59).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 
 
 
Recalling the definition offered by Sempert and her colleagues, a methodology is a design 
through which to answer a leading research question. It is unsurprising that within this embodied 
research project, the methodology also helped to answer a less formal question I had of this project: 
how to write in affirmation of this body I once despised? As this research progressed toward its 
leading question of how to write my eating disordered experience, this drive to write beyond my 
disorder and affirm my body grew stronger.  
 
Significantly, acts of communion in writing counteract the insulated singularity of anorexic 
life. To be in commune with others is an anti-anorexic act of extension beyond the disciplined, 
tightly-held bounds of an eating disorder. Wright’s text recounts a woman’s experience of being 
identified by a fellow eating disorder sufferer, who sees her marked and knobbed knuckles, lays 
down her own calloused hands (this is known as Russell’s sign, an effect of consistent bulimic 
purging) and states “You’re a sister” (32). “It’s a strange family to have found and to hold to,” 
Wright muses, “but even more powerful to know, at last, that I can’t any longer stand clear” (32). 
The emphasis Wright gives to this moment is not misplaced – eating-disordered experience can be 
extremely isolating, in fact this isolation is a cognitive feature of the illness (Hempel et al.). 
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Writer Megan Milks argues this loneliness pervades the field of eating disorder memoir, as 
(with the exception of Johns’ Purge: The Rehab Diaries, which is set within an eating disorder 
treatment unit) “the narrators of these memoirs are generally the tragic ‘I’; there is no ‘we,’ no sense 
that eating disorders are a collective experience” (87). To write the body affirmatively, I have found, 
is to write in connection, to write toward the ‘we’ that is largely missing from literary 
representations of eating disorder. When this project adopted dance practice, the emergent 
memories differed from the previous content of this thesis – they were populated with other 
people, with interactions and relationships. In writing from a moving body, I wrote a body in 
relation. I wrote toward ‘we’ by making these relations present in the form of this project. 
 
 
I am I am I am I am seven years old and I sit in my grandparents’ living room 
on a weeknight, across the table from my older sister, she’s nine. We are 
shovelling creamy rice into our mouths.  
 
“Thanks buba, it’s yum,” she says.  
 
Our grandmother tastes the words, tries them on her Macedonian palette,  
“Is yum?” 
 
In my jumbled second language, I assure her the meal is amazing, she is the 
best cook in the world. I mean it, because I am a child and I can still 
appreciate taste and texture, how the rice seems to melt against my tongue 
and I don’t know whether it is oil or butter or gold, but I am filled with 
something good.  
 
I know she is happy because I’m eating. She made the meal for me, started 
from scratch in a new country for me, left her motherland for me. I want a 
second serve and her eyes brim with tears.  
 
“Mashalla!” she clasps her hands and shuffles into the kitchen.  
 
I grin at my sister across the table. A piece of rice is stuck to her chin and she 
lifts it with her finger, pretends to pick it from her nose and eats it.  
 
Our stomachs almost burst from laughter.  
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Creativecritical writing 
 
 
The form of this project is a series of creativecritical writing interventions. With the gestural 
capacity of poetry and the probing function of the personal essay, the movements of this project 
explore the interplay of creative and critical thought in writing. This thesis claims, and performs the 
claim, that creative writing can do critical work, and critical writing is inherently creative – it is 
through the assembly and exposition of concepts that language builds into innovation. As explored 
below, this critical-creative interplay has become a point of scholarly fascination over the past thirty 
years as writers have broken ‘the Law’ – the principle of literary categorisation in genre. Derrida 
explains that while the literary institution is beholden to and constitutive of this law, the law does 
not hold (‘Law of Genre’ 223). In fact, he writes, this principle of categorisation is also a principle 
of cross-contamination: in order for a genre to be defined, it must be marked in relation to another, 
thereby encompassing that which it negates. This failure of categorisation, Derrida suggests, is 
productive. Indeed, it has produced recent hybrid works such as Quinn Eades’ All the Beginnings, in 
which Eades reminds us that bodies, out-law bodies, must be written outside the law (30). As I 
found through this research, anorectic, bulimic and recovering bodies are such outlaws that require 
a rule-breaking approach to genre, a subtle negotiation of the ‘ancient quarrel’ between poetry and 
philosophy.  
 
My intention to write a creativecritical project was present from the outset of research. I 
stubbornly refused to separate artistic and theoretical elements, a separation I considered akin to 
isolating body from mind, reinvigorating an anorexic approach that sets intellect against the body, 
and thereby reinstating the dualist approach this project rejects. Rather, this project would be 
creativecritical, the kind of writing that artistic researcher Ola Ståhl suggests can open a space “for 
transversal lines that may cross between these fields [artistic and philosophical] in practices that are 
creative and critical” (221). Or as writers such as Kristen Krieder (Falling) and Nicholas Royle (‘All 
Wards’) demonstrate, an approach to writing that might transform literature, in its critical creativity 
(and creative criticality), from the inside.  
 
This creativecritical thesis responds to the ongoing question within creative writing research 
around the role of the exegesis, and contributes, like recent doctoral projects by Peta Murray (2017) 
and Justy Phillips (2014), to the expansion of creativecritical academic writing. As discussed in the 
findings of this research, this ‘creativecritical’ question took a long ride, finally resting with a focus 
on literary function rather than genre. I claim creative writing does critical work and critical thought is 
inherently creative. If we reduce one to the other, we constrain both creative and critical functions 
of writing. The key to developing a creativecritical text was finding a writing style that could 
negotiate both the creative and critical elements of research. 
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In a special issue of TEXT Journal of Writing and Writing Courses dedicated to the creative 
writing doctoral exegesis, Rachel Robertson and three of her supervised PhD candidates propose a 
form of writing that might meet the creative-critical challenge of practice-led theses: the essay. 
While creative and critical writing have “always been strange bedfellows”, within the context of a 
non-fiction research project, enforcing a split between creative and exegetical writing is 
questionable (Robertson et al. 4). This is due to the “hybrid nature of creative non-fiction”, in 
which exegetical and artistic modes of writing often bleed together naturally (4). They suggest the 
essay, Barthes’ “ambiguous genre”, as a way of conceptualising the nonfiction creative writing 
doctorate beyond traditional research/practice divides. Essaying, as a practice that challenges 
boundaries in thought and blends domains of practice, can be a useful form through which to 
conceptualise parallel, blended and integrated theses (11).  
 
I adopt essaying as a modality within this project, seeking the milieus and thresholds of 
creative and critical thought. Essaying is mobile – it is a form and a practice, etymologically defined 
as trial or attempt by the Middle French term essai (Hoad). An essay, Judith Kitchen writes, 
“functions the way a metaphor functions by negotiating the terrain between contexts” (119). This 
probative, speculative form enacts the writer’s thought-in-action, as Joan Retallack writes, the 
business of the essay is “to approach the liminal spectrum of near-unintelligibility-immediate 
experience” (48). The essay performs poetic and philosophical functions, and like poems and 
philosophical meditations, the function of the essay is knowledge-seeking, reaching toward that 
which we do not yet know (Retallack 48). In this case, what I didn’t know was how to write my 
eating-disordered body.  
 
This project draws from and extends a tradition of fictocriticism, with its grasping thought-
in-action which Amanda Nettelbeck defines as “hybridized writing that moves between the poles of 
fiction (‘invention’/‘speculation’) and criticism (‘deduction’/‘explication’) and thus challenges the 
distinction between creative and academic genres” (‘Notes Toward an Introduction’ 3). This 
experimental, fragmentary, self-conscious writing is not without risk, Helen Flavell warns, as 
fictocriticism “transgresses the rules of both mainstream academic and creative writing through the 
incursion of generic markers belonging to the other” (n. pag.). The prospect of transgression, I 
must admit, was appealing to me, having always been such a good, rule-abiding girl, which is yet 
another tell-tale sign of propensity toward anorexia. Could I, too, break the rules of good academic 
and creative writing? 
 
Since the 1990s, fictocritical writing has flourished, and become a cornerstone of creative 
writing practice, research and pedagogy in the academy (Gibbs, ‘From There to Here’). Fictocritical 
forms provided a mode through which women might write themselves into academic discourse, 
emphasising the importance – the matter – of bodies and the politics of writing (Bartlett, ‘Dear 
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Regina’ 1). This approach has been enthusiastically adopted in Australia and North America, 
particularly within feminist and queer criticism. As Gibbs writes, fictocritical writing is haunted: it is 
multivocal (‘Fictocriticism’) and intertextual (‘Flesh of Others’). It draws from a lineage of 
poststructuralist thought, particularly from the prolific French thinkers of sexual difference, Hélène 
Cixous and Luce Irigaray, and their call for writing that emphasises the sexed, textual body. For 
Irigaray, this meant to parler femme, to speak (as) woman, developing a poetics of female subjectivity 
with “natural and unmediated” expression (Whitford 38).  Cixous encouraged an écriture féminine, a 
feminine writing, which in recent years has been extrapolated by Eades beyond the ‘feminine’ 
toward écriture matière: a “vast root system […] that spans all bodies” (25). Extending from Eades, 
this project imagines an écriture anorexie and écriture boulimie.  
 
Fictocritical writing, Gibbs contends, must “constantly be invented anew” in the face of 
problems that arise in the course of research (‘Fictocriticism). In her introduction to the 2013 
anthology Mud Map: Australian women’s experimental writing, she states its purpose is to map a way 
forward, not to “codify what already exists” (2). The ‘mud map’ was intended to “orient the vibrant 
energies of the present towards a ‘something else,’ an open possibility unable to be specified in 
advance” (Gibbs, ‘From There to Here’ 2). This sentiment was echoed five years later in Brien and 
Eades’ co-edited book of essays, in which they characterise life writing as future-directed: “We 
walk, ever, towards a horizon that we will not reach, that continually beckons and expands” (306). 
Drawing from fictocriticism, this life writing project harnesses the vibrant energies that ‘haunt’ this 
approach, to put theory into creative practice. It is my aim to not only interleave genres through 
theoretical passages and quotations interwoven with personal prose – I aim to set the creative 
potential of concepts into motion via autobiographical writing.  
 
Released from hospital to a hot, dry Australian summer, my body was cold.  
 
I remember that summer in white. I liked my translucent skin. I stared hard at 
the sun, burning patches of the sky and testing its imprint on my vision. The 
heat of January sighed over my pale skin. Still fighting both sides of an internal 
war, I sighed too, thinking the worst was over.  
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Slip over the edge  
 
 
With my research proposal accepted, I began a funded doctoral position through which I 
would, as promised, write my body. What a position to be in! But wait – I thought – what exactly is 
this position, why does my body matter, what is my body matter, and why do I feel like I’m seated 
again at the dinner table across from my father, unable to speak?  
 
As Genevieve Lloyd wrote in 1984, philosophy has defined reason through the exclusion of 
the feminine, thereby characterising the esteemed figure of intellectual status, the ‘Man of Reason’ 
(109). I know this Man of Reason, he sits at the head of the table, instructing me to eat in silence. 
In a lineage of critical thought that venerates ‘masculine’ rationalism, this female body has been 
sidelined along with flesh, fallibility, irrationality and the discourse of this physical mess, memoir.  
Writing memoir, I am metaphorically seated at the table with my father, mustering the courage to 
eat, the strength to speak.  
 
Throat constricted, jaw clenched. Well, I thought, if writing memoir feels like writing into a 
wall, I’ll write into the wall. Words against the wall! I’ll put pen to paper to map these limits, these 
margins, to write this resistance, to ask: what is the space for life writing in academia?  
 
Previous to this project, I recreated the security of my anorexia within academic pursuit. 
Traditionally, social sciences and humanities provide markers of achievement based, like anorexia, 
on intellectual clarity and disavowal of the body (Grosz, ‘Feminist Theory’ 475). Patriarchal grip on 
knowledge forces women into the margins, to fill small spaces that cannot hold us. I once found 
comfort cloistered in this space; in the midst of these intellectual strictures there was little room to 
grow. Academic discourse is only one realm in which women, and the feminine, have functioned 
“as silent supports for […] male theory” (Grosz, ‘Feminist Theory’ 476). For me, anorexia and 
academia have shared more than rhythm and rhyme.  
 
The first writing experiment I undertook in this project was an attempt to review its 
positioning in relation to life writing and critical eating disorder studies, to find a space in which my 
experience might be inserted. Autobiographical and critical scholarship both reflect a patriarchal 
lineage, so this writing would aim to open the space between traditionally embodied and 
disembodied forms, to develop what Rachel Blau Du Plessis calls a “post-patriarchal” form that can 
“break the normalizing dichotomy between discursive and imaginative writing, between the analytic 
and the creative” (Blue Studios 3). This “playful-intense” essaying style maps a post-patriarchal space 
of writing by thinking philosophically while “moving into different registers, offering pluralities of 
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readings, asking unanswerable questions, frame-breaking, resisting grand theory” (3). My first 
attempt to write in this creativecritical mode took shape in a dual-column poetic essay exploring the 
in-between of purely memoir (left column) and critical/theoretical  (right column) forms.  
 
This inquiry will not take shape as a memoir accompanied by a thesis. This writing aims to 
expose a poetics of thought through writing, in a form that is both autobiographical and critical. 
This project invites you (yes, you reader, and the you that is another inflection of this writer as I read 
my own words, and the you of an invisible reader that stands apart from us, and you that is the 
subject of this writing) to slip over the edge.  
 
An edge 
I feel in this writing, aligning 
 
with what I feel, and asking 
where the threshold 
sits 
 
e 
e 
 
and how might   
what I’m saying before it is said?  
 
I hate writing because I must give something 
 I must have a 
 release 
 upon the page. 
  
My pen hovers, I can’t think beyond the sentence.  
We are perfect the moment before our birth.  
It begins, I falter, I scramble, it ends.  
I make a mess.  
What is life, before writing? 
I feel too much for this work. 
An argument is an exercise in drowning.  
Water builds at my breast. 
Speaking and swallowing, trying to make 
 I must be  
to be 
 I must be  
through this  
 
what I know 
 
 
true, real, prep 
sound statemen 
t to  
I know 
 
 
true, real, prepared  
sound statement to 
 
 
Hélène Cixous explains the practice of writing as a 
series of punctures in an ongoing text. “I want the 
forest before the book, the abundance of leaves 
before the pages” she writes, longing for a text that 
isn’t cut by the writer’s choice to begin or stop 
writing (Stigmata 26).  
word 
 
g 
 
 
sense 
rational in order  
understood  
understood  
rational order.  
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I will, inevitably, embarrass myself.  
I am ten years old. 
Studious, careful not to make mistakes,  
eager to grasp words and assemble ideas.  
We are learning about the history of 
 My teacher tells me I should use the word 
 when writing about people, all of us humans. 
 
If I am writing about a person but I don’t know 
 if they are a 
 or a woman, a 
 or a girl, I should use 
 and assume they are 
This feels uncomfortable, 
but I want to do things the right way.  
Who am I?  
We should assume the writer is a 
 The thinker is a  
Little girls learn to live by the rules.  
I swallowed my questions.  
 
 
Sometimes memoir feels like writing into a wall.  
wall. 
i  
 
i i 
she she she she she she she she  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
here  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
man.  
‘mankind’  
 
 
 
man  
boy  
‘he’  
male. 
 
 
 
 
 
i 
i 
i 
he.  
he.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
i 
i 
 
 
 
 
 
i 
he he he he he he he he  
 
To present a neat summary of écriture féminine is 
to come dangerously close to contradicting its 
purpose. The term, which translates directly to 
‘women's writing’, designates an experimental 
philosophy and practice of writing.  
Cixous explains, in her 1975 essay Sorties, how 
“defining a feminine practice of writing is impossible 
[...] for this practice will never be able to be theorized, 
enclosed, coded, which does not mean it does not 
exist” (The Newly Born Woman 92).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
here 
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How to write this disordered female body within 
 when it doesn’t abide by the rules?  
 
Is there an outside? 
 
The pen is not mine. 
The pen is not mine. 
The pen is too heavy for me.  
 
 
 
 
here  
 
here  
 
here  
 
here  
 
hephilosophymasculine, rationalist discourse JW – 
can you link in the ED body here? writing the 
disordered female body could be a more 
complicated disruption  
 
 
 
 
This fluid, transgressive form of writing, Cixous 
argues, is an urgent necessity for woman to affirm 
herself “somewhere other than in silence, the place 
reserved for her in and through the Symbolic” (The 
Newly Born Woman 93).  
  
 
 
 
 
voices and bodies  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
i 
i 
evil 
 appearance 
 body 
 writing  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can we meet in the middle?  
 
I’m over here with my body. 
In ‘The Laugh of the Medusa’, the essay in which 
the term écriture féminine first appears, Cixous 
argues that women, whose  
 
have been silenced, must not hesitate to write.  
 
“Write your self. Your body must be heard” (880). 
 
 
 
 
Jacques Derrida identifies a history of thought 
structured in terms of hierarchical oppositions.  
 
good  
essence  
soul  
speech  
 
Deconstructing this dichotomy, he argues “the 
philosophical act can no longer be in memory of 
Cartesianism” (75 Writing and Difference).  
 
He argues that systems of thought based within this 
structural dualism are logocentric – privileging speech, 
logic and reason as immediately present truths, and 
phallogocentric – aligned to a masculinist, patriarchal 
agenda.  
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I am sixteen. 
Running and starving myself to a skeleton.  
I transcend my body.  
 
 
I refuse to embody  
the version of femininity 
 I am being fed. 
 Language is not mine to use.  
Writing is an assertion, too substantial. 
 
  
My body can’t 
 make words so 
 I starve it 
 silent. 
 
 
  
It is so easy to slip  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a real  
personal 
 embodied 
 thing. 
 
 
 
 
embodied organism.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
over the edge.  
 
 
 
An eating disorder is a highly gendered, significantly 
female, problem of embodiment. The project for 
feminist scholars of eating disorders is to challenge 
the prevailing dualism within clinical and cultural 
discourses, while acknowledging the body as a 
concept and  
 
 
 
 
 
As Elspeth Probyn writes, eating disorder 
researchers must find a way to approach the body 
as both a concept and  
 
Scholars must consider eating disorders beyond 
individual pathology, acknowledging their Western 
patriarchal context, without reducing women to 
passive victims of masculine culture.  
 
Medical diagnostic discourse has largely overlooked 
this doubledness, characterising eating disorders as 
an abnormal state of obsessive mental control over 
one’s body. Contemporary thinkers have criticised 
clinical discourse for assuming a Cartesian isolation 
of mind from body and sustaining the black and 
white thinking that “informed the anorexic’s 
starving in the first place” (Saukko 5). Such a 
dualist, normative approach involves a similar 
pathologisation of women as nineteenth century 
discussions of hysteria (Bray). 
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I am told my anorexia is a problem of body and  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I do not want to carry 
the burden of a female body,  
bleeding, 
soft, 
ineffective.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I do not want to carry 
the flag in the next wave. 
 
I am not thinking 
about supermodels or ballerinas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is about me. 
I cannot recognise myself under all this flesh.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
mind.  
 
 
 
While a woman with an eating disorder is fleeing 
her body, desperate to become a disembodied 
mind, feminist scholars note that the body she is 
fleeing is, crucially, a female body.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Throughout the 1980s and ’90s, feminist theorists 
identified anorexia and bulimia as embodied 
responses to cultural demands upon women. Kim 
Chernin wrote in 1981, a woman “obsessed with 
the size of her body, wishing to make her breasts, 
thighs, hips and belly smaller, may be expressing the 
fact that she feels uncomfortable being female in 
this culture” (The Obsession 2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Self-starvation is one way a woman can refuse the 
fetishised, objectified and domesticised female form 
that has been forced upon her. While contemporary 
feminist theorists agree, the personal is political, 
they identify a potential problem with this 
approach. As Helen Malson argues, feminist theory 
risks reducing the female body to a blank cultural 
signifier – a disembodied site of cultural rebellion – 
and ignoring the personal, embodied experience of 
an individual life.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Eating and starving practices are complex, multiply-
constituted and often contradictory negotiations of 
identity (Lester). Anorexia can be understood as 
self-silencing (Robertson, Starving).  
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in 
 body,  
inside  
 
 
 
 
 
inside  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
i 
v 
b 
i 
 
 
i 
self 
 internal 
 body 
 individual  
 
 
 
 
I put pen to paper 
 
I move beyond language 
 
 
 
 
poetry 
 
 
I open my line in extension 
 
By controlling what goes 
and what stays out of the 
the anorectic polices her boundaries:  
and outside.  
 
She decides the conditions upon which this line 
is traversed.  
 
This complex interplay of 
and outside can be understood through Deleuze’s 
idea of the pleat, or fold, in which the outside is  
interiorised. 
i 
d 
Rather than viewing eating practices as a movement 
between delineated spaces of 
other 
external 
mind 
culture,  
Deleuze’s pleat is a mode to figure the intricacies in 
which the line of the self is negotiated. 
 
 
through the written line. 
 
on a line of flight through this written sentence. 
 
 
The unfolding of this pleat of selfhood, Deleuze 
writes, is the task of both  
and philosophy. 
 
In a pleat of thought-in-practice 
 
across the line that cuts this page in two. 
 
 
 
 
My anorexia is about identification.  
All the things I refuse to be.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am hesitating 
with my pen over paper 
with my fork over my plate. 
I can’t eat for the same reason I can’t write.  
 
Stop. Silence. Stunted. 
 
Small, significant refusals to be.  
 
 
 
Links between writing and starving (Ellmann) and 
postmodern emphasis on textuality and agency have 
contributed to an emergent approach within eating 
disorder theory that demands the construction of 
autonomous women’s representations (Bray and 
Colebrook).  
 
 
Recent developments in eating disorder studies 
highlight a turn toward narrative and dialogical 
approaches that emphasise the lived body and 
attempt to dismantle the lingering dualism that has 
so separated mind from body. Space-based and 
narrative approaches appeal to a writing of the 
female body in what has traditionally been a 
disembodied, theoretical discourse (Bray and 
Colebrook 35).  
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How can I write this body?  
 
 
How can I translate  
its knowledge to paper? My body is not fictional. 
  
How can I account for all that my body says, 
 without speaking? 
  
Silent inscription upon my limbs. 
 Potent space, disappearance.  
 
 
 
Age nineteen, in the back room  
of a terrace bar in the city.  
We meet monthly to discuss philosophy.  
 
I do not talk about my body. I can’t critically justify 
what I mean by “maybe the answer isn’t rational”.  
 
“If there is no truth...” I am searching.  
“If there is no truth...”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why bother debating when  
every discourse dissolves?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I, the writer 
am behind every word.  
Throwing them forward  
in a vain attempt to present the self.  
 
 
I am ashamed  
of what resides within. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Toward the late twentieth century, concepts of 
language, subjectivity and experience are 
deconstructed within philosophy. Theorists 
question philosophy’s historical privileging of 
reason and objective truth.  
 
 
 
Meaning becomes textual and relative. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Speech and Phenomena, Derrida explains writing as 
an experience of refused identification. He theorises 
writing as a deferral and displacement of the self, an 
endless departure and return of a self that is 
“continuously compounded with a nonpresence and 
nonperception” (64).  
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Written, I am exposed. 
 I want to take it back, to eat my words. 
  
I want to write a story that dismantles as it unfolds. 
 
Every element  
every character 
stripped away. 
  
“We are here for no reason, we are leaving.”  
 
I will be glad to break them 
down to the formless, voiceless state  
from which they arose.  
 
All thought is wild, blank putty. 
 
All writing is a voluntary obliteration of the self.  
 
This language awkwardly deflects the burden 
 of signification from one sign to another.  
 
 
 
It is a relief. 
I write for the space 
between  
words 
 
Only to get close enough,  
then to pull away.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I could describe the stars as they threaten to  
explode the sky, but what I really want 
is to submerge in the deep space between them.  
 
 
Soft, silent, full.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Creative practice research, for the creative writer,  
can seem a double-act: a dual practice of writing  
in traditionally creative and theoretical styles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In its negotiation of artistic and analytical modes, 
creative practice research can be, as poet Gary 
William Rasberry writes, a “writing-as-stumbling” 
that “can become a kind of poetry of practice, a 
poetics of practice” (184). 
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How can I write within this language that 
evaporates?  
 
 
 
This is a frustrated text.  
 
 
 
This is a poetics of practice.  
 
 
I have something to say but I won’t do it in  
 
 
 
 
I need to find a place for this writing 
 thinking 
 body 
 knowledge. 
 
 
 
  
Words against the wall! 
 
 
 
I begin this project at age twenty-six.  
I am done with swallowing my questions  
and writing within the restrictions of anorexia.  
 
There are reasons for my starvation and my silence.  
 
 
 
 
I am I am I am I am I am I am I am not a story  
 
 
 
 
 
somatic 
 
 
 
 I will tell you: I am opening up  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
this binary language.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A new space is necessary.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
accompanied by a thesis.  
 
 
 
 
This is  
writing. I will not 
ask politely.  
 
 
 
 
 
here. 
 
Here, in between, not marginal.   
What happens in the space between creative and critical writing? 
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Here, in the margin between creative and critical writing, through somatic 
writing, thousands of words are available here. We can bend them to fit the shapes of our bodies 
and our stories, to encourage new kinds of questions and different kinds of answers. Yes, you 
notice this text now bending to fit the shape of this body and its history – bending 
forward in italics, blending voices, forging form in-between autobiography and 
philosophy. Italicising a quotation when I am adopting a writer’s stance, shifting 
citations to the margins, prompting you to trace the body of the page as you read. 
 
Scholarly writing of research offers discourses in which to hide, with phrases 
like “this research suggests” and “the author surmises” that, if inclined, I might wear 
as a mask. Towering stacks of books might suggest that intellectually, I run at a 
deficit, that my curiosity is outstripped by the unknowable, unmasterable lineages of 
scholarship. But this project rebuts such a deficit-defined position, and instead 
follows impulses of invention within theoretical concepts to construct a body in 
words. I was once comforted by the smallness of an intellectual abeyance that 
refused this body, but I have since outgrown it.  
 
While philosophy carries its masculine past, it also contains with it the resources for 
critical reflection on those ideals and on its own aspirations. Within the symbolic structures of 
language arises the possibility of a different, non-masculine discourse, the creation of a 
new poetics. Here, beyond genre distinction, I begin to articulate this body. Yes, here, 
folding critical and creative thought at the level of the line, finding a post-patriarchal 
writing style through the prising open of space – this writing is not a question of drawing 
the contours, but of what escapes the contour, the secret movement, the breaking, the torment, the 
unexpected. From the experiment above, it is the motion of slippage between one state 
and another that resonates with eating-disordered experience: a flux between forces.  
 
Through the above experiment with typography – line spacing, margins, page 
layout – I intended to locate the conceptual position of this writing inquiry on the 
page, in relation to sexed hierarchies of knowledge that are reflected in distinctions 
of autobiographical writing and academic prose. This experiment was successful in 
exposing a poetics of feminist thought (‘she she she she’, against the laughing 
response: ‘he he he he’), but crucially, it retained the margins – and the marginality – 
of strict genre division. Upon reflection, I realised this dual-column mode was re-
establishing the parameters, The Law, of gender/genre I want to write beyond.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bartlett,  
‘Performing  
Bodies’ 96.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lloyd 109. 
 
Irigaray,  
Ethics 7. 
 
 
 
Cixous,  
Stigmata 30. 
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The pen tugs at my hand, scratching, suggesting a different kind of answer: 
here is life writing, see how it seeks and makes knowledge, how it opens new spaces 
of thought and experience on the page. 
 
Feminism must do more than pit the female body against masculine logic 
because the appeal to the body in opposition to a phallic logic is still cripplingly Cartesian. 
Responding to disembodied academic traditions with writing that voices the body 
without critical context, I would be reinstating a dualism I’m trying to challenge. 
Setting one mode against the other, I reinstate this dualism again. In this sense the 
dual-column writing style is a (generative) failure. It keeps the two modes separate. 
Yet it locates a space between in which to write, a space to forge via writing.  
 
The form of this inquiry is changing to accommodate this flux. 
 
The next three chapters of this thesis – SOAK, CUT and MOVE – present 
the experimental writing process of this PhD. This thesis builds in an explorative, 
essaying form, with attention to the poetics of expression at the level of the line, 
exploring the intricacies of eating disordered embodiment like the slip exposed 
across dual columns above. This thesis performs my search for methods, processes 
and forms of writing to demonstrate my embodied experience of disordered 
thought. The final chapter – RETURNING TO THE BODY – discusses the 
findings of this research, identifying the contribution of this inquiry-into-writing-
through-writing to the fields of eating disorder life writing and critical eating 
disorder studies.  
 
There was no one starting point to my eating disorder. Similarly, there is no 
clear place from which to begin writing (about, from) it. Upon establishing a 
methodological frame for this work, I was led by the memories that arose, all from 
the year of my diagnosis with anorexia, the year I turned sixteen, the point from 
which I can now see there was no turning back as my behaviour, sense of self, and 
relationships had been re-written, re-ordered, turned outside-in, disordered. Following 
these unbidden memories, I decided to turn my attention toward the starved body I 
once was, with knuckles, knees and skull protruding, creating the image of a girl that 
still came to me silently in dreams, perhaps asking to be written, to be given a form 
outside her depleted physical frame. With the pen shaking in my grip, I would start 
with anorexia.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bray and  
Colebrook 37. 
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SOAK 
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Write from the bruise 
 
 
 
Sometimes, I don’t believe this happened to me. Was I ever really sick? Through 
hallway conversations since beginning this research, I’ve found this phenomenon to 
be common in recovering anorectics (despite its significance, this post-starvation 
self-doubt is without formal study across medical or cultural research). Perhaps this 
doubt is a lingering effect of the disorder – its insistence that you are a fraud, you are 
not a good enough anorectic, you must eat less, take less, give more – that causes 
people like myself to doubt our authority in the stories of our lives. This hunch is 
supported by recent psychological research that proposes the internal voice of 
criticism shared by anorectics is a key feature of the illness (Pugh and Waller 670). 
 
Writing anorexia, an immediate challenge presents itself. A starved brain 
struggles to retain memory, and as a result, there are months and years I barely 
remember. Medical studies show that at the stage of emaciation, memory capacity is 
significantly reduced (Kemps et al. 100) and impaired memory might be a scarring 
effect of the disorder (Nikendei et al. 829). If memory is the anchor of truth in 
memoir, the anorexic subject challenges the nonfictional sanctity of the form. 
Calling forth memories of my mid-to-late teens, I am presented with a handful of 
images, mainly of deviant food consumption. The rest is a numbing static.  
 
I remember placing my wrists into a black box to determine bone density and 
signs of osteoporosis (a starving body eats its own bone tissue), buying a paint set 
with mum at the shop next door to the hospital – feeling fragile and blank enough to 
start again – which I rarely used, eating a                   chicken salad hopefully          in 
a café down the street before I started                     purging, standing up lightheaded 
from the examination bed,                 asking the doctor what size dress she wore, the 
scratch                   of her pen on the notepad.  
                                                    A banana in a brown paper bag.  
                                             The look on mum’s face. A classmate whispering 
in my ear, beside me in the hallway, “you’re anorexic”. My buba buying me a 
hamburger and my heart breaking because I just couldn’t eat it.                   
I can’t, I can’t. I love you. I can’t. 
                             The poster on the wall in the clinic: too happy, too sunny. 
Mum in the driver’s seat crying, pointing across the car park to the lined windows on 
the external face of the hospital.                      Fistfuls of hair.                      
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Green juice furry with pulp. The tray of croissants someone delivered to an early-
morning dance class and the one terrifying bite I swallowed. The intervention, 
because I threw my lunch, a piece of fruit in a paper bag, onto the ground, daring 
my friends: “I’m not hungry, does anyone want this?”  
 
These memories return with the familiarity and distance of images from a 
dream. I wonder how I might narrate this dream-like haze into shape around the 
fragments above. These are the fragments of memory I hold on to, from which I try 
to understand my history. They are real, but I still ask myself what real means. 
Anorexia and bulimia complicated my experience of reality, as I knew various 
‘truths’ like the smell of cooking oil will cause weight gain. My memory is unreliable 
– the truths I once knew have become false in hindsight. How then might I position 
myself within Lejeune’s ‘autobiographical pact’ between writer and reader, the 
implicit promise that the truth will be presented and that the author, narrator and 
protagonist have a singular identity outside of the text (5)? How can I fulfil this pact 
with my reader, ensuring an historical, referential precision to reality (Lejeune 22)? 
How can I write with reference to reality when I am starved of memory, and when 
this lack of memory causes me to doubt whether this ever happened?  
 
I am not telling you the truth. If your mind split, if you hid from yourself, if 
the image of your body was never accurate, if you learned the rules and they failed 
you, if you lived the delusion of anorexia but to this day could not understand it, if 
you binged and purged to the point of hallucination, if you lost yourself and had to 
recreate her, how would you begin to approach the truth? I am not telling the truth. 
I am exposing a body in language.  
 
There are so many things I can’t tell you about anorexia. Hushed, vaporous 
things that defy language. Writing anorexia, here at the trauma point – here at the 
edge of language – I am attempting to express the inexpressible, to give form to an 
illness that was an attack on form itself.  
 
I can tell you, anorexia makes you sick enough to be cared for, to rest. I can 
tell you, when I was alone, I would undress. Check the body. Feel relief when I 
could still count my ribs, still grip my pelvic bones, still clasp my thumbs and 
forefingers across my middle. Exhale with the knowledge that I was in check, that my 
body was disciplined, not unruly. Sometimes, to my horror, I still catch myself 
performing this routine.  
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I can tell you this secret, though I don’t like to admit it: my anorexia was 
serene. It was euphoria at the edge of living. Palms open against the glass. Starvation 
made me feel impenetrable. Yet there’s a complication: my anorexia was, at the same 
time, horrific. Lulled into denial, I thought I was safe, that death was on the other 
side of the glass, but death was much closer, creeping into the blank spaces of my 
frame, making new shadows in the hollows of my ribcage. In rare, lucid moments, 
my cold body knew this. This is what I remember: serene horror, a subject split.  
 
All the photos showing me with my skin sunken around my skeleton have 
been thrown away, or deleted. I have hesitated to track down my medical records, 
fearful that they’ll reveal I was never sick, or they simply won’t exist. Yet I know I 
didn’t make this up. Writing anorexia, I need a record to prove to myself that this 
really happened; I need an anchor point from which to begin writing. A physical 
remnant might provide a record of the past where my cognition draws a blank.  
 
“Good luck!” the receptionist sings before I end the phone call. I had 
remembered my doctor’s name and located a familiar building façade on an online 
street map. It was the thin window I recognised, the one beside the entrance. I 
remember checking my reflection each time I entered the building, wearing                                        
my favourite khaki jeans  
                                            that fit loosely until they were suddenly too small,  
 
following mum into the building, to go up the lift and sometimes sit in the waiting 
room, ignoring the diet magazines on the table,               or mum would drink coffee              
in the cafeteria and I would visit the bathroom to catch my reflection again,  
just to check, to keep in check,                                   to be there, to see myself there,  
                                                  to make sure it was real.  
 
I locate the name of the surgery (yes, that’s it) and call. In the bright tone I 
use when ordering takeaway, I explain: “I was a patient in the eating disorder unit in 
2006 and I’m searching for my medical records”. These words come out of me and 
while I know they’re true, they feel like a lie. The girl I’m referring to is me. She might 
have been relieved to know—it all worked out. Yet over the years we have lost contact. It 
felt like losing a child. Not to death but to adulthood. I suppose this is more or less what happened 
to her. She lost herself to me.  
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Months later I call the clinic for an update – no records have been returned. 
I’m a fraud. I check once again before giving up on this idea. Let them be lost to 
time, I think. I’d rather not see the records. Perhaps it never happened. Dead end. A 
week later, searching for birth certificates in our family’s hard copy filing system – a 
series of manila folders above the fridge – I come across a printed email from 2006, 
sent from my mother to the paediatric eating disorder specialist I saw at the hospital. 
So it was real, it did happen. In the email, mum has listed what she estimated my 
weights to be, one number per month, from June 2005 to December 2006. It’s a 
steep descent. Is that what I remember? No, it’s a series of numbers. What do I 
remember? Finally, with a medical note in hand, I realise this record is not what I’m 
seeking. I want to write my experience, not an image captured within a photographic 
frame, not my mother’s annotations, not the doctor’s notes.  
 
Before beginning this research, I’d barely spoken about my eating disorder, 
yet I carried this secret history with me. In the grip of anorexia, as my world 
dissembled, I caught fragments that I scribbled into my diaries. My childhood and 
teen notebooks, kept in large boxes in my wardrobe, have come to symbolise this 
heavy history, locked into words, suspended in time, unopened. Until this point, 
stuck at this impasse of memory, I hadn’t considered reading them.  
 
Lifted out of a box with swirls of dust, the stack of colourfully-bound 
notebooks is surprisingly light. I had attributed heaviness to this paper and ink, but 
in my shaking grip the pages are flimsy, like flakes of discarded skin. Some diaries 
are half-filled, some with sections cleanly removed. Most have been detached from 
their original covers; I’d ripped the meat from the spine, pulled pages from their 
casings and left them bare. Of those intact, it seems I wrote page after page until I 
reached the middle of each journal. Stuck between a written past and uncertain 
future, I skipped the conclusion and cracked the spine of a new diary. It seems I 
have long been seduced by the promise of a blank page.  
 
Eager to remember, and uncertain of what I’ll find, I begin reading. What 
started as a voice of excitement, in neat, newly-learned cursive handwriting, age ten I 
just can’t wait for school camp became, a few years later, a tone of pleading and 
admonishment as page after page is filled only with lists of food intake, exercise 
records and promises to be better and always do my best. The ink is lighter here – there’s 
urgency to this writing, which reads like an inventory: quarter cup muesli, wake 6am, 
must perfect dance syllabus.  
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Words have taste. A diary from 2006 opens with a list of words I like and list of 
words I hate. At the top of the latter list is the word ‘voluptuous’. My school 
counsellor told me, upon summoning me to her office on the pretence of a school 
assignment, that my friends and teachers were worried about my weight loss and 
behaviour. “You were such a voluptuous girl!” she said. I think she’d also called me 
strong, which, of course, was on the list of ‘words I like’, but it was the use of this 
word – vol-up-tu-uos – how it rolls with vowel sounds into its many syllables that 
seemed to me to resemble eating itself and that filled me with disgust. On the 
favoured list were the words you might imagine: clean, fast, steady, hard. They tasted 
clear and fortifying to me, like water.  
 
Moving quickly – afraid to read but also afraid to stop – I turn page after page 
of food lists and plans. When I gain weight in 2006, every word is self-hatred. 
Stefanie, are you in there? I close the cover. I don’t want to read these. The voice of 
these entries is a variant of mine – it is the voice of anorexia. It seems my writing 
voice, as a teenager, had been taken over by anorexia, a narrow perspective that 
pervaded even my writing. At once mine and alien to me, her (my) voice lived within 
mine (hers). How to explain to you this cohesion? This inner voice directed my life 
on autopilot, with decisions already made, executed on adrenaline and an empty 
stomach. It was a voice of clarity, with every choice made in relation to the one 
need: don’t eat. I can’t truthfully classify it as possession. This voice at the helm was 
an unstoppable movement within me – it was the same feeling you get now, reading 
without visibility of the construct, the swift arrival of sense from language as you 
read this, without delay associating sign with meaning, no stopping to question how 
or why, that’s how it felt to be asked ‘are you hungry’ and reply, with the swiftness 
of sense, no. Of course not. Already ate.  
 
I close the diary. I don’t want to work from a written record of memory that 
screams with the voice of the disorder. It’s not the voice of this writer – it’s a series 
of demands and criticisms from that which coerced me. My hands are still shaking 
and my breath is quick. This was in me, this experience lives in me. There’s a turning under 
my ribcage that I recognise from the days transcribed in the journals now open 
around me. Stomach fluttering and full. Uneasy. Yes, this is what I remember. My body 
remembers. Yes, the story is here in this body. Diarising had been a mode of surviving 
my eating disorder, but writing anorexia, I realise, will require me to pay attention to 
this feeling at my core, and to follow my body. Where is it leading me?  
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I work on reckless impulse. I choose three diaries from three consecutive 
years, starting with 2006 when I was Stefanie, 17 years old, re-feeding a starved body 
but terrified of growing larger. If I can rupture these records, I think, perhaps I 
might break open this writing and find some room to move. What would happen if I 
followed this impulse, without a plan? How would it feel to destroy these records? 
Liberation? Loss of self? Working on instinct, I submerge the diaries in water for a 
week and watch the ink bleed. (On reflection, it’s apparent my first impulse was one 
of erasure. Some patterns are stubborn: they stick around, leading you to a purge 
that promises purity, a fresh start, a blank page.)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At this point, I do not consider this soaking as part of this research. I am 
simply frustrated by a writing project that will not budge, and I must do something. 
Bonfire: too dramatic. Scattering pages to the wind: too wasteful. Burying them: too 
symbolic of death. But soaking them, yes, that resonates with how I feel in my body. 
Plunging my words into water, I am sinking too – fighting dispersion, finding it hard 
to breathe. 
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The first day of soaking, colours lift in deep indigo and grey swirls, staining 
the water, which is now a clear blue. As I watch them bleed, there is relief.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Seven days in, the paper has softened. When I blow on the water, creating a 
ripple across its surface, the edge of each page moves gently. I can still make out a 
few words: 
 
I’m changing / nervous for this audition / this is the hard part /  
an exercise in visualisation / dumb urge 
 
 
The diary from 2007 bleeds out completely. Its cover, waterlogged and soft, 
has detached from its sewn spine. I leave the unbound diary on my windowsill and 
as it dries, the pages curl in a subtle slow-motion movement. Its retraction looks like 
a body closing in, shoulders hunched to protect the chest.  
 
There’s a beauty to them, soft pastel stains.  
 
I expected loss, grief.  
I felt liberation, momentum.  
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These stained pages present the blankness of memory where memory had 
been. My anorexic brain couldn’t hold memory long term. What remains is more like 
a bruise, like these blue-purple pages where life has been inscribed and lost. Not 
blank, but carrying the trace of an inscription once known, now forgotten. Erasing 
my diaries, I was intuitively returning the act of remembering to this body. Flesh and 
thought are not separate. The record of experience is right here, embodied. 
 
By erasing these material records of my history, I affected its immaterial 
record: memory. As the diaries bled, I saw there was an interaction of the bodily 
practice of soaking and my positioning as a writer of the text – an analogous relation 
of the textual and bodily. I notice this interplay: energy moved from text to body, the 
gentle contact between water and ink obliterating the written text, and the force of 
this erasure redirecting the record of my history to my body. Now, to write from this 
bruise on the almost-blank page, this place within my body: 
 
 
I am still an anorexic  
writer: I still seek a fixed, clearly-defined, immovable form 
although my life has disproved its possibility.  
 
Black and blue, I tend to my past  
as a wound.  
Wound a coil around this centre of sorrow,  
called it my by own name, but now  
I want something new.  
 
I feel the same tensions of composition and expression as a writer that I did 
as an anorectic. While I don’t know where it will lead, I am drawn to explore this 
bodily and textual interaction further. Returning to the question of how to approach 
starved memory, I decide to move away from external records altogether and rather 
follow bodily instinct. 
 
Sick sick sick sick sick  
of being such 
a good little girl 
so how about 
taking good writing and 
going bad? 
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Yes, how about disordering this writing? 
 
I will take this emergent link from text to body, and reverse it. Switching the 
direction of this relation, I’ll move now from body to text – applying what 
manifested in my body to the form of this writing. Following a hunch, a non-concrete 
but still tangible apprehension of underlying truth, I’ll starve the text and see what happens.  
 
I decide to constrict this writing as I once did my body, making a small (and 
progressively smaller, through discipline and force) body of words. I will expose the 
blank spaces of my memory by writing an emaciated text, performing its dissolution, 
as it gets smaller – becomes anorexic – on the page. 
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Starve 
 
 
 
Breakfast was measured by the tablespoon, followed by an apple eaten at 
precisely five minutes past 11, a measly lunch consumed in the same cold stone 
cobwebbed toilet cubicle, before the subterfuge required to avoid dinner. It made 
sense to eliminate elements of this routine. Less is more. To straighten the knots in the 
line of my day, make it seamless. So it made sense to skip lunch and hide in the library. 
No food, no talking, only books. No friends, no questions, just three walls of the 
same carrel desk in the corner by the photocopier and the glossed covers of 
university pamphlets. Aim higher. It’s not quite vision and it’s not focus, but the 
bounds of my life shifted, closed in on the present moment and the sole abiding 
question of how to avoid eating. As the parameters of my life narrowed, I sought 
small, private spaces with clearly defined edges. I found safety in the cubicle, the 
cupboard, the windowsill, the shower. I lunched on books. No teacher would dare 
suggest I spent too much time studying. At school, with our ties pulled snug over 
stiff buttoned-up collars, it seemed I could never be in excess when it came to 
academia. Best is not enough, always better.  
 
Writing into this strangled space of memory, my pen moves through 
quicksand, but my spine straightens as I recall the simplicity of life as a checklist. I 
remember. I am starving but my days are full. I wake at 5am and a moment later I 
am in the sit-up position at the foot of the bed. Hundreds of sit-ups, hundreds of 
lunges, tie my shoelaces, get to the track, duck under the fence, run six kilometres, 
sprint home, shower, eat. Keep moving. Swing my heavy bag into the car, read a 
textbook in the passenger seat, arrive at the empty school grounds, take dance class, 
go to assembly, accept an award or make a speech or take notes on how to be a 
perfect citizen, go to class, ace a test, eat. It feels right. Dance class, set an example, math 
class, cross country, literature class, you know the answer, get it right, eat. Then a 
lunchtime meeting or study in the library, back to class, another test, athletics 
training or musical rehearsal or debating rounds, then study on the way home, avoid 
dinner – do not eat. It’s an equation: less in, more out. You have evolved beyond need. Soccer 
practice, dance training or run around local streets until night descends. Back home, 
shower, study, drink water, write a to-do list for tomorrow, back into the sit-up 
position, do the routine, no less than yesterday, lie in bed (with pillows between my 
knees to prevent the bones pressing against each other), recall everything I ate that 
day (half a grape or two-thirds?), breathe in relief if I deemed it acceptable, curse 
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myself if I deviated from the plan, close my eyes, fall into exhausted black sleep, 
wake at 5am, repeat. 
 
Reading this routine as I write it, the repetition seems exhausting, but my 
heart races with the reminiscence of adrenaline and reminds me that an anorexic 
body is not necessarily exhausted. It is militant. It goes and goes in a calm controlled 
extension of force. With these forces surging through me, I was safely contained in 
my cubicle, reading, not eating. I was probably reading Hemingway, taking his pared-
back prose as an instruction to cut back, suppress emotion, and deny my body. After 
all, those male-authored literary classics are anorexic; Pure. Hard. Masculine, they 
promise no body at all. My aesthetics and my longing to transcend this vulnerable body that I 
was stuck with and that wasn’t mine were circulating through those texts. Their disembodied 
prose was affirmation of my “superior” world, which was, after all, like that described in these 
“great books.” I fed myself with disembodied prose.  
 
Western philosophy and literature has long assumed a masculine subject as 
neutral. Given the coupling of mind with maleness and the body with femaleness and given 
philosophy’s own self-understanding as a conceptual enterprise, it follows that women and femininity 
are problematized as knowing philosophical subjects. Self-identifying with conceptual 
aptitude, I wanted to move with the power of thought only, to be unhindered by 
flesh. Perhaps this is why my disordered body associated with the prose of men. 
Reading, then, was an escape from my body. It would be years before I read a book 
that would strike me in the heart. Now I love this feeling: the writer has written into 
you, voicing that which you felt but never had words for, that which you recognise 
with a smile, nodding your yes into printed pages held open in your lap, whispering 
your thank you to the writer, the world, for bringing life to life via text. It would be 
even longer before I read the fullness of myself into text, body into text, but 
unconsciously, I was beginning to recognise my emptiness in small spaces of 
compression and silence. 
 
Each school day begins with roll call and general announcements, but today 
Mr Hunt explains we will be extending homeroom for a standard school-wide test to 
ensure we are all “in prime health for learning”. Shit, a surprise test. “One between 
two,” as he passes around a box of measuring tapes and explains the Body Mass 
Index (BMI).  
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I know there is nothing wrong with me, I am not skinny or sick or obsessed 
like people have begun to say. Also, I know I must lie, so I add eight kilograms to 
my weight for the calculation. We are instructed to share our result with our partner. 
Writing this now, I wonder now if the entire charade was orchestrated around my 
best friend’s promise to report my weight back to the teacher. But of course this is 
how I see it. Maybe I wasn’t the only girl starving in the school. Statistically, in a 
school of 500 there would be five, six, or seven of us. 
 
We were asked to share our result only with a partner, but and as soon as we 
moved into empty hallways and first period:  
 
What did you get? 
Jealous! 
Oh my god I’m so fat! 
 
 
Even then, nine months since I’d eaten what might constitute a normal meal, 
I knew something was wrong.  
 
But no, of course nothing was wrong.  
 
 
 
 
 
I wasn’t driving. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I’m supposed to insert the scalpel directly into the eyeball, and pull: right in 
the centre, bullseye. I would vomit if there was something to chuck. It’s the violence 
you can’t see: a bag of eyes but where are the bodies? 
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Toe-first, lifting and unfolding from the knee, I place one foot in front of the 
other across the low brick fence outside school. This tracksuit fitted me last year but 
now it gulps and droops around my frame. I cross my forearms over my front as the 
jacket puffs out like a blowfish in fright. There’s a printout of anorexia symptoms 
mum gave me in my pocket. I’m not hungry. I float through the days with a curious 
alternation of intense focus and dream-like fantasy. 
 
 
Sometimes daylight casts over the earth in slow motion. A sliver of sunlight 
folded hard around a street corner, a glowing spectre, she is golden and terrible, light 
without warmth but condensed real solid and stretching to her I run I run I run my 
hand along the new layer of fur on my arm. I am 
animal and I thank this body  
for adapting, see? It’s fine  
hair all over this body, 
 I learn later 
lanugo 
grows to keep a starved body warm 
lanugo 
covers the body of a fetus 
 
like me, spine curled delicately over  
my secret, waiting 
to be born. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New spaces open: hollow bra cup 
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at night, recounting all I’ve eaten 
fingers and thumbs clasp left thigh, then right  
keeping me here 
 
anorexia is anything but beautiful, it’s  
desolate, 
heart numbed,  
heartbroken 
 
oh but 
 
behold her:  
white light  
and bloodless 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
at the edge  
the linoleum cover curls away from the bench  
I hate it when a sticker leaves residue 
 
 
haunting 
 
 
double-take at the classroom window as I rush past 
sick, fine  
forearms crossed over books clutched to my belly, safe again 
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five girls on a park bench  
we think you have a problem and you need professional help 
 
 
 
I have a banana in a brown paper bag 
 
I have a banana in a brown paper bag  
going bad 
 
 
 
 
from across the yard, a teacher shouts 
have you eaten? 
 
French teacher calls me to the front of the classroom 
come up here, chicken legs 
 
little doll 
 
I wish I had your willpower 
 
don’t think we haven’t noticed what you’re doing 
 
woman passes me on the street 
eat a hamburger 
 
no thanks not hungry, already ate I’m full 
 
 
why is it anyone’s business? 
this is my body  
this is my body 
can I not keep myself  
to myself? 
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Myself and myself: we are getting acquainted, see  
we have this little project, no one else knows about it.  
My bike shorts gape at the gusset, but I have one singular task now  
and nothing hurts and I don’t want anything.  
 
I know what makes sense:  
apple and ryvita,  
mathematics,  
to compete independently,  
the beauty of the checkbox.  
 
 
My father  
can’t look me in the eye, but 
I am openly stared at on the tram 
 
 
Conversations hush as I enter rooms 
 
 
 
 
Stefanie fulfills the criteria perfectly  
 
 
 
 
 
it’s fine  
hair lifting gently from my scalp 
laid in black swirls on my palm 
 
 
 
One day I’ll have words for this. 
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I mean: 
there’s this itch I can’t satisfy  
 
 
 
I mean: 
I am a heart in a brown paper bag 
 
 
 
 
 
I’m in the change room and mum is outside.  
I open the door and walk out. 
Mum sees me, then 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mum hunched over, head in hands, shoulders shaking. 
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I write a 60-page report on the green apple 
 
I fold my pleated school skirt across the front and roll the waistband  
three times 
 
 
you are what you eat 
 
wake up 
100 sit-ups, 100 lunges 
one third of a cup of muesli  
half a banana 
less in more out 
left wrist then right 
in all this rush, I am  
scared I might die in the night 
 
because 
 
I am  
 
slowing 
 
inside  
 
it takes 
 
longer 
 
between heartbeats 
 
I am  
 
what I eat 
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wake up  
six kilometres 
one green apple 
 
wake up 
 
 
 
 
breath like rotten fruit 
toxin release 
or  
cannibalism? 
 
 
 
 
certain failures are more terrifying: 
public 
engine 
organ 
 
 
 
 
 
but my lines are steady and just watch how I am 
 
 
 
growing sleek, hard and bare-limbed  
my branches crack the sky 
with my silhouette, etched calligraphic black swirls  
gently lifting 
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An emaciated text 
 
 
 
Following the intention to starve this text, I wrote the preceding essay, 
Starve, which morphs from full essayistic prose to an emaciated poetic form. 
Exposing gaps in memory, this small, disciplined form performs its content. I felt 
anorexic as I wrote, and disciplines of language compressed me into order and 
containment as the style of the text miniaturised. 
 
 
So if a text can be anorexic, 
with a starved lyrical form, 
what might this reveal  
about the relationship between  
a writer and her body 
of work? 
 
I read Starve again, and am compressed once more into its small spaces. 
What is this text showing me about my body and this ‘anorexic’ writing? Starve 
exposes shared disciplines of form that manifest in writing and starving: my anorexic 
body and this anorexic text both create an erasure and excess of signification. In the 
emaciated writing of Starve, within the minimal form of a thin poem, every word is 
charged with power and intensity. Its structure mirrors the skinny and overrun 
anorexic body.  
 
Perhaps the anorexic text, with its sparse  
short lines 
falls quickly  
down 
the page, like  
numbers 
on  
a 
scale, or  
you 
out  
of 
normality. 
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Louise Glück’s poetry provides a point of comparison. Like me, as an 
anorexic sixteen-year-old, Glück almost starved herself to death. “Anorexia,” writer 
Dan Chiasson suggests, “seems to have been a clumsy early form of writing poetry, 
focussing exclusively, and therefore tragically, on form” (n. pag.). Yet to claim that 
anorexia is a clumsy form of writing poetry is to ignore the potential of this 
relationship (between poetry and anorexia) to unveil the internal motions of anorexic 
thought in language. Glück’s writing on anorexia, particularly her use of scale, 
provides a model from which to consider the interplay of writing and anorexic 
embodiment in my work. Throughout Starve, erasure manifests on the page through 
scale (with use of blank space and fragmented prose), and anorexic excess is 
performed through techniques of digression (with repetition and image). 
 
As Starve grows smaller, blank space exposes the resounding silences of an 
anorexic experience. Almost a full page of blank space gapes between ‘Mum sees 
me, then’ and ‘Mum hunched over, head in hands, shoulders shaking’. Structuring 
the piece with this gap, I invite the reader to appreciate what is unspeakable in this 
moment between mother and child. The silences of anorexia are potent, and felt 
painfully in moments such as this, when your mother looks at you and words fail 
her, she is speechless at the sight of your body. The page responds in shock, with 
white space.  
 
Similarly, Glück’s poetic analysis of anorexia takes shape in compositions of 
spare language and declarative, abstract statements. She too uses structure to present 
the erasures of anorexia. From ‘Dedication to Hunger’ in Descending Figure: 
 
It begins quietly 
in certain female children: 
the fear of death, taking as its form  
dedication to hunger, 
because a woman’s body  
is a grave; it will accept  
anything. I remember  
lying in bed at night 
touching the soft, digressive breasts,  
touching, at fifteen, 
the interfering flesh  
that I would sacrifice 
until the limbs were free  
of blossom and subterfuge   (32) 
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We might think of this poem’s shape like the curve of a BMI chart, inverted 
here, with concave empty space carved into the page from the edge of the line 
ending with ‘form’, gaping toward the word ‘subterfuge’, cut only by the interference 
of ‘digressive breasts’, where unyielding anorexic drive would desire there be 
nothing. When those ‘digressive breasts’ disappear, what is left behind but empty 
space? In Starve:  
 
New spaces open: hollow bra cup 
 
 
Starve enacts starvation with small words and lines, exploring how this 
miniature scale of composition might present the illness. The rapid listing of 
‘public/engine/organ’ failure compresses the concept of fatality, word by word, 
from social and technical contexts toward the individual body. Themes of mechanics 
and construction are ongoing throughout my writing on anorexia, presenting the 
architectural mastery I aimed for in sculpting my body and life toward nothingness. 
Lean, streamlined writing enacts a kind of emaciation at the level of poetry. “I liked 
scale, but I liked it invisible,” Glück writes of her poetic preferences while anorexic, 
“I loved those poems that seemed so small on the page but that swelled in the 
mind” (‘Education’ 113). It seems that in writing and anorexia, diminution and 
excessive force go hand-in-hand. This intention for a minimal composition to swell 
beyond its form echoes the anorectic’s intention to transcend the banalities of 
physical existence, to become larger-than-life by cheating her mortality.  
 
Writing anorexia, lines truncate as did my thoughts. Throughout Starve, 
fragmented images of small detail – green apple, paper bag, linoleum curling from 
the edge of the bench top – enact minimisation, a scaling-back that operated 
through my illness. In the example below, ‘it’s fine’ redirects this utterance of denial 
(it’s fine, I’m fine!) toward the fine detail of a failing body, growing excess body hair 
and shedding from the scalp.  
 
 
it’s fine 
hair all over this body 
 
 
it’s fine 
hair lifting gently from my scalp 
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According to Glück, a single word can be exploded on the page, its “full and 
surprising range of meaning” liberated by subtleties of setting, timing and pacing. “It 
seemed to me,” Glück wrote, “that simple language best suited this enterprise” 
(‘Education’ 113). In the example from Starve above, the word ‘fine’ is opened to 
multiple interpretations, mimicking moments of double-interpretation that occurred 
in my anorexia. The repeated image of fine hair reinforces the motion I felt as I 
starved, of alternating between physical disassociation and sudden alertness of the 
detail of my rapidly changing body.  
 
I’ve always wanted to peel back the skin of things, as a child finding miniature 
worlds in a coffee stain, or my grandparents’ patterned carpet. I’ve always been too 
full of questions, interrogative, restless, intense. In contrast, there was something in 
anorexia that resembled, to me, a sophistication of attitude. While other girls ate and 
chatted, I was developing an internal core strength, the posture into which I hoped 
to mold the entirety of myself – independent, strong, inviolable. I competed with 
myself, with my body’s limitations, to contract my bounds into a controllable form. 
Less flesh, less needed, less room to move in a rigid routine, emaciated thinness as a 
shortcut of sorts, a detour around painful and confusing feelings, a way to take all hungers — so 
varied and vast — and boil them down to their essence, one appetite to manage, just one.  
 
Writing my anorexia, I compress the form of this text into fragments, asking 
how I might make each word work for its space on the page, to contain as much 
content (memory, fact) as I can in the smallest form possible. The internal 
contraction of anorexia, Cruz writes, is similar to the compression that occurs in 
poetry. She too writes of being characterised, as a child, with an abiding intensity. 
The solution was obvious: compression. So I became quieter and smaller, mouse-like. And yet this 
compression only made me feel more and, in turn, be more intense. My physical compression 
could not contain me, and I felt charged with intensity. I spilled out of myself, in 
excess of the bounds I’d erected for my containment.  
 
A thin text is not only small – its narrowed form is charged with fluxes of 
anorexic intensity in excess of the figure. Writing anorexia, I write erasure, and also 
excess. In Starve, this excess is performed through techniques of literary digression. 
Anorexic, I would run and run and run until I seemed to transcend my body in pure 
force: 
          
imes daylight ca  
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A sliver of sunlight 
folded hard around a street corner, a glowing spectre, she is golden and terrible, light 
without warmth but condensed real solid and stretching to her I run I run I run my 
hand along the new layer of fur on my arm. I am 
animal and I thank this body  
for adapting, see?  
 
 
In this digressive section, the progression of imagery following a ‘glowing 
spectre’ of sunlight to the grounded physical reality of ‘a new layer of fur on my arm’ 
is reminiscent of states of disassociation I felt while anorexic, in which I seemed to 
transcend my body (like a ‘sliver of sunlight’) before dropping back into an 
awareness of physical detail – noticing a bone protruding, or a bruise. In Wasted, 
commenting on the disembodied stories she wrote as an anorectic, Hornbacher 
pictures herself “levitating midair, staring off into space, the words that spilled out 
completely cerebral, not grounded in physical reality, all magical realism, all 
hallucinatory image” (114). The section ends with a comment from one of her 
writing teachers: “Marya, come back down. You’ve gone too far with this one!” 
(114). The circling, agitated digressions of Wasted show the dizzy truth of the illness 
(Craig 6). Similarly, my departures from a grounded, chronological story perform the 
jumps in self-perception and memory I experienced while possessed by the disorder, 
as my anorexic body was overrun by its powers, worn down by excessive force. 
 
Starve digresses through experiments with repetition and image. Repetition of 
‘in a brown paper bag’ replaces the image of food (banana) with body (heart), 
disturbing the food/body relation and indicating self-consumption: 
 
I have a banana in a brown paper bag 
 
I am a heart in a brown paper bag 
 
  
Black swirled lines lift from the scalp and the page, conflating text and body, 
bridging self-inscription with a sense of loss: 
 
hair lifting gently from my scalp 
laid in black swirls on my palm 
 
with my silhouette, etched calligraphic black swirls  
gently lifting 
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Figures that lift into the sky and repeated ‘etched calligraphic black swirls’ are 
playful departures from strict nonfictional representation of reality. This gestural, 
poetic form allows for moments of fantasy that are true to anorexia. Digressions to 
unreality present the truth of this disease by showing its hallucinatory and illusory 
elements.  
 
 
This entire body screaming  
is the kind of silence you’ll need 
to read for. A silence you might come to recognise in unexpected  
manoeuvres: punctures  
in syntax and flow,            hesitation,  
digression and repetition. 
 
 
To present and analyse anorexia, I am drawing from Starve to incorporate 
experiments with scale and digression into this emergent writing style. Interjecting 
bodily images within this thesis disrupt the notion of a complete body of 
autobiography, opening the text to an experience of selfhood that is disordered. 
Fragmented prose and images bring questions to the surface and make allowance for 
the spaces between them where connections can be made, with a visual design that lets 
the eye complete the shape. The blank space around the fragment is a place of probing, 
questioning and connecting – like the reading of a starved body. 
 
Writing Starve and analysing its contradictory composite of erasure and 
excess, I identify a key feature of anorexia: paradox. The anorexic figure is an 
impossible sign, caught between assertion and negation. Anorexic, you identify 
yourself through your refusal. One step forward and another back. The anorexic 
body is made visible by its disappearance. You find a mode of living that keeps you 
safe, aligned. You refuse – no, thank you, not hungry – and are strengthened by this 
abstinence. You cannot question this logic, so clean it slips undetected through your 
cognition. You feel every prickle of your cold, cracked skin, but are floating above.  
 
I didn’t starve to look any certain way. In fact, I wanted to skip out of 
signification completely. Although anorexia has long been misinterpreted as 
narcissism or an over-susceptibility to media images (Holmes), being beautiful was 
never my intention. Sure, like all of us, I was poised at the cusp of puberty with the 
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skinny beauty ideal sewn into my subconscious. Like all of us, bombarded by those 
softly suggestive images of lithe bodies, concave chests and disinterested blank 
expressions, I knew the score 
 
as you know it too, the virtue and desirability of the thin white female body  
legs for days, stopping traffic 
satin nightgown falls without a ripple 
 
I didn’t stop eating to become beautiful or be desired. I didn’t want to partake 
and I certainly didn’t want to be looked at like that. Anorexia is often considered a 
total denouncement of sexuality, a marked aversion to all things sexual. A fear of one’s 
desire, or the desire of another – it’s common for the illness to begin after sexual 
abuse. It’s a shutdown. I feared the sexualised images of femininity that were sold to 
me in my youth. I just wanted 
 
to be like a boy  
breastless and unclaimed 
I wanted to run in the playground 
 
I didn’t starve to become pretty, but I naively thought that by becoming 
smaller, I would be aligning to an accepted form, and I would therefore be safe – my 
body wouldn’t stand out. But as my body became smaller, as my sternum protruded 
and cheeks sank, the comments came.  
 
Oh, you look so good!  
How do you do it?  
I wish I could be good like you! 
Pretty little doll! 
 
Here lies the paradox in the form of anorexia. It is the paradox of appearance 
and disappearance: the smaller I become, the more visible I am. Similarly, the small, 
singular line of prose becomes an aberration within the larger text. Far from 
remaining hidden, a fragment of text becomes prominent – see the heaviness of 
empty space on this page, as its form breaks to include lines of minimal prose. These 
small textual fragments could be read as conforming to patriarchal values of thinness 
and desperate denial of female flesh, we could say the writer’s drive for physical 
perfection has produced a small, starved body on the page – she’s fallen for it – or, 
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we could read deeper and note the oppositional agency that rings through this 
anorexic body-writing. 
 
There were very few photos of me when I was dropping off the edge of the 
BMI scale. For a while after gaining weight, I kept them as (ashamedly) thinspiration, 
but in my later eagerness to forget I destroyed the pictures. In the photos, I was 
smiling. Lines sharp across my face but no fat to bunch at the cheeks. My face torn 
into the smile. Anorexia provides a walking image of death, and she’s grinning.  
 
A starving body might become that which it is attempting to deny: the picture 
of female attractiveness. When you’re skinny, your form seems to comply with and 
reinforce patriarchal ideals of beauty and thinness, femininity and fragility. But, then, 
your cheeks sink a little more and first, your jawline, then the shape of your teeth 
can be seen under skin. Then, you’re a horror. 
 
A teacher reminds me,  
‘Boys don’t really like skinny girls anyway, it’s good to have a bum!’ 
 
 
It would be short-sighted to assume sleek, minimal language is a kind of 
formal acquiescence to patriarchal ideals (physical, literary). In fact, what Glück 
wanted to present through the minimal form of ‘Dedication to Hunger’, was 
aberration. She explains, “I wanted a poem less perfect, less stately”, a poem that 
would not comply with the formal flourishes of great literature (Proofs and Theories 
17). Poetry is not just small and abiding – it is deviant. The poem becomes protest: 
ground for the poet’s retaliation against cultural orders. Emaciated texts – minimal 
yet descriptively powerful on the page – are small yet aberrant, like anorexia. 
 
Anorexic, I deny myself as a way to assert myself. Writing this – here, now – I 
feel the necessity to set down a word and I want, instead, to choose nothing. This 
hand remembers holding the pen, unsteadily – like this – as I was asked to circle my 
body on a scale:  
        
 
Figure 2 
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This seemed an impossible task. I could be any one of them. Minutes after 
making my choice, I asked to amend it. Sure, the therapist said, passing me the pen 
and using hers to scratch a quick note into my file.  
 
In the late 1980s, cultural studies academics Frances Mascia-Lees and Patricia 
Sharpe explored the link between an inability to write and a refusal to eat within 
anorexic and post-anorexic women. They were drawn to this research after noticing, 
year after year, a significant number of extremely bright, self-critical female students 
with a paralysing problem of writing academic texts, and with a history of eating 
disorders. I’ll admit, I fit this categorisation. Mascia-Lees and Sharpe suggest the 
anorectic learns (as Bruch proposed) “double-track thinking” in which she habitually 
second-guesses what someone is really thinking, which leads to a distrust of the 
signifier. The anorectic is so aware of the gulf between sign and signifier, she 
distrusts writing. It is true that anorectics are enthusiasts: they live treason or the double 
turning-away in several ways, and one such way is in written form. So aware of the gulf 
between sign and signifier, I remember how it felt to seek escape in this space: 
exhilarating, nothing to grip (just soft pastel clouds).  
 
The anorectic is identity under erasure, a starved subjectivity constructed here precisely 
as problematic, elusive and undecideable, as an absent presence, as deconstructed. Normalised, 
clinicalised, read as a reflective surface for diet culture, this figure fails to represent 
herself, no matter how effectively she starves away her identifying features. Anorexia 
ought to be understood not only as the pursuit of an appearance but also disappearance. The 
anorectic attempts to get out of the symbolic field, to flee her body, but there is no 
outside to her body; it is the text she cannot stop writing.  
 
Anorexia signifies its own absence, and as such it performs the lived 
experience of Derridean deconstruction. Writing, I contend with this lone, slim line 
of autobiography: I. Derrida warned against this figure in which the self is delivered, 
offered and betrayed all at once. Derrida theorises the absence at the origin of the sign, 
and presents meaning as infinitely deferred or postponed within a system of 
differences. Signs always refer to yet more signs ad infinitum, and there is no ultimate 
referent or foundation. This movement of différance is constantly at play within 
language, underlies the constitutive functioning of concepts and crucially, opens 
appearance and signification. In emaciated writing, the play of erasure and excess 
performs différance, presenting the paradox of (dis)appearance I embodied in 
anorexia.  
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When we read the words of anorectics, like mine above and these below, 
collated by Malson (‘Womæn Under Erasure’) through her extensive interviews, we 
recognise a shared vocabulary of erasure, disappearance and dissolution in relation 
to identity:  
 
 
Mandy:   “There’s sort of a feeling there of wanting to fade into 
the background literally” (144) 
Nicki:   “a way of like trying to disappear […] and trying to be 
in control and feel pure” (145) 
Penny:   “I think it was a fear of being me […] I just wanted to 
fade away” (145) 
Laura:   “I was just sort of hiding from myself” (145) 
Tricia:   “looking in the mirror and actually being surprised 
that I saw a form in the mirror” (145) 
Nicki:   “if I didn’t have it, if I wasn’t thin […] then I wouldn’t 
have an identity. I’d just be this big, bad blob” (147).  
 
 
 
The body exerts itself in a very precise manner, or waits to escape from itself in a very precise 
manner. You destruct your body but it remains your signifier. Language deconstructs 
itself but can’t shake the sign. A collection of words necessitates form – there is an 
inescapable requirement to take form on the page. You’ll be read. At the heart of 
anorexia is this paradox, an internal contradiction: the urge to flee and the 
impossibility of fleeing (the sign, the body). This deconstructive framework 
resonates with my experience of the disorder. You must choose a form from the line 
of figures.  
 
You can starve but you can’t hide. 
 
This writing feels dangerously close to the bone. I remember the desire to flee 
my form and almost doing so, transcending into a liminal space of existence. This is 
the same drive I feel in writing. The urge to flee the body mirrors my desire to get 
out from underneath language, the idea that the inexpressible is contained—inexpressibly!—
in the expressed […] is, quite literally, why I write and I starve too.  
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The impossibility of fleeing 
 
 
 
Exploring the relationship of anorexia and writing, I have come to realise that 
anorexia, for me, was a misdirected aim at finding the liminal space I now seek in 
language as a writer. I was grasping toward the limits of form, a motion I engage 
now through formal manoeuvres of intimation and gesture on the page. 
 
 
A young girl documents her wasting body:  
 
My vision’s getting blurred, but I can see my ribs and I feel fine.  
My hands are trembling stalks, and I can feel my breasts are sinking.  
 
 
These lyrics from the Manic Street Preachers song “4st 7lbs” narrate her 
harrowing, exultant decline toward her wish:  
 
I want to be so skinny that I rot from view.  
I want to walk in the snow and not leave a footprint. 
 
 
The song, inseparable from lyricist Richey Edwards’ own anorexia, is 
something of a thinspiration anthem, and even appears in the British Medical 
Journal, where the lines above are read as voicing an anorectic’s defiance, resilience, and 
desperation for personal control. Yet the desire to walk without a footprint is more than 
craving for control: it is the heart of anorexia, its central deadly contradiction. 
 
I was a teenager myself when I first heard this lyric. Re-feeding back from the 
brink of anorexia 
I recognised 
 the ache in this image 
 resonated 
I wanted 
 complete suspension (from flesh), but to remain somehow 
to stand in plain sight yet decay from view (to signify nothing) 
 to walk in snow leaving no trace (to leave the body behind) 
to disappear 
 and live within this disappearance 
I was hungry for it 
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Early on a February morning in 1994, five months after the song’s release, 
Edwards, his own cheeks sunken, walked out of a London hotel, into the cold, and 
disappeared.  
 
Suspended over the Severn River between Wales and England, a motorway is 
held by cables, tethered to two soaring 122-metre-high steel towers. The bridge 
avoids collapse by distributing forces of compression along the cables, through the 
towering pylons and into the earth. Held in a state of suspension, the structure 
redirects its internal forces in order to resist its load. Edwards’ car was found 
abandoned beside the Severn Bridge. No handwritten note, no body found. 
Language can’t fully capture this yearning for (dis)appearance, but it does perform 
the same impossible tension. 
 
My eating disorder (as if somehow separable from me) has always been a 
desperate attempt to flee, alongside the impossibility of fleeing. It is the ache for 
snow without footprints. The trace of human existence. But there is no escape from 
the body, as there is no exiting language – there is no outside. 
 
Is there? 
 
This self-writing from a condition of self-effacement seems an impossible 
bind – I’m stuck. Writing anorexia, I am overcome by a familiar sense of internal 
compression, paralysis at the threshold of communication. To write. I can’t. No one can. 
We have to admit: we cannot. Refusing substance. Can’t eat, can’t write. Impossible. This 
pattern repeats in two voices, or two reverberations of my voice, each at a separate 
pitch. Calling across the years.  
 
I can’t eat. I’m scared. I know I have to eat but I can’t. Mum is here with me, 
she drove me home from the clinic, screaming. She’s carrying around the tissue box; 
my face is dry. There’s something wrong in my head. I can’t imagine eating. It’s 
impossible. I try to explain. I tell mum it’s like I’ve been walking in one direction for 
so long and the road forward is the only thing I can see, the only thing that exists, 
and now I need to turn around and walk in the opposite direction, but there is just 
no way to turn around, this road ahead is the only real thing, you see, I’m stuck. I say 
this because it’s the closest I can get to explaining how impossible, unfathomable, it 
is to eat. I say this, I give the image of the road, which looks in my mind like the 
yellow bricks that lead glittery red shoes to an emerald kingdom, but I know these 
words fail to convey what I need to express. I’m stuck.  
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I can’t write this. I’m exhausted by this story. I sit to write, it hurts, I shuffle 
to the park, I lie on the grass, my eyelids heavy – when was the last time I slept 
through the night? I want to start again. I want to start everything from the 
beginning, to have never fallen ill, never set upon a path that’s seen more than half 
my life wasted on constant thoughts of food and should and run and how the hell am I 
going to teach my brain to get better? I wish this wasn’t my story. This story is not 
amusing. This body is still aching from the pain of emaciation and weight gain. I’m 
tired of working to stay afloat, to keep it at bay, at a distance for writing, without 
falling in. I want to starve to a shell again. I can’t think straight. I can’t write this. 
There is nothing more than a sharp sentence. A statement. I can’t think further. 
Truncated thoughts, just like before. Stop. Silence. Stunted. Writing this project 
takes me back, or, am I taking the story back? 
 
Mum says it’s about willpower. I got myself here, I can get myself out. The 
spoonful of porridge wags in her fingers as she emphasises yourself and out. My lips 
are closed tight. She inches closer with the porridge and I avoid inhaling the steam – 
that’s just like eating. I want to be able to eat it, I do. You can do it, mum says softly. 
Then she pleads – please Steffie, please – and eventually the spoon drops into the bowl 
– just eat! I can’t. I can’t do the one thing that should be a natural, enjoyable, human 
impulse. I don’t know why. I’m sorry. I can’t turn around. I can’t do it. With every 
part of me I know I could never, ever, do it. But I must.  
 
This anorexic writing is not cathartic. I’m sore, it hurts. I find no sense of 
closure. What am I holding, as I write this text, and what can I release? I haven’t 
weighed myself in years, but I feel heavy now, tense with the pressure of words 
unwritten. I want to tell this story but I am so often stalled with pen in hand, 
convinced that I can’t. I’ll never tell the truth of disorder. I can’t do it. 
 
On the back of a printed school assignment I write all the reasons to eat. 
Pages and pages, I write without pause. I write the reasons to starve. There are four. 
From the other side of the room, behind an open newspaper, dad asks what I’m 
writing. Is it a suicide note? The thought had never occurred to me.  
 
In the diary boxes, I found that list of reasons. A suicide note? It could’ve 
gone either way, but they proved to be words of affirmation, words that kept me 
alive. Why, at breaking point, when I just could not eat, did I write so easily, and 
now that I can eat, am I so silenced by the task of writing this body? There’s relief at 
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the thought of giving up this project, but something else here too. Words can save 
you from the brink. If I don’t write this, if I don’t affirm this life, I’ll be stuck with 
this silence. To refuse writing is to negate life.  
 
I do. I eat. Somehow. It is surrender more than decision. Beneath the 
desperate denial, I don’t want to negate this life. 
 
So I do, I write. It’s the unknown one carries within oneself: writing is what is attained. 
It’s that or nothing. Writing requires something of you that you didn’t know was there, 
something that (dis)appears. Writing this body is writing the unknown I carry within 
myself. Writing, or nothing.  
 
It is impossible to skip the system and avoid signification (to starve your way 
out). Yet, if the lack at the origin […] is the condition of thought and experience, and is 
constitutive of the form itself, it follows that this lack, or this trace, must be able to 
take form, to be written. There must be a way to present this paradox in language, 
contradicting logic, we must learn to use and erase our language at the same time.  
 
I do not want to uphold lack and emptiness in my portrayal of anorexia – that 
would reinforce a literary bleakness I want to move beyond. Derridean thought 
exposes the conditions of erasure in language, but crucial to this project is a drive to 
make something new of this despaired experience, rather than lingering in 
dissolution of the self. I refuse to accept this self-erasure as a point of finality.  
 
I can’t eat, I can’t write.  
 
At this impasse of thought, I return to the diaries. Their materiality has led my 
thinking before – prompting me to emaciate the text of this project – and I wonder 
if there is a way they could guide me now.  
 
I do eat, I do write.  
 
Still waterlogged, the pages of two diaries have become transparent. The text, 
overlapping in this way, layers traces of memories like skin.  
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With fingertips against these soft pages, I turn them, feeling their fragility and 
power. I see time dissolved and text remaining, a presence and an absence, a hold 
and a hole, yes, a hold/a hole, as Rachel Blau DuPlessis writes in her poem ‘Draft 87: 
Trace Elements’:  
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The trace is 
a hold/a hole 
of evanescence through which  
travel small powerful things 
      (25) 
 
 
A trace of time…  
 
 
 
 
And they say – that memory folds over itself  
making residue when you least expect it to  
      (33) 
 
 
 
…traces of a former self…  
 
 
 
 
Quick, to the side. Look! 
There  
was the trace.  
But you missed it.  
      (34) 
 
 
 
…the trace that remains in self-erasure…  
 
 
 
 
So the trace is exigent, 
even if almost obliterated, 
even if we know it only 
as something on the verge  
of its own disappearance 
      (53) 
 
 
 
…are like the traces of text overlapped in these pages.   
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Writing anorexia, I find residue in ink-stained pages and ghostly memories. 
Soaked pages bear their history like this body holds anorexia: in traces, almost-
ungraspable yet vital to who I am. Recall the sand without footprints and the line of 
cartoon bodies on a page. Such is the strange “being” of the sign: half of it always “not there” 
and the other half always “not that”. The sign defers its meaning infinitely and what is 
exposed, in this différance, is the trace. Returning to my diaries helped me respond 
to the paradox of anorexic (dis)appearance by leading me to this philosophical 
notion of the trace. 
 
 The trace is not only the disappearance of origin […] according to the path that we follow 
it means that the origin did not even disappear, that it was never constituted except reciprocally by a 
non-origin, the trace. With her complicated tension of (dis)appearance, the anorexic 
subject exemplifies this Derridean notion of the trace in which disappearance and 
appearance are reciprocal. The categories of a binary opposition are sustained by 
their difference, and as such the sign contains a trace of that which it negates, or 
doesn’t mean. The trace comes to the fore in a metaphysical rupture of 
deconstruction – in the impossibility of fleeing. Recall the starving girl, refusing to 
be made a sexual object, complimented on her attractive thin appearance. This is the 
trace, embodied. The trace, then, remains elusive. Out of reach. Here and not here. Yet 
something about poetic discourse seems to make it a favoured medium through which we continually 
pursue it. Although the trace exists on the verge of its own disappearance, theorists 
have suggested that poetry, or poetic writing, can be a form through which it is 
made present. In operation through poetry, the trace gestures back to the bodily and to the 
sensual. Although the starved body-I-once-was no longer exists, it is still me. Traces 
of my eating-disordered body remain in this person I am now, and through poetic,  
essayistic life writing, these traces take minimal and disruptive shape on the page.  
 
Poetic form can begin to articulate that which would otherwise fall away from 
expression. It can morph to the form of disorder, in vacillation between compression (of 
the body—into neatness, comprehension, legibility) and alternately excess. Poetic techniques, 
with scale and digression, have developed through this inquiry as modes for figuring 
anorexia in writing. Poetic writing can be the form of the trace, of that which 
(dis)appears in a paradox of anorexic embodiment.  
 
Anorexia is a lived paradox, taking its form as split subjectivity. Doublethink. 
Ambivalence. Cognitive dissonance. Self-deception. Still, these days, while eating, a 
part of me evacuates the scene – a part of me can’t bear to watch. Living with 
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anorexia is existing in an endless loop of self-cancellation. By my own powers of 
autonomy I cancel myself out – you have to hurt you in the process. Writing, then, must 
account for this slipperiness, this ungraspable subject and the trace she leaves, palms 
against the glass. An anorexic aesthetic that is founded solely on qualities of refusal, control, and 
silence cannot account for this ambiguity. I suggest this self-negation simultaneous with 
self-assertion (writing) is at the core of what we might consider an anorexic poetics, 
and writing my eating disorder, I seek to perform this paradox in language. Two 
opposites entangled, neither cancelling the other. Cohesion of the mutually 
exclusive.  
 
At last 
I have achieved 
total self-sufficiency, and 
unavoidable dependence on the body I can’t control. 
 
 
Embracing poetic techniques, this form of memoir performs anorexia, caught 
as it is within contradictions of the trace: liminality, void, ambiguity, a resonant full 
emptiness. Writing in this poetic style, I stay true to the silences, contradictions and 
memory gaps of anorexia. Through fragmentation and image, this writing project 
presents an awareness of memory’s inherent instability and fracture, its fluidity and 
fragmentation, which is how I, as a writer of eating disorder, might most effectively honor 
Philippe Lejeune’s ‘autobiographical pact’. As memoir is beholden to a pact of truth, 
poetic movements can be a nonfictional technique, presenting the lived paradox, the 
trace in its operation, within anorexia.  
 
The anorexic body attempts an exit that might allow her to stick around, 
shapeless and watching. Poetic interventions in memoir allow my anorexic body to 
come through in traces. The traces of my history appear in body and text, emerging 
where I least expect. From underneath a stack of diaries, at the bottom of the box, I 
unearth two sheets of lined paper, folded neatly in quarters. They are two poems, 
The great fig tree and Evacuation, I wrote as a teen anorectic.  
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The anorexic poet 
 
 
 
 
THE GREAT FIG TREE (circa 2005) 
 
 
 
 
I sit with Sylvia Plath  
beneath 
the great fig tree  
beneath 
the weight of questions to which  
my life requires an answer 
 
Hers now bound in sequence  
reproduced journals 
capture in a solid entity her indecision, uneasiness  
urgency to create 
 
to depress a sole in mud  
watch it crust into being 
 
Roots linked like fingers under earth  
holding hope tight, as 
bloated purple figs hang choice upon solid trajectories, then  
surrender to gravity 
 
my hurried fingers snap at organ flesh, nervous  
ripe sugar stings my lips, without satisfaction, consuming  
every rotten fruit 
 
If limbs crack, halved 
folded, sinews exposed, I will 
grate palms over knotted brown, yet still  
my life requires an answer 
 
I wanted to conform  
to an insect procession 
at the end to step over, joining 
cartilage cloud arranged in furrows of the sky 
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EVACUATION (circa 2005) 
 
 
 
 
Pulling at eyelashes  
knuckles cracked, bleeding 
I will not be detained by follicles  
and cells 
 
Blood thin in my tingling veins  
my body 
refuses its bile 
 
Hair strands surrender their posts 
proclaiming: we cannot work in such conditions 
 
Crumbling marrow turns to dust  
in a skeleton choice, 
so I huffed and I puffed and  
I 
 
as a body of negative space 
 
 
learned to incinerate 
every room of this house 
neatly and  
without fuss 
 
 
I 
evacuated I  
dissolved 
 
my father, alone 
headphone singing, late night driving  
old cassette tape 
shine on you crazy diamond  
 
I'll get in the passenger seat  
safety belt buckled 
Dad please drive me back home 
 
too late now 
the clock throws up its hands, shouting 
I never asked for this 
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I’m astounded. These poems were written at the same time as my disordered 
diary prose, yet through image, metaphor and form, they voice a perspective on 
anorexia that was not divulged in my diaries. Repetition of ‘my life requires an 
answer’ in the poem The great fig tree (page 95) performs an ongoing questioning, an 
approach without arrival, much like the yearning or hungering within anorexia. In 
this poem, Plath and I sit together, unable to choose, paralysed at the point of 
identification, twisted among tree roots, starving. The figs ripen and fall beside us, a 
fermented mess of rotten, exploded flesh. I write of Plath’s uneasiness ‘to depress a 
sole in mud / watch it crust into being’, and through the figure of this admired 
writer, I voice my own uneasiness to take form. Through poetry, I was beginning to 
explore what I can state now with certainty: refusal of food was my self-expression. 
In Evacuation (page 96), I wrote:  
 
I 
 
as a body of negative space 
 
 
The enjambment of ‘I’ makes present the negative space around the sign – 
figuring the starvation that was happening to the sign I inhabited (my body) at the 
time of writing. Imagery of a body’s rebellion – an incinerated house, a body 
refusing its bile, twisted fingers and grated palms – in my teen poems voice an 
awareness that I was self-negating through anorexia. Such insights are not present in 
my self-flagellating diary writing of the time, which were possessed by the 
calculating, matter-of-fact voice of anorexia. 
 
It seems that these poems enabled expression of my disorder, even behind my 
own back. In poetic form, I was able to make admissions that I couldn’t face in plain 
sight. While the clinical anorexic is inevitably on the side of silence and the death of desire, poetry, 
like speech, moves beyond the confines of the body and the self and, through figure, theme, and form, 
can articulate what the anorexic cannot say. What the anorectic cannot say. Of course. The 
two poems I found pressed between notebooks surprised me by articulating 
anorexia in a way my diaries from the time did not, but my diary entries could not – I 
needed a poetic form.  
 
In my teen poetry, I ‘sat’ with Sylvia Plath, aligning myself with her literary 
description of failing, destructive individuation I was reading in The Bell Jar. Like 
Plath, I saw my life branching out before me like the green fig tree. From the tip of every branch, 
like a fat purple fig, a wonderful future beckoned and winked. Healthy and dexterous, the 
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tree’s limbs extended toward multiple identities: editor, journalist, artist, 
correspondent, wife, mother. Plath’s semi-fictionalised Esther Greenwood could not 
recognise herself along those lines. Immobilised, she couldn’t take a fig. Me neither. 
The image of this tree resonated with my starvation, just like Edwards’ image of the 
snow without footprints. Yes, I remember thinking, this is why I can’t eat – this life 
is not mine for the taking.   
 
Given this enlivening of anorexic subjectivity, through a contracted poetics of 
writing, it is tempting to conclude that anorexia is somehow inherently poetic, as it 
makes a small, potent form. I wonder: did my anorexia afford me a poetic view? 
Perhaps this is why I associated with the figure of the sad, starving poet, exemplified 
by Plath and Edwards, both consumed by their artistry to the point of 
(dis)appearance. I identified with their aesthetic of self-destruction, which scholars 
have noted as a feature of an anorexic literary tradition that romanticises the illness 
(Waldman; Jamison). No, surely, anorexia is not poetic.  
 
The trap is that you feel the world so keenly. 
 
As I starved, my world narrowed. I felt my power align. I was a blade, slicing 
air too heavy, I was potent potential, I was good. I was powerful. I wrote about insects. 
Butterfly wings, the shimmering trail a snail leaves on concrete, a fly rubbing legs 
together (always seems like deliberation) and the instinctive march of ants along the 
twisted branch of an ancient tree. Starvation coincided with a narrowed scope and a 
heightened sense of the miniature. I was alert to the slightest detail, all colour so 
vibrant I felt my vision piercing every image to see beyond it.  
 
In ‘Dedication to Hunger’, Glück continues:  
 
of blossom and subterfuge: I felt 
what I feel now, aligning these words—  
it is the same need to perfect, 
of which death is the mere byproduct.    (32) 
 
 
Yes, aligning these words, it is the same need to perfect that I felt in anorexia.  
 
Yet I am confounded: how could a desire for an illuminated aesthetic of life 
become a drive toward death? What is it about writing that, in Glück’s words, 
through fixation on a ‘need to perfect’ (like anorexic self-starvation) might reduce 
death to a mere ‘byproduct’? Eating disorders are undoubtedly existential. Rather 
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than a ‘clumsy’ and ‘tragic’ early form of poetry, perhaps anorexia, like a writer’s 
body of work, is an extension of the self, a physical writing of the visual self in the 
language of starvation. Others have noted this link between a ‘poetic eye’ and 
starvation, but I am uneasy about this. My anorexia was not poetic, yet there was a 
flight toward liminality, to the limits of form, in my anorexia that is repeated in this 
poetic writing.  
 
In her autobiographical essay collection on anorexia, Small Acts of 
Disappearance, Fiona Wright reflects on her writing practice, linking the details that 
make writing specific, poignant and poetic with her starvation (62). She worries her 
poetic ‘detail-oriented thinking’ might simply be a byproduct of her illness. I too 
have wondered if my starvation set me into a poetic mode, whether my writing, the 
thing I feel has kept me sane, may well have been based on nothing more than cognitive pathology. 
Did my eating disorder provide me a poetic, detail-oriented view that has made me 
into a writer?  
 
I remember the intensity of a malnourished body, the alertness of sensation, where 
every minute cell in the body is awake and alive to the smallest details of the outside world. I often 
miss it. It’s true, the precision of anorexia aligned my world in a way that brought 
miniature details to the fore, detail shimmered – I was alive and skinless in what felt 
like pure lucidity. It felt like clarity, yes, poetry, and I am so easily seduced, even 
now, by its promise of heightened sensibility, just starve, a firmness of operation, just 
skip this meal, all colour and edge and purity. Yes, yes, take me back there, I want to 
dissolve and reshape into a pure line of action, leave this fleshed form and I don’t 
care for consequence. Because I know, deep inside, when you work hard enough at 
the sequence,  
repeating 
hundreds of sit-ups,  
equations,  
pirouettes, 
you can escape,  
you can become the repetition, the energy you’re bound within,  
and once you are the routine, you’re flying 
rising beyond 
the junk, the junk, the layer of dust on the trophy cabinet, the crusted 
chewing gum on concrete, the calendar year, the choice of dessert, the stupid cars 
jammed into formation, humans thrust into the lives they chose, beyond need, your 
body freed and floating, above the wires that criss-cross your neighbourhood, above 
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the sad owner of the milk bar on the corner, the endlessness of this sprawl, above 
the routine triviality of everyday life, the inevitable end, you float out of this body 
and circumstance and nothing breaks and you go into the sky, like condensation or 
the chalk dust falling away from the blackboard as its surface is  
disturbed by fat 
letters scratching: 
 
Stefanie.  
 
Stefanie. Come back. You’ve gone too far with this one! 
Remember: body dying, body dying, body dying. 
 
Do not glorify this disease.  
Do not create for yourself a figure of tortured anorexic artistry.  
 
This writing, unchecked, could be dangerous. We’ve long linked pathological 
thinness to profundity or poetic sensitivity. This anorexic literary tradition contains and 
reproduces something more amoebic, perhaps more dangerous, than dieting tips: a specific persona 
and sensibility. This persona appears in Laurie Halse Anderson’s Wintergirls, as she 
assembles an image of a white, fragile object of desire: “I am the bones they want, 
wired on a porcelain frame” (19). Writer Francesca Lia Block characterises her 
anorexia as “that perfect blend of angelic and demonic—the faerie. Ethereal, 
delicate, able to fly” (‘Faeries’ 196). She writes, “I stared out the windows at the 
twisting, starving trees, the silvery, sorrowful sky. I wrote strange, surreal poetry” 
(201). Though the conflation of emaciation with expressivity, anorexic literature risks 
ascribing an eloquence to the starving body, a kind of lyric grace to the disorder: bone as 
hieroglyph, clavicle as cry. Yet my body remembers: anorexia was not graceful. 
 
 In such renditions, anorexia becomes mythologised in the figure of the 
fragile, spritely, self-consuming genius fed solely by her art. The otherworldly nymph 
of Victorian literature, the starving holy artist, her small body so overpowered by her 
creative impulses that it can’t contain anything else. I refuse to characterise myself, 
and my anorexia, in this way. The question of how to write my eating disorder takes 
on another dimension in light of this, and an ethical concern arises: what 
responsibility do I have toward my readership? I aim to tell the truth of this illness 
without reinforcing harmful literary stereotypes and false narratives. 
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Though I was shrouded in the veil of false safety it provided, starving toward 
a realm of liminality, my anorexia was not poetic. Yes, my anorectic mind fixated on 
seemingly transcendent poetic detail – that’s what happens as your body prepares for 
death. I know better now. There’s a danger in conflating death with poetry, and 
perhaps this is what Glück meant by the alignment of words making death a mere 
byproduct, brushed aside. It ought not be a byproduct; I am writing to affirm life.  
 
Medical researchers Mehler and Brown have compiled an extensive (and 
alarming) resource of medical complications within anorexia nervosa, and conclude 
that within the illness, most body systems are adversely affected (6). Neurological 
research shows cerebral atrophy (Laessle et al.) and decreased brain mass (Kornreich 
et al.) within anorexic patients that may never be restored through physical recovery. 
Anorexic patients have significantly slowed heart rates (Yoshida et al.), low blood 
pressure and irregular heart rhythms, as well as echo changes within the heart, 
possible mitral valve prolapse, and a heightened risk of heart failure by sudden death 
arrhythmia (Ramacciotti et al.). Significant dysfunction within the endocrine system 
causes amenorrhea (ceased menstruation) and difficulty regulating body temperature 
(Miller). Infertility, decreased bone marrow and osteoporosis are common. I don’t 
know if my body has fully recovered.  
 
Perhaps my narrowed focus alerted me to poetic detail but as I starved, as my 
body cannibalised itself: first fat stores, then muscle, then bone and organ tissue (yes, 
the tissue of your brain – too high a price to pay), my thoughts became truncated, I 
couldn’t concentrate, and the years I’ve spent tearing my mind out of obsessive and 
restrictive thought patterns, patterns I now know limit my appreciation of the world 
around me, patterns that keep me isolated (palms against glass) while enchanting me 
with intricate detail, assure me that whatever poetic view anorexia allowed, whatever 
window to charged potency of image and metaphor, it came at the expense of life, 
connection. You don’t live there. You die there.  
 
When a concerned runner stopped me on my eleventh lap of the sports track, 
it wasn’t because he was awed by my elegance. There was nothing lyrical about the 
sound of my rasping tears, unrestrained and delirious, in the bathroom of the 
shopping mall, after an hour searching the food court with plummeting, pleading 
urgency for something to eat that would not ruin me. When I tore a hole in the 
fabric of my family life, I did not do it with grace. 
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Anorexia is a self-styling in a small, disciplined form, but it is not poetic. To 
conclude that anorexia affords a poetic writing mode would be to cut away the 
subtle textual operations of this compressed form and ignore the lived evisceration 
of the illness. Yes, I have embodied anorexia as I have poetry, at the edges of sense 
and order, in fine detail, but I won’t accept this as a point of finality. I have also 
embodied recovery and I remain a writer. Anorexia does not, never did, make me a 
writer. Yet it has become clear through this research that there exists a link between 
writing and disordered eating practice. Wright states that her impulse to write comes 
from the same place as her impulse to starve, and it is a sentiment I can echo. She 
continues to explain that her hunger, like her writing, acts as a mediator between 
herself and the world (19). In this body of work – my body, my poetry – anorexia, 
like writing, is a desperate confrontation with signification. This is not an end point. 
There is more to explore here.  
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I now, I then 
  
 
I related to Plath and Edwards as a reader, drawn to the story of the 
abandoned car by the Severn Bridge, and the image of the rotten figs. Rather than 
romanticising the anorexic poet, this writing finds powers of eating-disordered 
embodiment in the forces of signification that move in relation through acts of 
writing and reading. Reading and writing, I negotiate self and self, self and other, 
inside and outside. In eating disorder memoir, a nuanced representation of anorexia 
is rendered possible not by establishing a fixed self in writing, but by setting up relations that 
shift across thresholds.  
 
 
Reading:  hang on, are you sure? 
 
Writing:  what’s that? 
 
Reading:  I mean, what if I get lost in here? 
 
 
What if I get lost in here, in the poetics of disorder? This fear is familiar, 
reminding me I have been lost here once before, when this discipline of 
containment was at play in my body. To avoid getting lost, I must ground myself in 
this present moment, in the writing body.  
 
 Writing:  I remember the feeling of discipline in my anorexic body as 
I write this. I despise my messiness. How I long for that 
feeling of simplicity and clarity. This is seductive. 
 
Reading:  but writing is messy – if you don’t break it open,  
how will you see what’s inside? 
 
Writing:  what do you see? 
 
Reading:  what you allow.  
 
Writing:  and more? 
 
Reading:  and more. 
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I see there are relations shifting across thresholds in this poetic, somatic 
memoir writing – I am reader and writer, subject and author, I am peeking backward 
through time to retrieve traces of memory that have merged with ink and water, 
bearing their material and immaterial properties. Turning the transparent diary pages 
in my hands, I see handwritten entries, text over text, revealing versions of myself 
layered through time in these layered lines of ink. Pages like days worn thin, like the 
fabric of time, that which separates the ‘I’ holding these pages now from the 
diarising ‘I’, the ‘I’ of past experience. I now and I then, and yes, I think that I have 
discovered a possible form for these notes. That is, to make them include the present — at least 
enough of the present to serve as a platform to stand upon. If I could stand upon this present 
moment, I could make the two people, I now, I then, come out in contrast. By including the 
present writing moment, I can show how the present bears the trace of the past and 
how this past is very much affected by the present moment. By standing on the platform of 
the present moment, I can present the felt experience of anorexic ‘poetic’ 
transcendence (then), while providing the context of experience and research (now).  
 
The traces of paper, ink and words have led me to realise there are two 
moving trajectories within the work – I now and I then – and I have been writing 
along these two lines in my approach to anorexia. I now: writing from a reflective 
position, detailing the movements of this research – methods and processes, failures, 
revelations and subsequent discoveries, conjectures, certainties and more questions 
(always). I then: the writing that hurts, the words that arrive with a full body 
takeover to transport me right back to the site of trauma. The place I can’t stay in 
for very long. The memories that kick me out of writing. These are two differently-
synched flows; not fixed positions, not static, they evolve. Filtered through this 
writing self now, these moving flows are distinct in their narrative perspective. 
Sometimes they converge on the page – I can’t write / I can’t eat, I do write / I do eat – 
folding narrative time as past and present meet. This method, delineating the moving 
trajectories of this researcher I now, from the subject of this life writing, I then, sets 
up a framework for writing, through which past and present might interrelate to 
negotiate who I am on the page.   
 
Writing and writing, I wear it out the skin of this moment with words, until it 
rubs so thin, becomes transparent, and I feel the current of my past moving (always 
replaying) under the thin sheet of this reality, this here now. I see repeated actions 
and patterns of thought over time. I reach for my pen, stealthily, slowly, so as not to 
disturb the flow of time I’m watching through the haze of my present moment, not 
daring to shift my gaze, as the pen’s tip reaches the page and I write. 
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Viewing my soaked diaries, I see the mess of lines overlapped, like this body, 
the history it holds, and the fragility of the fabric between. I have begun to shape 
this writing by allowing this remembering body to interrupt in fragments when she 
does, and to retreat when memory is too much to bear. In symbiosis with text, this 
body has a way of interrupting: 
dizziness  
abdominal pain  
fainting 
the skin on my knuckles cracks 
heart sinking, shame 
 
My intention to neatly essay this body is coming undone – this is not the 
orderly writing I wanted. Scaffolding the work with a frame of now and then, I can 
trace the movements of embodied memory as they emerge to trouble linear accounts 
of experience, ordering and disordering life. Writing from a reflective present-day 
position, I’m demonstrating a claim that is central to this work: the cognitive 
conditions of disorder do not necessarily disappear with weight gain (eating 
disorders operate beyond the physical).  
 
Writing the guts of disorder, I have developed a method to write the 
experience of conducting this research, allowing memories and associations from the 
past to surface. I shifted my focus away from writing the chronology of my anorexia, 
to developing an autobiographical thread which follows this process of research over 
four years: a search for a form through which to write disorder. Memories of 
anorexia emerge through this present-day autobiographical thread. This opens the 
project to multiple timelines and gives me a safe platform from which to write 
trauma. The writing voice is centered on this platform, dropping with the body into 
memories, and moving on conceptual lines of inquiry from this plateau.  
 
Negotiating the shared disciplines of writing and starving, without condoning 
anorexia as poetic, is a matter of perspective. I can discern, within Starve and this 
exploratory writing that had followed, an anorexic perspective ‘within’ the illness, 
and mine now, galvanised by a view to move beyond disorder. While, at the time of 
starvation, anorexia did feel like clarity, to present my writing solely from that point, 
without the contextual framing of what I know now, would be a dangerous move 
that reinforces harmful stereotypes. Wright, by her own admission, was not beyond 
the illness when she wrote Small Acts of Disappearance. Similarly, in those teen diaries I 
have recently read and soaked, I was stuck in the voice of anorexia.  
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This mindset from ‘within’ anorexia can be considered alongside memoirist 
Sue William Silverman’s idea of a ‘voice of innocence’ and ‘voice of experience’ in 
memoir, which correspond to Shohet’s full and struggling genres of eating disorder 
narrative. Drawing from William Blake’s Songs of Innocence and Experience, Silverman 
explains both these perspectives – innocence and experience – are present within 
memoir writing. The voice of innocence presents the immediacy of the struggle, and 
the voice of experience can reflect back on the story, to interpret facts and guide the 
reader through the emotional maze, so as not to fall in (122). If I were to write solely 
the truths I ‘knew’ as an anorectic, without the perspective of hindsight I have now, 
I would be presenting a ‘struggling’ text.  
 
In soaking my diaries I attempted to erase its disordered voice, and this led to 
disordering prose instead. With a ‘starved’ text to analyse, I could reflect on tensions 
of disorder from my perspective as a writer now. I was in denial of my illness as it 
unfolded, but with the tensions of anorexic signification externalised onto the page, 
I could evaluate them from a point of distance. I refuse to condone imagery of 
anorexic elegance because I now have a perspective outside it. Throughout this thesis, 
a perspective of hindsight accompanies the real-time voice of innocence trapped in the 
disorder, the voice that lives in my diaries from the time. I will continue to approach 
the unreliable, starved, disordered memory of my past through this writing method I 
have developed: writing I now, I then.  
 
the first time I spoke the word anorexia  
in a classroom age 
sixteen, huddled 
beneath a desk with four friends, explaining  
why I would replace school with hospital 
 
the second time I spoke the word anorexia 
in a classroom age twenty-three sitting with unknown scholars, explaining   
my return to university 
 
both acts of speech burned  
my body cold and I wonder 
about these spaces and the words they can hold 
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Touch point: a body at the brink 
 
 
 
This chapter began with the question of how to write my experience of 
anorexia when, as a side-effect of the illness, I have very little memory of the years I 
lived in an emaciated body. I found a method for negotiating writing perspective, by 
delineating I now from I then, and basing this research in the present moment. 
Somatic practices with ink and water helped me to write paradox of self-erasure by 
leading me to the trace in poetry.  
 
In Write from the bruise, medical records failed to prompt my memory, and 
I turned to intuitive material practices that transferred the act of remembering back 
to the body. Although when I began handling my diaries I considered the practice 
peripheral to this project, links began to emerge between the material processes I 
engaged in with my hands, and the shape of the writing on the page. Following this 
artistic practice I was able to write, as I claimed, from the bruise.  
 
The writing that followed – Starve, An emaciated text, The impossibility 
of fleeing and The anorexic poet – charts the course of somatic practices, their 
materialisation in language, and the development of poetic techniques of scale and 
digression to perform physical and cognitive anorexic intensities. It emerged through 
this writing that poetry, in its gestural capacity, might articulate the subtleties and 
paradoxes of the condition beyond the scope of purely narrative autobiographical 
writing. In emaciated text, the visual effect is large, even though the body of words is 
small. As I write anorexia, I expose a paradox of signification through poetic 
experimentation with fragment and image, in typographic play that motions toward 
the liminality of anorexic experience. 
 
Poetic critical motions throughout this chapter have enacted concepts of 
différance, which bear a unique relation to the anorexic body. Following the impulse 
that there is something in starvation that is also present within writing, I began to 
expose a symbiotic relationship between writing and (not) eating. This relation is 
analagous, affective of the two becoming bodies of the self (I was) and this writing. The 
body inflects upon, and changes, the writing. The writing takes effect upon the body. 
Deleuze and Guattari explicate such a relation through the figures of wasp and 
orchid – their symbiosis constitutes and de-constitutes both figures (A Thousand 
Plateaus 10). Similarly, I have identified a symbiotic relation between the anorectic 
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and writing, a sympathetic co-functioning, an assemblage that involves 
transgressions across spheres: becoming-writing, becoming-anorexia. 
 
Since beginning this project, I’ve felt a resistance to words that could rival my 
previous distaste for food. I wanted to get out from under language, to express the 
inexpressible. I wanted to write this experience but I was met with resistance – I 
can’t. Anorexic, I wanted desperately to flee my body, which is impossible, yet in 
some sense, I managed to flee; I dissociated. So too I have somehow managed to 
return this story to my body, and to write. This research could be thought of as 
mapping impossible escape routes out of language and embodiment. What seems 
impossible can be proven a possibility, and this is the basis of my creative acts of 
writing.  
 
The impossible, Derrida writes, is the condition for invention. What is 
impossible, at a system’s limit, becomes the very experience of the possible. The 
impossible event, he writes, is not merely the opposite of possible, it is also the 
condition or chance of the possible (‘Saying the Event’ 454). Following this thought, 
the (im)possible anorexic desire to escape, in the absence of an exit, becomes an 
impulse toward invention, a new mode of being. Rather than solipsism, this marks 
an opening. Rather than an undermined subject, here’s a chance to mine under.  
 
Might we draw from this a new perspective on possibility within creative 
practice, to find an approach that is wholly open to the creation of the new? 
Invention must be impossible, because that which is new must not have existed 
previously. If I can invent what I invent, if I have the ability to invent what I invent, that means 
that the invention follows a potentiality, an ability that is in me, and thus it brings nothing new. 
This is the positive flipside to that familiar paradox of (dis)appearance – it is the 
unknown I carry within myself. Writing, or nothing. Finding new modes of writing 
this body, the invention must appear impossible. After all, when I couldn’t eat, I ate. 
When I couldn’t write this body, I did. The physical practice proved a possible 
impossibility.  
 
As I moved into this anorexic writing, its impossibilities were presented: 
writing without cognitive memory, writing the truth of anorexia without condoning 
an aspirational poetics, and writing a history that doesn’t have a solid chronology. 
Each was a question of perspective. Bypassing cognitive memory, I wrote from the 
body. To avoid glamourisation of disorder, I included my voice of experience for 
context. Developing a narrative voice from my position as a researcher/writer now, 
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I stand aside from the text to note: there’s me ‘Stefanie, 17 years old, re-feeding a 
starved body’ (page 61). I aimed to write the truth of my anorexia, which was a 
feeling of transcendence and clarity, while accounting for what I know now: it wasn’t 
clarity, it was mental illness, and a physical shutdown in preparation for death. 
Somatic practices with diary pages led to a method of writing I now, I then, in which I 
found perspective around the ‘voice’ of anorexia, meeting it with my writing voice 
now.   
 
In light of the material experimentation so far, the question leading this 
research is changing, expanding from ‘how can I present my eating disorder in 
language?’ to acknowledge the somatic elements of this research, asking also, ‘how 
can physical practices open this writing of eating disorder?’.  
 
This chapter took a starved form and found creative potential within it – in 
critical terms, moving from a point of philosophical deconstruction, of the 
seemingly nullifying nature of a form under erasure (in Derridean terms), toward a 
view of poetic writing that can harness and use this potential toward self-articulation. 
The form of this articulation is drawn from material practices. In reflection, I found 
a form to do that which felt impossible all along – write the anorexic body – and I 
want to continue to draw creativity from disorder, writing then from the platform of 
now as I turn attention to what happened next, when I did, somehow, start eating 
again.  
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Binge/Purge 
 
 
Eating disorders regulate all behaviour and thought into a system of right and 
wrong. The value of all food and action extends beyond itself to signify one of two 
polarities. Good or bad, healthy or sick, recovered or restricting. I am 16 years old. 
This is what I know: 
 
I know wrong. Wrong is the extreme against which I define myself. I am 
sustained by my refusal of wrong. Wrong must be avoided because if I stand too 
close to wrong, I might dissolve. Wrong is eating, gaining weight, feeling full and 
losing control. Wrong is hunger.  
 
I know right. Right is a steady frame upon which I create and measure myself. 
Right takes my hand and runs with me, straight to the glorious pinnacle of 
achievement. Right is always prepared with the next task. Right is clear about what is 
expected. Right is weight loss, refusing food, restricting food and maintaining 
control. Right is testing limits and running on empty.  
 
I thought I knew right and wrong, but in the limbo of my self-imposed 
recovery this system was inverted: inside-out, reality unlearned, old rules spewed out. 
I thought I knew right and wrong, but they switched faces, swapped disguises and 
ran in circles until I was dizzy. I learned the new rules. Food, once bad, is now good. 
Eating is good. Wrong is right.  
Right is left. Starving, once right, is now wrong. 
Restriction is wrong. I am not fat, I’m small, I’m underweight but I can’t see it 
because I am disillusioned. No, that’s the disorder speaking. Is that the disorder 
speaking? Who is speaking?  
 
I had barely gained weight since the intervention, since I’d agreed to a meal 
plan and bed rest, but in a rush it came, the explosion, the bombing of the 
barricades. My body reappeared and I could no longer think straight body there was 
something in the way body I was body distracted body body body. One mid-August day I 
woke and my clothes barely fit. I left the house to run and my heavy, thick flesh 
wobbled and buckled. Two days later, I was a woman again. My skin had been sore 
to the touch for days, then a living red leaked from me. For two years I’d evaded this 
bleed, but my period returned to confirm my loss of control; this ink would bleed 
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from me in a rhythm outside my design. Over the next few weeks my body inflated 
uncontrollably and hunger returned, provoking a deep hatred I still struggle to find 
words for. I gained weight. I gained a lot of weight. I gained more weight than I’d 
lost the year before. My weight doubled in two months. I was shocked, unaware of 
this common bodily reaction to the re-feeding process. A starved and malnourished 
body is desperate to restore its strength through food. Pre-empting further 
starvation, the body creates physical reserves of energy, stores of fat. This is what 
happened, but how might I tell you? 
 
I jammed fingers into the raw flesh of my throat. I threw up every meal and 
still gained weight. I lost myself in a carnival of self-abuse. It’s not enough to tell 
you; I want to show you. Writing about anorexia involved containment and control, 
but bulimia presents a messy flipside to this writing, and it overwhelms me. I don’t 
want to go there. It’s too painful. I must write but the words are a film over the back 
of my throat. How do I tell you about the nauseating suffocation? The urge. Burning 
with fury. This body remembers. Flesh heavy and thick with rage, it emanates from 
my thighs and belly and catches at my throat. This is the rage that turned air to gum, 
blocked my throat, pressed me from inside and out, and quickened the pace of my 
breath. The rage I felt every morning for years, heart pounding, guilty for my 
laziness, I need to run I need to run I need to run now now now I need to tear off my flesh 
and run, skeleton and mind, into another life. Could I bear to tell you about the urge 
toward the knife in the bottom drawer, the knife sharp enough to slice skin, sharp 
enough to cut fat, the voice that was my own that said grab it, yes it’s sharp enough 
to cleave muscle from bone, yes a knife that could slide right through, slice clean, 
make a neat line along my inner thigh yes a knife to make me clean. No.  
 
I don’t want to go there. I now, writing, swallow to suppress this memory as it 
rises within me. But it will not be suppressed, as the refrigerator light breaks the 
midnight darkness of the kitchen and I find myself suddenly hunched, licking a 
spoon over a tub of yoghurt, half its contents gone. No thoughts, just an insatiable 
desire to consume. Anything but empty. Pizza. Chocolate. Tranquiliser to take me out 
of my body. I see my shaking hands hold a glass under running water, but in a blink 
the bench is littered with half-empty plastic packets and I stand over the mess, 
stuffing corn chips into my mouth, the next handful ready as I swallow. 
 
Shaking slime from fingers, thinking, have I blocked the drain? Back to the 
kitchen. Leftover pasta, cold. Ice cream, bread, meat. Is there meat in the fridge? I need 
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some chicken. I need prune juice. Lemonade. Tomato sauce, sweet chilli, soy. Half a 
cucumber. Rice. Eat it all. Strawberry jam straight from the jar. Handfuls of cashews. 
What am I doing? Stop. Take a shower. Yes, get clean. I let the hot water run on my bare 
back. Slide fingers down my throat. Just a small amount of blood. It is painful. With 
faint concern I wonder, could my chest explode? Will my eyes pop out? Breathe Stef, 
breathe. I step out of the shower. Stop now. No more food. Go to the kitchen and get a 
glass of water. Come back. A gallon of water. Stop now. No more writing. Stop. 
 
No, I don’t want to remember the raw metallic taste at the back of my throat, 
the line of bile sliding from knuckle to elbow, acidic cracks behind my nose. Snot 
and tears and spit.  
 
No, please, I don’t want to write about head over the toilet bowl, back of the 
throat burning, calling the emergency hotline because I’m bleeding and scared. No, I 
don’t want to but I can’t stop it happening here it comes – gag reflex immediate – I 
don’t need fingers, I just swallow and tilt forward. Look mum, no hands! Reverse the 
order. I turn the faucet. History hurts on the way back up. 
 
No I don’t want to re-live it, but this body already remembers a twisting, 
expulsive rhythm as it prepares to… sp… sp… splutter and stutter and speak.  
 
 
 
Digest: stay still in this space: just ingest the  
agreed ingredient not greedy or 
ingurgitating: I am in control I am controlling it in  ingoing 
ingrowing 
ingrained within:       
in in and under control: 
 contra  
 contra 
good  contradiction bad contract between     I and I: constrained 
contraction to the contours of  
my and my 
 
hunger: who am I under control or or is it over 
under or over this control: or or or is it the overly controlled underside of free will?  
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Who am  
compared to healthy controls who was who would I will I:   
        count the outside 
count the inside. 
Rupture: erupt your child (inner) 
change (inner) 
choice was made to contain and be contained within your  
 
hunger  
 
now boundless, unrestrained. 
 
Regurgitate: ate it urge reg- 
ulate what you ate purge reflux activity 
refluxivity 
reflexive self-awareness, asking 
 
Who made this mess? 
 
See me from above, choking, awake all night spewing  
cake, bile aching 
aided 
aging: eidetic image:  blue pinafore 
dress: eight years old enough but not asking for  
assessment of my shape my looks, now 
 
Inside-out again. 
I am inside-out again.  
I am inside.  
I am  
I am   
I am  
I am  
I am  
I am  
I am  
I am  
I am here now. I now, here writing, I locate myself as the author of this 
writing, in the position of this analysis, I now, here reeling from an outburst of 
bulimic writing.  
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When I approach memories of bulimia, I feel constriction at my throat, the 
words building but unable to get out, unable to pass from inside to outside – just as 
I wouldn’t allow food beyond that threshold – then they spill from me. My years of 
bulimia were the flipside of anorexia. I had known myself in my restriction, but at 
this loss of control to a ballooning body and insatiable hunger, my mind buckled. 
My world turned inside-out, through the looking glass and down the rabbit hole. 
Bulimic life is not linear. It loops and dives. It rushes forward and doubles back on 
itself. It steps cautiously toward the future, consuming life, then retreats in shock I 
can’t do that and spews it all out. Time sleeps dead then wakes in panic. Time repeats. 
In and out. Binge and purge and starve. On and off and rewind and pause. Jump the 
tape. I was skinny and then I was fat. My mind couldn’t keep up. Ballooning and 
malnourished, so hungry for food. Disassociation started. Episodes of eating. 
Moments of absence so calm, behind glass, a blank state that disappeared mid-binge, 
dropping me back into reality: a fat girl eating too much. Lost in flesh and mind. Get 
it out of me. Who was this other making my decisions and delivering them as 
conclusions: starve, binge, purge, disassociate? Stefanie, you did not decide to do it but 
suddenly you are shovelling food into your mouth, swallowing without chewing, 
reaching for anything, consuming everything, and you’re crying and in a moment 
you crash back into your body and think what the hell am I doing? What am I going to do? 
The answer is here, watching. He is a dark figure calmly watching. He has been there 
the whole time and when he says it, so clearly, of course you will throw it up, it is so 
obvious and I realise I have known this all along. I will be delivered from this, I am 
Dorothy tapping my toes together, about to return home with a magic trick. It’s so 
simple. Turn the faucet. Take a deep breath and steady myself. 
 
This bulimic writing digresses, or perhaps it regresses. Sometimes the writer 
dissociates, stepping away from the messy scene. But I must remember the past is 
over, and here I am, I now, here now, here writing, here spilling the guts of disorder: 
writing, you could say, from the gut.  
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Bulimic writing 
 
 
 
 
As I read the phrases that have just spilled onto the page, I feel a subjective 
distance emerge between myself as the writer, and a reader, of these words. It is a 
similar sense to that I felt while reading my teen diaries, as they rang with the ‘voice’ 
of anorexia – again I am left wondering where Stefanie is in all of this dis/ordering 
of language. Yet those diaries were written many years ago, while this writing sits 
fresh on the page. How can I feel so dissociated from something I just wrote? 
 
Alliterative progressions like ‘aching / aided / aging’ and ‘in going / 
ingrowing / ingrained within’ don’t immediately make sense – I know I wrote them, 
but my relationship to them feels like one of a stranger, a new reader. Perhaps this is 
an effect of the way they came out of me without my shaping or controlling them, 
like a bulimic binge/purge, the censor pushed aside.  
 
Writing bulimia is a matter of giving in to the internal voice that says there is 
too much flesh, too much heat, too much blood, giving over to this body that speaks  
enraged  
in rage   this body it wants to lacerate 
    my stomach and  
pull intestines and pull intestines and read and read and read that instead  
  read that instead  
but I can’t swallow, can’t swallow, no can’t stop this urge to write  
which is a desire to run fuck starve chuck eat yell cry  
 to write write write 
with an inarticulate mute confusion my throat contracted my heart bound into this 
desire to tear flesh to wrap arms through limbs to contort out of this to re-shape the 
figure to void the sign to break the signal and break. 
 
This writing is bulimic, out of control like my hunger once was. Like food and 
fingers shoved down my throat in succession, like substance swallowed then torn 
out in panic, this writing is messy and re-routes order. When I write bulimia, 
grammar, punctuation, and a certain logical sense fall away, and instead the writing 
itself, in these stunted, short bursts, becomes punctuated by disorder. I transfer its 
patterns of embodied thought into expression – giving life to the disorder – and 
when I read it back, I am subject to its forces. This movement in language causes me 
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to wonder: what is my relationship with this bulimic memoir writing, as the writer of 
this text that undercuts my authorial voice?  
 
Language is my subject (that which I study), and it is also my object (the 
means through which it is studied). Just like I dissociated in episodes of binging and 
purging, as if watching the disastrous scene from above, this writing undercuts its 
narrative ‘I’ by enlivening the disorder. Writing, I am made a subject of language, 
overwhelmed and undercut by this bulimia-alive-in-language. Writing and writing: as 
a verb, I am at the helm of expression, I am writing; as a noun, this writing takes over 
and I am repositioned as author of the text.  
 
It seems the distinction between I now and I then does not necessarily provide 
immunity to the cognitive patterns of disorder. I now, writing this, can enliven 
bulimic forces in language. I must concede that I now doesn’t necessarily mean I-not-
disordered, because the felt sense of disorder transcends time distinctions of then 
and now. But I now have a choice of whether to step into disorder and when to step 
out. I can stand apart from these words as their composer, making and considering 
the compositions on the page. 
 
Considering this alternation of narrative authority, I draw from Deleuze in 
The Logic of Sense, as he identifies two relationships between subject and language – 
surface and depth. For Deleuze, these two possible positions are exemplified by the 
writing of Lewis Carroll and Antonin Artaud. Carroll presents the “nonsense of the 
surface” (86) whereas in Artaud “syllables, letters, and above all consonants […] act 
directly on the body, penetrating and bruising it” (The Logic of Sense 87). Lecercle, 
drawing from Deleuze, explains Artaud’s writing as a struggle between two masters 
in which “the speaker dominates the surface language which he uses; but language 
itself, as an oral activity, as a production of the body, possesses the individual who 
utters its screams” (36). Writing and writing: possessed by and possessing language. 
In Artaud, language is not simply an instrument for communication, it is installed in 
the position of absolute mastery (Lecercle 36). When I write bulimia, it emerges 
from the depths of me and writing becomes my master, enlivened with disordered 
patterns in prose. This master and slave dynamic is familiar – I felt it within my body 
over many years of bulimia. I wonder what this dynamic, in language, can show me 
about eating disorder. How does this writing enliven bulimia?  
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Visually, the bulimic form of Binge/Purge resists easy consumption and 
refuses digestive logic. The reading of the text is made difficult through experiments 
with syntax, rhythm and repetition. Like Ania Walwicz’s experimental prose poems, 
this bulimic writing undoes cognitive logic, forging a new sensibility. Emanating from 
the body, this text flouts logic, yet it does create sense, it is affective with bodily 
sense, in surfeit of it, overflowing. This immediate, delirious kind of writing at the 
point at which madness and grammar come together moves with waves and successions of 
bulimic force. 
 
The constrictions of the pharynx – a pink and red veined surface at the back 
of the throat – is essential for speech. Feel it constrict as you move to articulate its 
second syllable – ynx. All speech is centred around its opening and closing, which 
allows for the switch in a consonant-vowel sequence – feel it open and close with 
the words ‘buddha’ and ‘pot’. A key physiological requirement for speech, the 
pharynx is also where the gag reflex is induced. The first time I slid my fingers over 
my tongue to the back of my throat (a bite of hamburger and immediate panic, 
impossible to keep inside) I choked and gasped, over and again, abdominal spasms 
and searing hot convulsions of the throat, chest buckling forward. The violence 
would soon be over and I promised myself I would never, never do it again.  
 
In Binge/Purge, this act is presented in language: 
 
 
Digest: stay still in this space: just ingest  
         st  st     st              s s              st         st 
 
ingurgitating: I am in control I am controlling it in 
in               in             in                                        in      in 
 
 
 
Binge/Purge forces the reading body to be present. Read aloud, the 
vocalising body trips or chokes on repeated words, sounds and phrases, mimicking 
the guttural gags of bulimia. These physical encounters with the text emphasise the 
materiality of this body of writing, alerting the reader to her own body as it moves 
with typographic and alliterative patterns of the text. With these messy syntaxes, we 
‘see’ the text and are aware of our consumption (reading) of it, and when the writing 
returns to a normative discursive mode, the body of words settles on the page, and 
the reading body settles too.   
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This convulsing language has not only a physical effect. Shifting with 
associative leaps, it can trace the cognitive patterns of the illness to accurately mimic 
how the brain moves. Bulimia, and bulimic writing, is a disordering of cognitive and 
somatic orders. Bulimia manipulates existing logic, and this writing exposes such 
orders within disorder. Bulimia, like anorexia, is not a matter of refusal of the body, it is a 
matter of a refusal of the organism, of a refusal of what the organism makes the body undergo. The 
bulimic divests herself from the organic routines of the body, re-routing her 
digestion. In bulimia, rhythms are mixed and reversed – in Binge/Purge, syllables 
of the word ‘regurgitate’ are repeated backwards: ‘ate it urge reg’. With the phrase 
‘who am I under control’, the expected syntactic flow of a sentence (who am I?) is 
re-routed (am I under control?), in a progression like swallowing just to jam yourself 
empty. This is a refusal of the organism – disordered thought-in-motion along bad 
circuitry. 
 
In this bulimic writing, a pattern of progression – logic, time, the alphabet – is 
consumed, then expelled. Bulimic writing might begin by following a pattern of 
logical progression, perhaps the law of detachment evident in the modus ponens 
structure of argument, which is, etymologically, the mode of affirming. Affirming, one 
could say, through detachment. The bulimic might be seduced by the clean, 
rhythmic beauty of this valid, true logical deduction: If P, then Q. P true, therefore 
Q true. 
 
 
P à Q, P ∴ Q 
 
Clearly. 
 
Having swallowed the idea, bulimic writing might then turn on itself, spewing 
it out. It might switch to a law of attachment, affirming through attachment, as it 
moves along the vectors of a convulsing body. This writing would change form, 
unsettled.  
 
 
Pushing toward a Quiver, Pulling 
over and under 
there, it Quakes 
 
Not so clearly. 
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Bulimic writing would consume this logic in a binge and reverse it with a 
purge, because it knows an argument can still be valid, can function and flow, even if 
one (or more) of its premises is untrue. A logical argument remains neat, even if it is 
a lie. A body, too, can function on false premises, with negative intake and forced 
reflux. Valid and unsound, a body, like a line of argument, can lie too. Bulimic, your 
body knows this, suppressing fear with the motion of a hand to mouth, hand to 
mouth, as your cognition arrives too late on the filthy scene, then flees. Mind trails 
after movement. 
 
chew   swallow     swallow &                          dissociate  
   
               pastry flakes                  oil lips                     
 
 stop. .   . 
 
if P                                         chocolate cake, swallow & 
 
if P is true,                                                                     then Q 
 
                               toast, then bread 
                                                                                           then just bread and butter 
                  
                 just butter &     & 
 
 
                               P is true, indisputably    .             swallow 
irrefutably 
 
        you decided to do this                                             
no, you  
didn’t 
                                                                  true 
                                                                  no doubt.                           leftover pasta 
 
So 
                                           so 
so Q 
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     yoghurt 
                      Q is true.                                                      & so 
                                          Therefore . . .  
                                                                           .          .          . 
 
 
Therefore R! 
                                                   scones with honey & &  
                                                                                                         don’t stop 
 
& 
if R, then S                                              swallow swallow 
                      
 
                                    of course                                   yes. 
 
 
                  then T       then U      then V    then lick, suck 
                                                                                                  
                                                     swallow swallow swallow swallow 
 
 
it’s valid     yes it is valid 
 
spoon scraping empty bowl, empty cereal packet  
                                                                                     
 
 
 
The binge ends with a sudden drop to reality: you are a swollen, repulsive 
creature aching from your own violation, the raw abuse of your only territory. 
 
Reverse the order. Get it out. 
 
Not V, not U, not T, not S or R.  
 
P cannot validate Q. It was a lie. 
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Flesh speaks 
 
 
 
When I write bulimia, words emerge from what Elizabeth Wilson calls the 
‘biological unconscious’, a term she draws from psychoanalyst Sándor Ferenczi, 
arguing the gut is a second mind in the body, with powers of rumination. When a 
bulimic re-routes her digestive impulses to the point where vomiting becomes 
effortless, unavoidable or functionally autonomous, unconscious inclinations among the 
digestive organs are established in which the willing up of food becomes organic thought. 
The body re-routes its organic logic: swallowing to spew. At this point, the organism 
itself is beginning to think. What begins as a panic response becomes ingrained. Bulimic, 
locked from temple to toes, I shook with a molten guilt that rose from the gut. At 
these moments any radical distinction between stomach and mood, between vomiting and rage is 
artificial. I knew what I needed to do. I didn’t even use fingers. This is a routine my 
body remembers. This is what the doctor calls a compulsion. Bloodshot white panic 
and the body takes over.  
 
When I write bulimia, I write from the gut, the biological unconscious, and 
follow patterns of somatic rumination. The condition shapes a logic of bodily sense 
on the page. As such, this bulimic writing manifests what Deleuze and Guattari call a 
‘body without organs’. This is a term they adopt from writer Antonin Artaud (from 
his radio play ‘To Have Done with the Judgment of God’) to describe the 
functioning of a body beyond the matter of its organs. As a body without organs, a 
bulimic body reveals itself for what it is: connection of desires, conjunction of flows, continuum of 
intensities. The body without organs is already underway the moment the body has had enough 
of organs and wants to slough them off. An eating-disordered body works against organic 
routine, building rhythm in waves and fluxes of voids and fullness. Bulimic, I negate 
the limitations formed by organs to produce a body made of alterations, a body that 
is a rhythm of affects, intervals and successions. Likewise, an affective body of 
words is developed through the experimental movements of this chapter. Bulimic 
writing activates the reading body, as typographic and rhythmic experimentation 
bring motion to the page.  
 
Writing from the unconscious, following the somatic/cognitive forces of a 
bulimic body without organs, I give expressive power to the body and disrupt 
existing literary orders of eating disorder literature. I am ‘stuttering’ eating disorder 
memoir, in a mode described by Deleuze and Guattari. They introduce this concept 
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of a stuttering of language in relation to Kafka’s prose, which they explain as an 
affective and intensive use of language in which writing ceases to be representative 
and takes flight toward its limits. At these limits, Deleuze states, a writer can make 
the language as such stutter and in doing so, language transforms toward its ‘outside’. 
This antisyntactic, disordered writing takes memoir writing to its edge, pushing 
against limits of logic and sense. In this motion, these limits become thresholds that 
lead to transformation. This bulimic writing pushes the relative potential of body 
and text to stutter eating disorder narratives, both autobiographical and medical, 
causing them to become-otherwise.  
 
When pushed to its limit, language stutters on a metaphysical level, revealing 
its affective, underlying forces. In this movement, language is put in proximity with the 
non-linguistic, with what’s ‘outside’ language, to affect a comingling or leaking between systems. 
Connecting to non-linguistic systems like painting, music (and in this writing project, 
a body’s logic) at its limit, language changes, becoming-other. A writer can approach 
the limits of language through language, as words paint and sing, but only at the limit of the 
path they trace through their divisions and combinations. In broken syntaxes expressive of 
the body’s logic, I bring memoir into proximity with the body’s forces, and language 
becomes-bodily, becomes-disordered. Through this bulimic writing, developed in 
Binge/Purge and incorporated here, the language of sense is traversed by a line of escape – 
in order to liberate a living and expressive material that speaks for itself. Flesh speaks, and 
language trembles from head to toe with jarred logical sense. In this process, both the 
writer and language become other than they were. Writing bulimia, I am transformed 
too, subject to disorder-in-language, becoming-disordered again.  
 
This immanent transformation from within a linguistic system seems to align 
with a feminist literary project of establishing a poetics of feminine thought-in-
language, disrupting patriarchal forms by taking them to their limits. Writers such as 
Kate Zambreno (Heroines) and Dodie Bellamy (Barf Manifesto) have adopted this 
logorrheic, wordbarf style as a feminist rupture. These heaving, proliferative, 
partially-formed texts ignore the imperative to linearity and rational logic. Bellamy 
defends “the Barf” as a “feminist, unruly, cheerfully monstrous” literary form, 
politicising the written performance of purging as a disruption to normative 
phallogocentric modes of expression (30). 
 
To declare my bulimic writing as a feminist rupture would be a myopic 
approach to a complex field of inquiry. It seems short-sighted to proclaim this 
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delirious form as a feminist reclamation of language, given that so much of what is 
internalised within the bulimic, and played out through her self-practices, is 
patriarchal order. When I vomited compulsively into the plumbing of my father’s 
house, I wasn’t hoping to clog the system. I was unwell. I’m feeling a little squeamish, 
because the appropriation of an eating disorder – a potentially lethal body management program – 
as a conceptual model for writing is troublesome at best. It is troublesome because a bulimic 
conceptual model of writing enlivens the conditions of disorder, and in writing, I 
become-disordered. Re-voicing my bulimia in writing does disrupt normative 
academic and autobiographical writing, but it also hurts me – to let it sit on the page 
without context is like allowing bulimia to manifest in teenage bodies without critical 
analysis. 
 
Dallas Baker describes a similar conundrum faced by queer life writing, which, 
he states, is an “unfulfilled promise”, as its categorisation as a genre would undercut 
its disruptive function (149). To fetishise ‘bulimic writing’ as a genre would be to 
grant it normative status as a genre-unto-itself, and this solid framing as a genre of 
writing would undo its purpose of breaking normative frames of writing. Thus, it 
would lose its potential to disrupt, which is its defining feature.  
 
In delirious writing, like Atraud’s screaming texts and this bulimic form, 
disorder reigns, or rather another order, a new language, a tongue that nobody understands, not 
even he who utters the words, the language of suffering, the screaming of the flesh. This is a bleak 
picture of language. The voiceless, existential scream of bulimia is real – I have felt it 
resonate through me for years – but I need to move on from Artaud’s bleakness. I 
want to affirm this body beyond a master/slave dynamic with writing. This writing 
challenges my position as author of the text, as language becomes a tool 
independent of my command. Yet, in order to write a memoir with a ‘full’ approach 
to recovering, I need to also have command over the text. I need a subtler 
negotiation of this push/pull relationship, a way to negotiate surface and depth in 
this writing.  
 
Looking closer, I see that when this bulimic writing takes flight toward 
bulimic intensities, I am undermined, yet crucially, I am the one doing the 
undermining. The bounds of my position are not fixed by an inside and outside, 
rather they involve torsion, a folding of outside-in, a bulimic pivot in thought. This 
double sensation creates a kind of interface of the inside and the outside as Grosz proposes in 
the conceptual figure of the Möbius strip.  This is a negotiation, rather than a simple 
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relation of slavery and mastery. In bulimia, I am not just a subject of the forces of 
disorder, I am active in creating them, so disorder (or, in this case, disorder-in-
language), is not always in a position of mastery. Besides, I rebuke the concept of 
mastery – I will never, by virtue of this sex, be master of this house. I propose a 
configuration of this body/writing that does not pit one against the other.  
 
A few weeks after my twenty-first birthday, I travelled by bus through Oslo to 
Munchmuseet to see my favourite painting, “The Scream” by Edvard Munch. With 
its abstracted landscape and drawn hollow face, Munch’s painting gave form to the 
blood terror I’d felt in my disordered body. I sensed a scream passing through nature; it 
seemed to me that I heard the scream […] the clouds as actual blood. The color shrieked. I stood 
before the painting and was surprised to feel utterly calm. Munch’s disordered, 
infinite scream was set in oil and canvas – it was a framed object, apart from me, to 
be considered over a space of phenomenological distance. This memory returns to 
me now, asking me to find a frame for the screaming flesh-in-words I have been 
writing, to consider them from a safe point of distance.  
 
The gut is ruminating. What if, it asks, you’re just one point of authority in this body?  
In SOAK I approached the subject of my anorexia with material practices that 
opened the writing. Perhaps these practices provided the frame I am now seeking – 
an externalisation of thought in material terms, allowing creative insight and 
perspective. Perhaps this is a more nuanced way of approaching the problem of 
authority – following the body in material practice.  
 
What is this body  
thinking 
remembering 
saying? 
hot 
stuck 
heavy 
rupture  
tear 
cut  cut  cut cut 
 
Filled with rage that originates from the gut, I decide to surrender, to follow 
this body that wants to rupture, tear, cut. I reach for scissors as the echoes of 
bulimic rage build in me.  
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 Bound as I am within this interaction of body and text, I am surprised the 
blades of my scissors caused no pain as they sliced through pages of my diaries. 
Disorganising a collection of words that have become a whole is a violation, like 
slicing skin, but I am no longer that 14-15-16-year-old girl who fears breaking rules. 
When I was that teenager, I filled diary pages with desperate attempts to claw 
control of my life, to provide myself with systems of order. Now I seek the 
openness of its opposite. I want to articulate this body another way. There is so 
much in my diary, but more left unsaid.  
 
I work quickly, cutting through my diaries.  
Fragments of those years fall gently to the floor. 
 
I destroy three diaries over the course of an afternoon, cutting words and 
phrases from their pages (fear not: there are more, stacked and waiting, in boxes 
covered in dust). Extracted phrases like I have to move forward and a failure today, fall to 
the floor beside I and with, the prepositions and nouns that had stitched them 
together, and one word repeated over and again in the diaries, tomorrow, tomorrow, 
tomorrow (just let it come, I’ll be better tomorrow). After hours of frenzied cutting, I 
survey the mess, sitting amidst a tangle of half-sentences laid over my floor. I am 
emplaced in language, amongst fragments of my teenage voice, released from the 
burden of order.  
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Dismemberment is the first, critical phase of creative research. Breaking apart the 
social and political fabric of all ideas-in-practice, this first stage brings into question the 
natural place of ideas, images and materials. At this stage, we might take a look around and 
ask, what do we have here?  
 
 
What do I have here?  
 
Sitting in the mess, fragments spark associations across the jumbled text.  
 
 
I am not sorry for the mess I’ve made. There is freedom in this exhilarated 
open space, more and more, and if I have to tear old beliefs apart with my bare teeth 
I will. I am 
a creature feminine, writing disorder,  
écriture désordre, unlawful and raw,  
spilling secret language wide across the floor  
to make word war and have it out and settle it, scattering old meanings  
like hacked to pieces paper doll confetti.  
 
Surrounded by words and phrases cut loose, I feel them search toward each 
other, opening fresh lines of association. The lines that are left … they are awake and 
growling.  
 
To cut a text is to forge openings. When a surface is ruptured, cuts, cracks 
and creases emerge as new lines. When I sever the line of a sentence, or cut the 
intended diarised inscription, cracks are formed which interrupt rather as, in the 
landscape, a path of travel may be interrupted by a precipitous gorge in an otherwise level plateau. 
These interruptions are provocations for creativity. The rupture opens a new line of 
thought, a new path of travel.  
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I take a handful of fragments. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Working quickly, I order them in new lines: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I feel fat today. ever since he first met me in little bit of  
think straight and I’m still, it is staying. I’m not going to the world.  
I don’t want to be the fat girl. You don’t need them anymore. I know this.  
Every day = 100 sit-ups. How many kilos will it take? not my body. my goal.  
proper food. you will never  
how much I ate because I will not eat dinner.  
will never change mind home. What it will be 
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A new context opens the phrase or word to a renewed reading:  
‘little bit of think straight’, ‘I’m not going to the world’. 
 
Again, I reach for a handful.  
 
I am careful not to linger on any phrase, and rather to follow the motion of 
my fingers as they lift, place and slide the delicate shapes. 
 
I don’t. Okay. I have it. Or I won’t I swear look it was now time  
the first one gets easier. I might as well get skinny if I’ll be sad anyway. No talking about days.  
step towards success and go back go run it. There’s nothing to stop me  
ruined a good moment and I can just for that reason I see results  
and eating if I don’t this victory to prove myself. need it.  
I let love to be it and Burn as me and  
time full of anymore and I take 
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Transcribed here into typed text, the disparate fragments are collected into a 
unit, bound into an expected flow of sense as the materiality of their origin falls 
away. Reviewing these rushes of prose, I notice these passages bear a similarity in 
style to the earlier writing in Binge/Purge. Like that disordered prose, lines of 
sense can be discerned through the scattered paragraphs, which then break into 
nonsense or contradiction. I read: ‘just for that reason I see results’, through which I 
can follow a line of order, then as the writing continues with ‘and eating if I don’t 
this victory’, I am thrown into disorder. This motion mimics bulimic thought. When 
I made these run-on textual configurations, I did not stop to consider the fragments 
as I arranged them. I did so without cognitive reflection and judgement; my censor 
stepped aside. How can this similarity in form help me to answer the question of 
nuance between mastery and slavery?  
 
On my pinboard beside my computer is a small poem I made earlier with the 
scraps of text: ‘Tomorrow I will burn down the kitchen’. It makes me laugh because, 
as a phrase, it differs immensely from the original intentions behind those words. I 
had picked up ‘burn’ earlier, and knowing that it had been written in the context of 
burning calories, I decided to flip its meaning. I picked up another fragment – ‘the 
kitchen’ – aha, yes! Burn down the kitchen. The word ‘burn’ would certainly have 
been written in the context of burning off fat in the matter-of-fact tone I employed 
in relation to self-violence. In a new context, the word inflects toward the comical, 
as the matter-of-fact tone remains, now adding to the humour: 
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Material metaphor 
 
 
 
Burn down the kitchen. As is becoming my process, I follow the body. At last, 
my hands are partaking, without rush or pause my fingers circle above the scattered 
mess, picking up a phrase here, pairing it with a word there, considering their 
relation, adding another fragment, rearranging. This is a calmer, slower exercise than 
the last. As I read fragments, fresh relationships arise between them, and thematic 
and grammatical associations spark across the mess. I follow these lines with my 
hands, without questioning the process, until new lines, new arrangements of words 
and syntax, begin to form.  
 
New lines lead to new directions. Joining fragments together, I bridge 
meaning to make new, I construct a bridge, whereupon the trace becomes a thread. A trace 
becomes a thread. Sparks of association are made solid with a decision. With 
fragments scattered across the floor, the possibilities for arrangement approach the 
infinite. Their composition is, to an extent, a game of chance – eye and hand moving 
quickly across a happenstance pattern – but ultimately this openness closes upon 
one choice I make. Aleatory literary techniques, like this cut-up method, deliberately 
engage with chance as a compositional principle (James 31). Opening and closing 
possibilities, the composition occurs in decisive acts, open to new associations then 
cemented in action, decision (I will use this word here, alongside this phrase, aligned 
to the left). After dismemberment, the second phase of creative research is a  
re-membering, as the stories, ideas, locations and materials thus dismembered are put back 
together, but re-membered. I decide how.  
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In these figurations, some poems describe anorexic and bulimic experience, as 
did my diary writing. Most of these new creations bring a new perspective into play: 
questioning, reflecting, and attempting change.  
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Solider. I meant ‘soldier’. Perhaps this spelling error betrays my fear at the 
time of becoming more solid, solid-er. Recontextualised, the phrase ‘scared to 
dream’ here becomes a parental consolation. New context brings out dual meanings 
of ‘to dream’ – to hope, to aspire, and in the context I suspect it was first written: to 
succumb to sleep. Insomnia commonly accompanies anorexia. My sleep was erratic 
– sometimes I’d come-to in the night, mid-sit-up, still wearing my pyjamas, 
wondering how I got there. 
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These cut-up poems are hopeful, life-affirming. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
because I love 
– because it’s something 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
is hunger  
worth it? 
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Did I  
deserve it? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do not confuse yourself with 
matter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
at the moment I am  
a half to fill 
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In SOAK, concepts of trace, erasure and temporality synchronised the 
material and literary practices. A relationship was emerging: my practice with the 
diaries was standing in for something, motioning beyond ink, pages and water. As 
diaries soaked, ink ran, but something else was released too. In a bulimic purge, I 
was trying to rid myself of food, but there was something else I was attempting to 
purify. These are symbolic acts; they signify something beyond their materiality. 
When I cut my diary pages, I dispersed and rearranged my history.  
 
While I was working intuitively, these processes were ultimately led by a 
question of interaction between body and text. What I’m describing is metaphor, 
and within it there are two constitutive parts: the tenor and the vehicle (Richards). 
The tenor is the subject to which qualities are attributed. The vehicle is the object 
whose qualities are borrowed. In this bulimic writing inquiry, body and text have a 
metaphorical relation, in which the text (tenor) is attributed the quality of the body 
(vehicle), so when I cut and rearrange my diary pages, it is an affective refiguring of 
my lived, embodied history.  
 
As I found in SOAK, between writing and (not) eating, there is an analogous 
relation of two like things being brought together – body and text. Through this 
investigation into bulimia-in-writing, I have extended this relation further, identifying 
the movement of metaphor where body and text, as two different things, are 
brought into association by way of carrying over the attribute of one to the other. 
The term ‘metaphor’, in its Greek origin, means ‘transfer’ (from metaphorá) or ‘to 
carry over’ (from metapherō) (Hoad). This metaphorical action of carrying over is 
externalised through material artistic practice, as I transpose this question about the 
master/slave dynamic between writing and writer. The force of a good metaphor is to give 
something a different life, a new life. Working through metaphor within this material 
practice, I reposition myself as both writer and subject of this text. Bulimic writing 
relies on the metaphoric relationship of writing and the disordered body. Metaphor 
as movement. This relationship works in reverse, from body to text, as the eating-
disordered body is characterised as textual and inscriptive.  
 
Sontag warns against the use of illness as a cultural metaphor. She writes 
“illness is not a metaphor, and that the most truthful way of regarding illness—and 
the healthiest way of being ill—is one most purified of, most resistant to, 
metaphoric thinking” (3). She traces the earliest metaphoric use for cancer as 
‘idleness’ and ‘sloth’ and argues the use of cancer as a metaphor reflects cultural 
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insufficiencies such as “our shallow attitude toward death […] our anxieties about 
feeling” (87). Metaphors of eating disorder abound within literature on the 
condition. Orbach wrote, in 1986, that the anorectic’s starvation was a metaphor for 
the age, an expression of a cultural sickness of femininity (4).  Military terminology 
of a ‘battle’ with an eating disorder and a sufferer’s ‘breaking free’ of the illness 
compress cultural ideas of epidemic, power and polarity toward the individual body.  
 
An eating disorder could be read as a woman’s aggressive reclamation of space, a 
rejection of the limited choices available to her but, that aside, we might instead read it as a 
troubling side effect of a debilitating illness. The body partakes in metaphorical acts, but the 
lived body is not a metaphor. If the bulimic act is a metaphor for feminist 
reclamation of space, it falls flat – its disruption is borne of normative orders, 
internalised, and it retains the conditions that minimise the sufferer.  
 
Narrative therapy, one of the most effective psychological approaches to 
disordered eating, harnesses metaphor to guide sufferers through these complexities, 
externalising the disorder from the individual (Epston and White). Clearly, metaphor 
has its use in negotiating the complex forces of eating disorder. I suggest that in 
materialising the metaphoric relation, I can take writing out of the realm of abstraction 
and into practice and avoid the danger of reducing the body to a metaphor. I intend 
within this writing practice for the body to partake in the metaphor, materialising in 
physical practice, in the carrying over of meaning from one terrain to another, from 
theory to practice. The metaphorical body is not the end point (the lived body is).  
 
In the form of disordered writing I am developing, the body participates in 
metaphorical acts without being reduced to those acts. A knife and key are both 
serrated and sharp, but one has a handle that fits in the hand, and the other does 
not. As objects, they are irreducible to the other, despite both operating 
metaphorically with the vehicle of opening: like a knife, like a key. A knife and a key 
can both open, but they are not the same – regardless of the connections made, each object is 
irreducible to the other object and to the larger metaphor. Likewise, the body and text can 
participate in metaphor without one being reduced to the another.  
 
 
Materialising metaphor, I am using physical practice to think. Our processes 
on the page and in the studio can be thought of as metaphors for how we might 
move through the world, how we process life, how we live. For visual artist William 
Kentridge, in the indeterminacy of drawing, artistic practice can point beyond 
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epistemological metaphor (drawing is like thinking) to ontology (drawing is like 
being), offering a kind of metaphor for the possibility of actively constructing our world. 
Following Kentridge in this ontological metaphoric thinking I draw from the 
indeterminacy of arts-based writing practices to explore their potential to move 
thought. Bolt presents a similar approach to thinking-through-making – it is through 
the processes of making with hand and eye that a researcher can access creative 
potential of ideas-in-practice (30). Materialising thought through soaking, cutting and 
rearranging existing texts, I follow Bolt and Kentridge to explore the expressive 
potential of this somatic writing practice.  
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Writing in krisis 
 
 
 
The Greek word krisis is the shared etymological root of ‘decision’ and ‘crisis’. 
The crisis point is a crucial or decisive moment. In medical terms it is the critical 
point of a disease when a patient is expected to either recover or die. Amidst the 
chaos, a decision is made. Krisis has a third etymological inflection: to develop 
critique (Morwood and Taylor). Tracing the connective tissue around these words – 
crisis, critique, decision – illuminates a path for practice, a method for articulating 
this disordered female body.  
 
Reflecting on these cut-up poems, I see that I have found a way to negotiate 
narrative authority within this writing. This is a method of writing in krisis, in which I 
paused to consider each fragment as I arranged it – affirming my cognitive 
judgements while also working with the body to frame these poems materially. 
Changing the tone of the writing – from sad to comical, bleak to questioning – the 
trace of the past becomes a thread, it becomes more solid (solid-er!) as a I decide on 
the new arrangement of words. I now assert my narrative voice in this writing 
practice, writing in krisis with processes of judgement and decision, working with the 
censor rather than rushing words (or food) behind my own back.  
 
In this material writing method, I build myself as the author of this text. I 
decide upon the new context of each phrase. This is how I can write this disorder-
in-language that undermines my authority through starved memory and an oblique 
relationship with truth. Through choice, decision. Changing the context of these 
phrases, I take authority within this body-text.  
 
I decide:  
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When found text is turned into a poem, its context is doubled as the original 
meaning remains intact, but now it swings between two poles. These scrap poems swing 
between poles of order/disorder, subject/object, and now/then. Context partakes in 
the construction of meaning. Materially-embedded, through a material poetics, an artwork 
is able to relate to its context not only through an arbitrary linguistic relation, but also through the 
physical and existential relation that the artwork’s material properties have with the world of objects 
and things. Although these phrases have been re-ordered, they are not divested of 
their history because they retain their original material properties. Thus, they 
negotiate both surface and depth – the cognitive authority I have now and the 
disorder I lived through then. Materially breaking down a text and reshaping it in 
new forms, I am not forgetting or erasing what happened, but I am actively seeking 
a way out of the despair of eating-disordered existence.  
 
Writing in krisis offers a way for this research to finally move out of sorrow by 
seeking new affirmative positions for writing. In this method, I follow creative 
research phases offered by researcher Paul Carter to open up and close the writing 
into a new line of possibility: dismemberment (what do I have here?) and re-
membering (this is what I’ll make). Carter explains these stages of creative practice as 
a physical acquaintance with the materials of practice, feeling-out the terrain before 
making (11). Pause, reflect and change. Creativity from crisis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I want to write. To signify myself. Writing this body, I do not wish to be 
overcome by disordered thought once more. Writing in krisis, I emphasise points of 
reflection, judgment and decision in writing practice – strengthening my position of 
critical hindsight, as a position of critical intimacy.  
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Touch point: writing (at) the edge 
 
 
 
This chapter established a method through which to wrest authorial voice 
from disorder. Material practices throughout this phase of research developed in 
response to a sense of restriction – the imperative to just write this body and the 
ongoing challenge of doing so. I wanted to write the ugly truth of disorder: the 
dissociation and madness, the convulsing violence of bulimia. Yet I was choked with 
words held tight on the verge of release, in the back of the throat. I couldn’t plan a 
neat discursive approach to bulimia – I had to let it spill out.  
 
From the plateau of the present moment – I now – I let the body take over 
and push writing to its edge, to the stammering, guttural brink of self-expression. I 
wrote into the cognitive/physical mess of bulimic embodiment to create a form that 
stuttered language at the level of syntax. While this bulimic writing is not discursive 
or narrative-led, it performs the intensities of the bulimic experience. Through 
repetition and re-routed lines of sense (the sentence severed and redirected, the 
biological unconscious coming forth) in the writing, what emerged was movement 
beyond the written word – the flow of thought and its conceptual motion, a logic of 
embodied sense, writing from the gut. 
 
 
Cut-up-method poems helped me to reflect on the bulimic writing I had done 
to distinguish this mode as an unconscious rupture of discourse. As in the previous 
experiment, material practices moved my thinking, and as I contended with forces of 
linguistic/bulimic orders, these processes led me to assert my authorial position in 
this work, turning a point of crisis into creativity. It emerged that articulating my 
eating-disordered body requires a negotiation – I must write with and within forces 
of language and disorder, rather than attempt mastery over them. I can do so, as 
emerged through CUT, by following material practices.  
 
Somatic practices of cutting and rearranging found text helped me to 
negotiate forces of disorder-in-language by breaking down the creative process into 
an externalised frame. This chapter further extended the symbiotic relationship of 
writing and body – putting it into critical motion through material metaphor. With 
this newfound method of writing in krisis (decision from a point of crisis and critique) 
I repositioned the text of my past into new configurations, and repositioned myself 
in relation to my disorder.  
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This is a project which has sought the inventive potential of deconstructive 
thinking, and now aims to take voice in this space, to choose invention rather than 
despair (critically, personally, and culturally). This is hopeful writing, making new 
with textual remnants of the past. This somatic writing is as cerebral as it is fleshed. 
As my hand might drag this pen across an open page, so too can theory lead 
practice. Throughout this chapter, this research inquiry has moved from 
deconstructive philosophy toward new materialisms in creative practice.  
 
Feminist practice can’t remain solely within critique. The analytic strength of 
critique to recognise problems, questions that address the inequities of what is given opens a path 
for creativity. To remain in critique offers limited potential for the development of 
ideas, as critique must always give primacy and privilege to what it critiques. Yet to materialise 
language from a position of critique is to harness the immanent creative potential of 
writing, to push it to its limits and make it otherwise – to write in a process of 
positive change.  
 
In articulating this experience of eating disorder, bound as it is with my sex 
and social position, I want to move beyond critique to offer a way to acknowledge 
the torment and distress of eating disorder, and then to move forward. By following 
the body, I found a way to make new from the ‘inside’ of disorder: activating 
language at the edges of sense. This new materialist approach to creativity via art 
practice actualises Braidotti’s cartographies of nomadic thought, which stresses a 
political will beyond critique. The subject of this disordered writing is made of 
transitions, successive shifts, and coordinated changes. This writing finds creativity in critique, 
uniting reason with imagination in artistic-critical process. It emphasises a political 
imagination that is not tied to the present in an oppositional mode of negation but rather works 
with the forces of the past-made-present. 
 
In SOAK, I wondered how to express myself within the impossibility of 
fleeing, and this chapter, CUT, has extended this impulse toward materialism in 
writing. Rather than fleeing, this writing maps lines of flight toward its limits within 
creative practice. At the crisis point in writing practice, there is creative power. CUT 
traces the extension of the previous conceptual position of (im)possibility, by 
opening within it a space for invention and creativity, making ‘new’ with the past 
text of life. The brink of expression is creative/inventive. Writing, at the edge, 
becomes otherwise.  
 
Writing at the edge, I become otherwise.  
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The dancer 
 
 
An open scene:  
 
It was a door I had passed hundreds of times, yet never opened. To my 
surprise, the handle did not jolt at my touch; it moved steadily, retracting the unseen 
lock within. Fingers on the handle, I hesitated for a moment, a breath, then pulled it 
toward me and stepped forward. I arrived in a place I had not expected. 
 
During those years in which I longed to dance but never did, I made an 
income ushering visitors to their seats in Melbourne’s immense State Theatre. The 
eight storey cavern extends below street level. Moving through backstage corridors 
and hidden stairwells, I knew the insides of this building. I existed in its intestines, its 
guts. I followed passageways with floor, ceiling and walls carpeted in deep red to 
minimise the bleed of sound. A theatre is a space of secrets and silence, of hushed 
corners and the unspoken, unperformed, just out of sight. 
 
I had ushered the audience out of the theatre, checked for lost belongings 
(always a few pairs of glasses, occasionally a monocle or a mink scarf), as the stage 
crew bumped out the set and left an empty stage (fascinating, how the dismantling 
of the set reveals its construction moments before). Everyone out, I locked the 
doors. Later, leaving the building via an internal stairwell, I stopped at a door I had 
always presumed to be locked. 
 
I arrived in a place I had not expected, in what appeared to be a vast room 
with objects clustered against its edges, behind a rail: a blackboard with technical 
terms and measurements, a coffee plunger, a television and sound equipment. Light 
emanated from the middle of the space. I moved toward the light. I peered over the 
railing and down, to see scaffold, ropes, lights and suspended walkways. Far below, 
an empty stage. I was at the edge of a deep space. With an aerial view, I was 
suspended in the scaffolding high above the stage. The curtains were drawn and I 
could see out into the vacant theatre. Expectant stillness. Thousands of seats and the 
low hum of enclosed silence. Huge open space, a pregnant moment. 
 
I remembered how it felt to hold this expectant moment in my body, not 
there in the scaffold, but on the very stage below, awaiting my cue. From high 
above, I remembered, I was a dancer then.  
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An edge of language: 
 
“Maybe you could use the feelings chart,” she suggests from her chair 
opposite mine in the consultation room, and I unfold the paper from my pocket to 
search for a word. This is always so embarrassing. Call yourself a writer. When you’re 
asked, “How does it feel, Stefanie?” and you can’t even recognise, or attach a word 
to, the emotion – then how might you begin to write the body? 
 
Alexithymia, difficulty naming and experiencing feelings, is common within 
eating disorder patients (Schmidt et al.). It’s estimated that over three quarters of 
anorectics and more than half of bulimics are alexithymic (Taylor and Bagby). The 
anorectic tends to substitute the language of action for that of emotion (van der 
Kolk 98). This rings true for me. You might not have guessed it.  
 
When I was a dancer, I didn’t have this problem, this gaping moment of 
expression in which I must place a word on experience. In dance, there was a 
directness of motion – a trust in the body – that I still struggle to emulate when 
verbally articulating myself. For this reason movement therapies have proven 
particularly useful in anorexia treatment, bypassing the anorectic’s arrested emotional 
vocabulary, along with her distrust of the signifier. 
 
I thought I was done with her, the dancer: the person I used to be. In truth, 
all previous writing has circled her, honing in on her body that negotiated discipline 
and transcendence, a body that once knew herself in a wholly different way to 
written or psychological disorder. I know there’s something in dance that can move 
my writing, but do I really have to bring my body into this? I really want to, I really 
want to, but I can’t ignore dance any longer. Now, through this research, I am drawn 
intuitively to physical movement, but my resistance is just as strong as my intuition. 
I’m not ready, you see. I’m out of practice and my technique is no good. I don’t 
know what I’ll find in the studio.  
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A question: 
 
Having found a way to negotiate present and past writing trajectories (I now, 
I then), and my position as both subject and author (writing krisis), now my intuition 
is leading me to dance. The figure of the dancer has been nagging me. You could just 
move… you could use the language of the body… remember how it felt to write in motion, without 
words? My body knows why it is being called to move again – it is the immediacy of 
expression, moving at the brink of the present moment into the future, positioning 
myself in a practice that is consciously forward-reaching. This anticipatory present-
future motion is true to living in a post-anorexic, post-bulimic body, as I live with 
my history that is unfixed across perspective, authority and time. The eating-
disordered body is continuous with this body I am now. She grew; she didn’t die. I 
begin this next phase of research with a question: how can dance help me to write 
this shifting self that moves out of disorder into its future – that holds its history 
while negotiating its present? 
  
At this point of research, the living body has become instrumental in opening 
creative possibilities for this project. Rhythm, flow and passage – broadly, 
movement – have emerged throughout previous experiments to lead critical 
thought. The trace that emerged in SOAK, and the orders of bulimic writing 
throughout CUT, align with my past experience as a dancer, as dance deals in trace 
and flow but knows these concepts differently to creative writing. As a point of 
difference to dance, the methods I used with ink, water, and found text externalised 
research practice beyond the body. The experiments of the previous two chapters 
transferred the questions of this project into non-human frames of material practice, 
and now, in this autobiographical study, I want to bring this frame closer to myself. 
Since its beginning, this project has been edging me intuitively toward this body, and 
I understand why I now need to dance: dance involves physical practice that is not 
externalised, it is here, now, drawing from the past, at the (crisis) point of decision, 
in this body.  
 
The intuition to incorporate dance into this project is uncontestable, but I am 
hesitant. I trained daily throughout my teen years and spent countless hours in the 
studio and on stage. I loved to dance, the simple joy of being carried through 
movement by muscular force and control. I loved it, I long for it, but I quit dance in 
a state of physical devastation. I fear I’ll return to that moment when I step into the 
dance studio.  
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Years ago, when I danced in front of my reflection almost every day, I 
watched myself shrink slowly, as my body became more angular and, I thought, 
more expressive. Then, in barely two months, I saw my body double in size. The 
image jarred, I couldn’t keep up with the change. I found myself in an 
uncontrollable, ballooning body with heavy flesh hindering movement, and I could 
no longer move with ease: in my place I watched a stranger moving limbs upon my 
command.  
 
I lost the dancer, or she lost me. Now I look at her from above, remembering. 
The last few times I performed on stage, I would swallow and dissociate from my 
fleshed monstrosity, that body with sweat sticking soft upper arms to the sides of its 
torso, breasts heavy and sore, thighs buckling as they rubbed together. I can still 
taste the self-disgust. I saw myself as a monster; the last thing I wanted was an 
audience. I quit. Shouldering my backpack with one arm, and wiping my face with 
the sleeve of the other, I left the studio and did not return.  
 
Now, waiting outside the dance studio I’ve booked for the afternoon, 
listening to the laughter and sneaker skids of the K-Pop class inside, I feel the 
heaviness of memory sink inside me. I am too big, too unsteady, too unready, my 
technique too messy to go inside. This is going to be so embarrassing. But I remember 
how it felt to write without words: it felt like breathing, like poetry when it synchs 
with your heartbeat. I don’t know what I’ll find in dance – maybe a ghost of myself 
– but the impulse to return to the studio, seven years since I left it, can’t be quelled. 
Hands fidgeting, I am reminded of something I was once told, as a young dancer 
waiting in the wings for my cue: anxiety and excitement arise from the same 
emotional seed.  
 
I put pen to paper:  
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In studio 
 
Act 1: Remembering 
 
The door to the studio opens and six red-faced dancers tumble out. I sling my 
backpack over my shoulder and pick up my notepad and camera.  
 
 
I enter.  
 
 
 
I mark 
the space 
 
of 
this 
room.  
 
One full wall: cold glass mirror.  
 
Fingertips reaching. 
 
 
Back to centre. 
 
 
I enter the studio with no plan other than to move, so I simply move. I record 
myself doing this – I will review this tape as witness to myself, like I am always my 
first reader when I write. I have no plan, but I hold an aim: to take expression from 
dance and deliver it to writing, to translate from one medium to another.  
 
Within this aim is another: I, the writer, have come here to encounter myself, 
the dancer. She is me.  
 
I’m asking her to shift something, anything. 
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To move.  
 
I warm this body in a familiar routine, seated with legs parted wide and toes 
pointed, arms in fifth position and hinging at the hips, folding forward. Then fingers 
reach upward in an arc until I am lying on my back. Spine along the floorboards, I 
place a palm to my chest and feel my heartbeat: 
 
 
 
I am – I am – I am – I am – I am – I am – I am – I am 
 
 
 
I am this lying-down-body with back of head, shoulders, thighs and heels 
resting against the polished floor. Years ago, this position caused my skin to bruise 
at points of contact with the floor. That was then, Stefanie, let go. Inhale. Eyes closed, I 
run a hand along my hip, I trace my pelvic bone, as my hand sinks and rises over 
muscle, skin and organ. I feel the lyrical potential of the body with each shape and line. 
 
As I bend my knees, my chest rises, core contracts, head tips back, and my 
arms are pulled with this motion as my hands draw across the floor. Fingers grip at 
the fold of each leg. I rock forward and back until the momentum delivers me to a 
standing position. I move intuitively with awareness of my positioning in space, with 
where I am. Cautious with these first movements, I raise an arm overhead and bend to 
the opposite side, then I roll my pelvis, bend my knees and twist at the hip. I sway 
right, left. I turn, I return to this body. It feels good to move. I ground with one leg 
and kick the other. Proprioception: I am acquainting myself with my extension in 
space, with who I might be. Through the mirror, I watch myself watch myself move.  
 
I roll shoulders, stretch arms, isolate torso, point toes – acknowledging each 
part of my body, as a musician might drop and rise through scales to warm up. 
These singular movements begin to flow, heat and momentum build as energy 
passes from toe to fingertip. I close my eyes. In the total darkness of undefined 
space, with an inner vision beyond the scopic, I move – sweeping arms to cross over a 
concave chest, then open – and with motion comes a sense of liberation. Explore.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Louppe 40. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dowd 5. 
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Eyes open, I am jolting, exploring vectors of force in the body with accented, 
punctuated lines. There is joy in unfixed expression, my body taking charge, my 
body thinking and released from words.  
 
In the studio, a vocabulary emerges: jolts, staccato movements, isolations, 
trips. A pace develops: flowing then stunted, releasing a line of extension to contain 
it by trapping, shifting, then locking it into another part of the body. Into the knee 
now, stalled there and redirected again, contained, impelled toward the next. I 
extend a thread and braid it back into the flow of expression, weaving a structure for 
this expression: contain, carry, release, pivot. Repeat.  
 
Over time, phrases emerge. I decide to transcribe them into language. I write 
the dance phrases as a list: 
 
 
Immediately after making these notes, I know a key element has been lost. 
Although the list creates an internal momentum from one point to another, 
presenting movement on the page, this list presents what was a flowing sequence as 
individual motions, dot points. Yet, as I observed while moving, motion is never 
isolated. Truly, we are never still, always arriving. The motion does not end. There is 
no line break and new point in movement - it is continuous. There is lyrical potential 
in the body, dance offers temporal passage, but its transcription into this list has 
forced separation between moments. Lost in inscription is the moment just before 
that cannot be separated from the moment of movement. In dance there is 
openness to what is next  
which has happened  
and is about to happen and is now gone,  
and what’s coming. 
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Now: the ongoing slip from past into future. In writing, this is the forest before 
the book, the abundance of leaves before the pages. Process philosophy names this 
preaccelleration. The dancing body holds within it every frame of its history, and a 
dancer uses this history and power to negotiate the active forces of the present 
moment, and moves on lines of impulse into the future. Anticipation and arrival at 
once. This is what dance scholar Erin Manning, drawing from Whitehead to theorise 
dance as relational, calls a movement of the not-yet, an incipient action which means 
there can be no beginning or end to movement. Dance, she contends, is more than extension 
in space – it extends what we might consider a body to be, with a movement […] that 
composes the more-than-one that is my body. Writing my eating disorder, I aim to harness 
this openness in the present moment of writing: now.  
 
Now.  
 
Now 
 
fingertips reach 
me 
 
reflected   
back     
 
 
into memory.     
 
 
I surrender to gravity, I drop to my knees,  
I  
            f  
a     
l 
l.             l.  
 
As I dance, memories and associations resurface through time, in this body. 
This is unexpected, yet welcome. I move and then stop to make note of the memory 
that has arisen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cixous,  
Stigmata 26. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manning 13.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manning 19. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manning 13. 
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Back to centre again. 
 
What is at the centre of me? 
 
Of this experience?  
 
 
Standing in stillness at the centre of the room, I resist every urge to move. 
The potential of every impulse toward motion is palpable. As I remain still, in 
control of this body, the safety of refusal presses in on all sides. 
 
Over time, I notice the memories that arise are often related to an 
accompanying physical movement. For example, falling to the floor evokes a 
recollection of a sinking fear that fell through my core with the same velocity – the 
motion of falling is repeated across movement to idea. Other times, the returned 
memories seemingly bear no relevance to the body’s motion. The non-verbal 
cognition of dance is opening space for memories to arise.  
 
 
 
Hands now flat on the floor, I pull my torso forward.   
E x t  e  n  d  i   n    g   ,   r e a  c  h   i    n   g  . 
 
 
 
Again I move – then stop – to write a fresh memory, then move – and stop – 
to write another. I remember: the coarse sponge-like athletics track against my bare 
knees. I remember: a warm body inching closer. It seems, through these acts of 
physically-led reminiscence, that memories once inscribed in flesh are being revived 
through physical movement. The moving body, leading this writing in a non-linear 
temporality, has an ability to travel time and place to grasp at memories.  
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This motion is reminiscent of the remembering novelist Annie Ernaux 
describes in her ‘collective autobiography’ The Years, in which memory is presented 
as collective, larger than the individual, with what you might call a consciousness of 
its own. The elderly, she writes, remember newborns alongside those who have long 
passed – this remembering distorts lived time, bringing two beings with no shared 
living years into an equivalent space of remembrance (16). Memory moves in-
between life and imagination, dream and history, our memory is outside us, in a rainy 
breath of time. We move through memory, as it moves through us. In the studio, I am 
moving through space and memory is moving through me.  
 
I am not forcing my writing into these corners of embodied memory – rather 
my attention is pulled, through movement, into moments spanning childhood to 
adulthood, from the family home to far away cities. It’s a subtle self-confrontation. 
The returning images compile a shifting, layered self – a child, a lover, an adventurer, 
a bulimic. Memories return across place and time, yet I remain in this room, moving. 
Shoulders roll. I step to the side. 
 
 
 
Hand open, then each finger bends, tip to palm. Closed fist.  
 
 
 
In the studio, I take a few steps back and survey my image. In the mirror I roll 
shoulders forward and backward, lifting and pushing them in their sockets. I look at 
my face and I can see my father. He’s in this bold forehead, tightness of my jaw, and 
the slight downward crescent of my outer eyes – these stubborn features like his 
stubbornness, which has become mine. Misrecognition of the eye. 
 
 
Folded over at the waist, nose meeting shins, I remember my dancing body, 
my dancing voice, I invite it into this writing and so I remember myself. Exhale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ernaux 17.   
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Act 2: Transposing  
 
As writer-researcher-dancer, I know this body – no, I am this body – of force, 
power and momentum.  This body liberated from fixed meaning and direct 
representation, with a sense of movement that leads fluidly and unforced into the 
next.  
 
 
This is a  
body  
of  
joy  
and power, as much as tension and weight. 
 
             
What is emerging through these dance experiments, this intuitive material 
method? I have experienced this dancing body’s lyrical potential and its non-linear 
approach to temporality, as returning memories activate a constant self-
confrontation. So, I ask, how can I draw this forward to inform life writing? How 
might dance be translated into writing, and how can writing (with its rhythms and 
flows) be translated to dance? Both disciplines deal in phrasing and expression – 
what is being said? To find out, I decide to overlay movement with text and see what 
occurs. 
 
I flip back a few pages in my notebook and settle on the scribbled poem that 
mockingly states I am not writing (a dance essay). Yes, these words will do. As for 
movement, I will use the dance passages that have emerged so far through this 
experimentation – they are still active in my body memory. 
 
How does a dance phrase operate as a written sentence, and how can a 
written phrase move in the body?  
 
Choreographer Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker explains the phrase, or 
movement cell, is the basic unit of her practice (De Keersmaeker and Cvejić). 
Through a choreographic method she calls chipotage, translating to a complex 
discussion or negotiation, these cells are repeated and juxtaposed within the 
measured frame of a long counter-punctual structure. In the image below, the 
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choreography for each dancer (P1 as ‘person one’, etc.) is determined by repetition 
and interpolation of the movement cells across this structure. The movement cells 
(A, B, C, D, E and F) are set out in a transcribed sequence – when performed, in the 
dance piece ‘Rosas danst Rosas’, the performers embody this negotiation of 
phrasing, this chipotage, in their movement.  
 
  
Figure 3 
 
With my own movement cells in mind, I decide to film myself moving 
through these phrases to the rhythm of the written script. To do this, I need to 
establish a structure through which to translate this phrasing, so I draw from De 
Keersmaeker, delineating these motions across an eight-count frame. I clap eight 
times, then begin, ‘one – two – three…’ 
 
one – two – three – four – five – six – seven – eight 
 
I am – I am – I am – I am – I am – I am – I am – I am  
 
 
I am not writing. I am not, I  
am not a lone figure, or a bending sign  
moving, aching, fixed final meaning,  
contorted against the spine of this writing. 
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Pressed into the folds of that shaking sentence –  
vertebrae buckled and breaking, held  
tight with the weight of collective assembly.  
Wait.  
Weight.  
 
I am not writing a body and this body is not inscribing me,  
but what is that itch on/in the skin,  
hot scar tissue re-forming in language? 
 
I am not writing with pen or syringe,  
with ink of blood.  
I will not say it in plain terms. Has it not already been said?  
Is it not always already present in this gesture,  
and in this, and in this?  
Resistance, gag reflex, gag – words escape meaning nothing.  
 
 
 
I play the voice recording as I move. 
 
Moving my body to the rhythm of the piece and pausing at points of silence, I 
am twisted into movements that end abruptly, contorted within motions that trip 
over syllables – against the spine of this writing – and I feel locked into language, its 
rhythms forcing my shoulder, knee and chest. No, this is not an act of writing from 
the body, this is an exercise in containment via language, and it lacks the sense of 
passage I felt in freeform improvisation.  
 
The resulting sense from this first movement-to-language experiment, of the 
writing not coming from the body, guides its second stage. I decide to switch the 
direction of translation. I will manipulate the written piece to follow the rhythms of 
a phrase of movement. I’ll lead with the body. 
 
I film a minute of improvised motion. I watch it, then re-shape the text to 
move along the accents and pauses of my body-in-motion. Applying the method 
from my previous attempt in reverse, when my body is motionless for a count, the 
space is left blank. Where I move in four quarter-beats, four syllables fit within a 
count: (e.g. ‘ing, ach-ing to-’).  
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The result: 
 
one     two     /     three     four      /      five    six      /     seven     eight  
I          am      /      not        writ-    /     -ing     I         /     am         not 
                       /      I                           /                        / 
am      not     /      a             lone     /   fig-ure, or a   /     bend- ing sign  
                       /                           /    mov-              /     ing, ach-ing to- 
fixed              /      fin           -al       /                         /     meaning, contort- 
                        /   -ed against          /       the                / 
                        /    spine                   /                          /      of this writ- ing 
 
 
I’m frustrated. This just looks like a jumble of syllables on a page. This is not 
a translation, it doesn’t make sense, I can’t see my way through this haze. Ink is 
not blood, I think, page is not skin – just forget it. This is the impossibility of writing. I 
abandon my notepad in the corner of the studio. 
 
I had tried to translate the rhythms and flows of dance into writing, but I 
found containment. I let writing follow movement, but found mess and overflow. 
Again, here it is, the dualism of restriction (anorexic) and excess (bulimic), but I 
want flux and movement instead.  
 
 
Act 3: Performing 
 
In fiction writer and critic Paul Auster’s Winter Journal, he recalls feeling 
blocked and unable to write, and at this time witnessing a dance performance which 
is interrupted by verbal explanations of the choreography. He writes, “bodies in 
motion, followed by words, beauty followed by meaningless noise, joy followed by 
boredom, and at a certain point […] you found yourself falling through the rift 
between world and word, the chasm that divides human life from our capacity to 
understand or express the truth of human life” (223). Writing, he supposes, is a 
lesser form of dance. The words used to describe the performance were ‘utterly 
useless’. Yet, after witnessing the wordless performance of dance, he is able to write. 
“Writing begins in the body”, he concludes, “it is the music of the body” (224).  
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Perhaps dance can’t be translated. The chasm divides. It can’t be said. Yet…  
Something is carried over, across the rift. You sit at your desk in order to write 
down the words […] and what you hear is the rhythm of your heart, the beating of your heart. 
 
If representational translation is impossible, how might I draw the possible 
from this (im)possibility? I can’t lock movement into language but I can harness the 
gestural, poetic expression of dance, the river of truth of the human experience that carries 
through from the dancer’s intention. 
 
Two days later, I return to the page. This time, rather than ask what the 
writing means, I ask: what is carried over? Rather than searching for meaning, I 
aim to trace the movement of writing.  
 
With a fresh view, I see the placement of text and space across an eight-count 
frame performs a line of motion, moving and turning within a frame: 
 
 
                                                                              m 
                                                                        u            p                            u       p 
These lines of motion resonate with the       j                     s, 
trips 
and   
patterns of typographic  
play  
 
I have developed within this work so far. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Auster 225. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Blom and  
Chaplin 6.  
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This similarity in form emphasises another kind of sense beyond the 
cognitive, a sense of flow beyond the words and physical positions, present in the 
space between each singular item of a phrase. So, rather than meaning (cognitive 
sense) being translated here across the expressive forms of writing and dance, I find 
that between the word and the world is a performative act: one that organizes what it enunciates. 
Both writing and movement are performative acts, they deal in gesture, which is not 
simply passage (flux, force, momentum), but expression carried via language or 
movement. Between dance and writing it is the performative act that is carried over, a 
gesture that passes through the phrase to set in motion expression beyond the words or 
movements themselves.  
 
In the studio, I did not get what I’d hoped for: a direct translation between 
writing and dance that could be brought to bear on the task of writing my eating 
disorder. Rather, what emerged was the motion of a performative act, which 
suggests that while I might not translate dance, I could write alongside it. Rather 
than seeking direct transposition of dance into word, I made a pivot in practice, a 
shift in position, to ask instead, how might I follow the gestural power of dance in 
writing? Writing alongside dance, I follow its movements into image and textual 
structure. I follow the residue of memory, a thin transparent sheet beyond this 
one, the next layer of skin down, the next passage of reverberation after this. 
 
In the studio,  
 
I return to the centre. 
 
Exhale. Take that moment. 
 
I close my eyes and allow movement to lead.  
 
I am 
I am 
I am 
in motion. 
 
Fingers reaching, hands turning.  
 
Head back, heart open. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kreider and  
O’Leary 14. 
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Re-membering 
 
 
I return to my notebook to find a list of memories that arose through 
movement in the studio. A glance in a mirror, a hand held, a red stain, secret dawn. 
These are the notes I made hastily while dancing. Their transcription on the page 
creates a concurrent record to the previous text, In studio, presenting the outcome 
of embodied memory as it was activated through movement.  
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Fascinated by this seemingly random collection of moments from across my 
life, all on one page, I decide to take each memory and write it out, giving life to 
these moments in language. I read a note about Josie, my neighbour, and I close my 
eyes and allow myself to be transported into memory. I recall the scent of the fig 
tree on her patio and the familiarity of her broken English. I open my eyes and I 
write. Returning to my studio notes, I delve into another memory. This one is 
darker, less inviting. I write, I read another note, I embody the memory, and again I 
write, re-membering myself. The following pages are the result of this exercise, 
writing note-to-memory. Each bolded heading is carried through from the first 
impulse of memory as it arose in In studio.  
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arms are pulled with this motion as my hands draw across the floor. Fingers grip at 
the fold of each leg.  
In the back seat of a taxi moving fast across a desert highway, 
beside stretches of sand to the skyline, he places his hand at the bend of my knee.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
I surrender to gravity, I drop to my knees,  
I  
            f  
a     
l 
l. 
I am pulling my 
underwear to my bent knees and a small, dark red stain is revealed. My heart sinks. I 
know this is the start and there is no holding back the tide of all the things I fear: 
body, breast, blood. I swallow, I feel it sink deep and inward, I fall. Heavy and fast 
like the towers I saw on television a few weeks ago. Does the end of childhood 
always feel like this, everything falling? 
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control of this body, the safety of refusal presses in on all sides. 
Choice reminds 
us who we are. I am fine, I am fine, but I have been walking through this 
supermarket for about an hour, not touching anything, just circling the aisles, seeing, 
counting, ordering. Engaging in an old pastime where I am here and food is there 
and I do not touch, do not take, and I am safe.   
 
I am in London for a research seminar about the meal-as-essay. The question 
is: how far can you take the essay form? Could I write what Adorno called a bad 
essay, one that tells stories about people instead of elucidating the matter at hand? I can’t help 
but think of all the good, neat academic essays I wrote in high school and how none 
came close to performing what was going on in my body. A bad essay sounds, to 
me, like a good idea. I wonder: if a meal can be an essay, how about disorder-as-
essay? The uneaten, half-digested, regurgitated, refused meal-as-essay? Can I essay 
along the vectors of an eating-disordered body? 
 
My intellectual fascination and terror are an uncomfortable pairing. I feign 
critical distance despite being, myself, a possible case study. Since beginning my PhD 
project a year ago, I have been writing disorder in the past tense. At the seminar 
tomorrow I will talk about approaches to writing disorder, but I will not mention my 
eating disorder, my supermarket walking ritual and other sick games that still provide 
comfort because, if I’m honest, there is still something sick here.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hands no 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adorno 32. 
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E x t  e  n  d  i   n    g   ,   r e a  c  h   i    n   g  . 
I am stretching my fingers 
toward this little girl who extends her hand to mine. I stand in the space between my 
mother and father’s mirrored wardrobes. Their standoff spawns an infinite hall of 
mirrors in either direction. My little body is boundless with possibility. I turn from 
one mirror to the other, with spotted socks bouncing off the carpet and a square 
smile scaffolding my pink cheeks. I stop, dizzy. Three years of life surging wildly 
from earlobe to fingertip. My soft hands reach to exploding stars above my head. 
Catch them! Small palms open and close. Balance on one foot - switch! Reach down, touch the 
ground! 
 
The carpet tickles my skin, scratchy like dad’s beard. I like how my tummy 
squishes when I bend over. Blood rushes to my head as I look up at my reflection. 
In the mirror, my little arms are the same length as my legs. Jump! I bounce like a 
ball, claw like a cat, stick like a magnet and fall like glitter in a snow globe. I face the 
mirror and see the little girl, little Steffie, staring back at me. Behind her stands 
another little Steffie. Behind her is another and another and another. The line 
continues forever. I have discovered magic! A zillion new worlds. An endless parade 
of little Steffies all watching me. I wave my arms. They wave their arms. I jump. 
They jump. 
 
The line of Steffies disappears into the mirror. I whip around to face Dad’s 
mirror. One hundred more Steffies in there too! I want to jump inside the mirror 
and dance with the other Steffies.  
 
Hands on my belly. Pat pat pat. Swinging arms from side to side. They copy me. I am 
here. But what if I was inside? What if I was another Steffie ten frames along the 
line? I stop still. Breathing deeply, balloon chest is big then little then big again. 
Tummy tight and full of air. Then it goes out my nose. Funny. 
 
When I breathe, they breathe. When I jump, they jump. I want one of the 
Steffies to break out of stillness, to make a move, to wiggle her bum and make me 
copy her. I want a different Steffie to come alive in the mirror and start controlling 
my body. I stand very still, hoping another Steffie will take control. I would be a 
puppet and she would make me do a silly dance! Fascinated, I imagine diving 
beyond the glass and into the mirror.  
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Memories re 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
turn across place and time, yet I remain in this room, moving. Shoulders  
Shoulders roll. I step to the side. 
Backlit by an orb of blue light, this suited 
storyteller curls over his microphone, one hand grasping at the fallen angels, 
mermaids and battle-worn soldiers he releases with breath and voice as he 
transforms, dark open heart, into the sound of our collective yearning. My shoulder 
nudges the chest of my companion, as rain breaks a clear summer night and he 
holds his jacket over us, and here it is, a sideways shift rather than the steep decline I 
expected, just a light step. Oh. I recognise the change as if remembering something 
I’d always known. Oh, okay, here it is, love.  
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Hand open, then each finger bends, tip to palm. Closed fist.  
In my palm is a 
tiny, plastic, semi-transparent image of a motorbike suspended between two 
rooftops of a Shanghai skyline. I place it in my pocket and we continue the 
seemingly endless task of untangling the mess we’re in. Hours earlier, Luke – the 
projectionist, who hid up there in the dark whirring corridor until something spilled 
over and he went out in the world, was out in the world – Luke, kind Luke, called me 
on the night manager line to apologise: he’d spilled a film while loading it up, 
readying for the morning shift. Together with another colleague, we sit cross-legged 
on the linoleum floor untangling the film for hours.  
 
Tomorrow in this corridor, with its spinning discs, ticking and flashing 
machines, the untangled film will be pulled over rollers at the ceiling, threaded 
through a zigzag circuit to race over the projector’s opening and be cast through a 
square window, across the cinema out onto the screen. No one will notice the three 
missing frames we removed before splicing the film together, seamless.  
 
I see the three of us in this moment and wonder how we will change. I know 
this is only one frame and, although each successive image is distinct, change is only 
discernible an arm’s length along the reel. (For instance, at the time I didn’t see our, 
now quite obvious, love triangle.) 
 
We stay up together through the night reordering the film, and when I leave 
in the dim pre-glow of morning – laughter, footsteps and fogged breath across the 
almost-empty car park – this secret night elevates above the thread of my everyday. I 
take this frame and hold it tight.  
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stubbornness, which has Misrecognition of the eye. 
Late night or is it early 
morning? Crooked footsteps into the bathroom, a silent chuckle, my palm against 
the cold tiled wall as I watch the room sway, then swirl, then settle into stillness. 
Mirror over basin, cold water running, stretching as I’m pulled into a wide yawn. 
Shirt damp with sweat and mascara tracks over my cheeks, I am totally bled out. 
 
Clean wet skin now, eyelashes clinging, in the mirror I see my iris contracting 
to allow the passage of its image, I see the eye seeing, a strange gelatinous crystal, no 
Stef don’t poke it, I catch myself laughing in the mirror and stop, embarrassed. 
 
Who is she? The image I see is of an older face: she holds a straight stare and 
there are shadows beneath her cheekbones. I think: this is the face I’ll wear in a 
couple of years, when I am finally comfortable with the term ‘woman’. Her eyes 
widen as I feel my eyebrows rise, and I realise this strange face is mine: I have been 
carrying around an outdated mental image of myself. In this mid-to-late twenties 
halfway-to-somewhere, sometimes a child and parent pass me on the street and I 
hear move aside for the lady or when I retrieve the toy that’s been ejected in a wide arc 
from the stroller: say thank you to the girl. Girl, lady, woman? Who am I looking at?  
 
A shaken moment of misrecognition, then sway into stillness. I guess this is 
how we grow. 
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body, my dancing voice, invite it into this writing and so I remember myself. Exhale. 
The second before I race, fingertips at the starting line and pelvis raised, eyes flick 
upward to my target, the moment is coming and has gone as I charge toward the 
beam, the hurdle, the finish line.  
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This is a  
 
 
 
body  
of  
joy  
I turn the volume to maximum and the piano, guitar and 
raspy male vocal on music video television fills the room. The remote becomes a 
microphone, and I’m coaxing my little sister to join me, her head tilted and 
shoulders hunched, but eyes wide and a smirk that tells me, despite her pre-teen 
reluctance, that she’ll join eventually. 
 
Now we’re taking turns miming the bridge: 
I think there’s something you should know… 
I think it’s time I told you so… 
 
We’re jumping, pelvic thrusting our way around the coffee table, pointing in 
the general direction of the fridge to an invisible audience member, serenading the 
framed pictures above the mantle, and now mum’s here dancing with us, still 
wearing her gardening gloves, shaking her head singing you’ve gotta give for what you 
take. The back door closes – dad’s home, this could go either way – but he kicks off 
his shoes and slides across the tiles for a major entrance to sometimes the clothes do not 
make the man and we dance around, in a fool’s contract now (you can’t stop and I 
won’t stop), until my older sister, a recent high school graduate, emerges from the 
dining room, pauses with arms crossed, says ‘you’re all mad’, then joins in. 
 
Uninhibited and joyous, each looking at the other – are we really doing this? – as 
the moment gets silly and then even sillier. The impromptu family dance party lasts 
the full six minutes and 30 seconds of George Michael’s “Freedom ’90” and once 
the song ends, regular weeknight positions are resumed within moments. 
 
‘Hey did anyone buy milk today?’ 
 
I’m frustrated. This  
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just looks like a jumble of syllI can’t see my way through this haze.  
     I have 
avoided looking eye to I through a year-long emotionally vampiric relationship and 
six months of post-breakup sex, and now my dreams are offering the most blatant 
metaphors. I am running toward an exploding power plant (he lives near the 
towering power station of Melbourne’s inner West), rushing in through the front 
gates, along winding smoky passages until I am running through the hallway of my 
buba’s house, the house I lived in for the first year of my life. Freud explains that a 
house, appearing in a dream, is the only typical […] representation of a human person as a 
whole. I rush along endless passages within this house that is, I guess, me as a whole, 
until I arrive at a door that opens to the bedroom I slept in as a child (the same 
room where I once felt my spine through my abdomen). The bedroom is the same 
as ever, the swinging crocheted lampshade throwing patterns across the carpet, 
except for one major change: the walls and surfaces are entirely covered in photos of 
a girl with a square smile and big curly black hair – me. Awake and clinging to my 
bedcovers, I know this is my dream’s way of saying for god’s sake take a look at yourself. 
In life, as in life writing, you can run but you can’t hide. Sooner or later, you’ll have 
to contend with the truth of yourself.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[crux] world and word – how can I n’t.        It can’t be said. Yet…  
Josie. She doesn’t tell me how it felt to find him, without breath or heartbeat. She 
just opens her hands out beside her face, looking up at the sky, lips tight, then rests 
both hands over her heart. At the other side of a long pause, she looks in my eyes – 
darlink, for this there is no word.  
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Tw 
o days later, I return to the page. This time, rather than ask what the writing 
means, I ask: what is carried over?  
I stand in the space between my 
mother and father’s mirrored wardrobes. Disgusted, I feel this is the first time I’ve 
seen my body. My huge thighs rub together. Surely, I think, they haven’t always done 
this. I turn to view my side and can’t believe the profile. A curve extends upward 
from my pelvis. A little pot, a protrusion. This is not how a fourteen-year-old body should 
look. I see my shoulders, how they hang heavy. I twist my chubby neck to peer at the 
folds of skin between my back and arms. Fat. Someone has taken my figure and bent 
every straight line into a curve. Flesh. I hate it. I am reflected from back to front in 
these mirrors. Mother. Father. In contest. They’re shouting. The threat of my female 
form charges toward me. A hall of mirrors opens in either direction. I do not 
hesitate, not for a moment. I jump in.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
the gestural power of dance in writing? Trace, lay 
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er, residue, wake, excess:  
 
 
 
structure. I follow the residue ofy, a thin transparent sheet  
Seven bodies on stage. 
Two are alive and the other five are reflections. An enormous mirror covers the 
back wall of the stage, which is cut through the middle by a transparent plastic 
screen, parallel to the mirror. Dancers move between mirror and screen, between the 
screen and the audience, and reflected light between body, screen and mirror casts 
lines of reflected bodies into illusory, intangible space. Dancers partner each other’s 
reflections. From my seat in darkness I am spellbound. Yes, here it is, the body 
displaced, the moving realm of illusion. The dancer I once was has been tugging me 
toward movement again. I have resisted but maybe, I think, maybe there’s 
something in dance worth exploring. These lines of moving, reflected bodies are 
oddly familiar. What is my disorder but a reflection of me, a partner cast into a scene 
of representation?  
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Head back, heart open.  
Running, I pass the open doors to the market and breathe 
the wafting buttery scent of fresh pastry. I shoulder a corner, follow the crimson 
wall of the fishing shed, and meet with land’s edge. The sea is black and folding, a 
smooth sloping slate. Breathe in step-step-step, breathe out step-step-step. Diffuse light 
gently holds the landscape in curve and awe, and with the peculiar slant of 
perspective that comes with being so close to the arctic circle, Vesturland, the jutting 
Western region, looks an arm’s length across the water. Cool, crisp air is pulled into 
my lungs, and I’m flying. 
 
Pebbles shift, crunching under each step with the swiftness of a sneeze, 
pebbles followed by damp dark sand streaked with pale grey, sand hard underfoot 
followed by grassy mounds of dull emerald and dusted moss, softly giving, forgiving 
every footstep.  
 
I stop to inhale the earthy, living scent of green. A smile unfurls from inside 
out, warming the backs of my legs through to diaphragm and breaking at grinning, 
wide eyes. Then feet are moving again. Breathe in. I run and I am fed by earth and I 
feed the earth and I run. Breathe out. 
 
If you follow the shore west out of Reykjavik harbour, past the old west side 
and the museum, the shoreline stretches long, empty and unending, smudged into 
the soft grey distance. I’m alone, truly alone for the first time in twenty-one years of 
living, travelling without companions in this sloped volcanic landscape. I’ve passed 
days in silence, awed by a language of ricocheting intonations in a landscape of stark 
grey rock cracked like chocolate and edged with vivid green. I’m alive.  
 
I stop at a black sand beach beside a lighthouse.  
 
Last night I sailed out here, into the bay, aboard a fishing boat with new 
friends. Beside us, fins cut the water and puffins nested among rocky outcrops. 
Clouds bled orange, then purple, while the sun drew across the sky to hover above 
the horizon, then dip below and hide, still lighting the sky. I watched from the 
narrow helm, poised with shutter ready for the exact clip of midnight, bobbing with 
the dipping rhythm of the boat. The midnight sun lifted into a new day, rising lightly 
from the horizon and dangling, like an infant’s toy, just out of reach. 
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Beyond the bay, our boat greeted open sea. I pulled my hood over my cheeks 
to shelter from the blasting cold of early morning. I shuddered, my bones searing ice 
with a chill I hadn’t felt for years, since the days of collapse. With a blanket placed 
around my shaking shoulders I was ushered into the crew’s quarters, where an 
Icelandic captain, an American and two Norwegian sailors explained how they each 
arrived in this small city and well, just never left. The soup they offered was 
nourishment.  
 
This moment is distinct in its rarity: accepting food and eating 
wholeheartedly, gladly accepting seconds. Wiping a bowl with a hunk of bread. I 
surprised myself. Why did I allow it? Was it because I was shaking, cold, my body 
rattled by the temperature? Did recklessness set in, there at the edge of the world? 
Was it because I was outside the bounds I had set myself, extending the edges of my 
known world, solitary and far from home? Liberated from context, unknown and 
anonymous, something shifted.  
 
On the black sand beach, I throw my arms wide. Head back, heart open. I’m 
awake to the low cries of gliding gulls, the occasional crunch of tyres on the road 
behind me, and the soft hum of the sea, dark and rolling. 
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A moment in motion 
 
 
From each impulse of memory that emerged in the dance studio, I built a 
tableau in prose. I imagine these transcribed memories hovering, attached to the 
threads of my life, as I read them and visit myself in those moments: I now – I then 
– I then – I then – a hand extended – a sinking feeling – secret supermarket ritual – 
a happy dawn. I wonder what to do with them, how this collection of embodied 
images might help me write this eating-disordered body, and what has come out of 
this performative act as it was carried from the studio into language. I read the 
moments over and again, in different orders, and note their through-lines, the 
themes they share: 
 
youth  
falling 
momentum 
time 
intimacy 
reflection 
multiple selves 
family 
self-confrontation 
gesture 
love 
joy 
containment 
illness 
freedom 
self-extension 
  
There are many frames I could use to categorise them: the image of my 
father, for instance, or the gaze of man to woman in a hall of mirrors. Or I could 
follow this thread: the movement from sickness to wellness to sickness to wellness 
as the memories jump time.  
 
I realise these memories differ from those within earlier passages of this 
writing: these are peopled with others (family, partners and friends) and emplaced with 
more vivid imagery than those within my anorexic and bulimic writing, when I wrote 
a subject that sought containment in small spaces and lived in a haze. I can see the 
prose soften and come alive the further the memories move from the crisis point of 
starvation. There are moments of happiness, of freedom while dancing in the living 
room, and running with joy on a black sand beach. There’s fullness, discursiveness in 
these memories that my anorexia once prevented me from living, let alone writing. 
This is the first point at which I’ve entertained the idea of writing beyond disorder, 
writing recovering, which, I now realise, is absolutely part of writing disorder.  
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I recognise the movement across time and circumstance in Re-membering 
as the truth of recovering – unclear and in-process, a continuity emphasised by 
oscillation between moments of health and illness. The singular frame is deceptive (a 
film slide, a reflection in a mirror). At first glance it seems static, but as a dancer I 
know stillness is never static. Reflecting on the transcribed memories in  
Re-membering, I found that by writing with dance, I mark the shaky and deviant 
trail that has led me to this position now: recovering, living a mostly full-hearted, 
full-bodied life. 
 
Dance offers an alternate subject position to the fixed, retrospective ‘I’ of 
traditional memoir. It is now clear why I was intuitively led to dance – it activates a 
dynamic and shifting sense of self. Theorist Claire Colebrook, drawing from 
Deleuze, identifies within dance an ontology of motion, which she calls a “dancerly 
philosophy” (5). This mode of philosophical thinking would be organised around a 
mobile conception of the self, and as such would enact Deleuzian praxis, a modality 
that is process-driven, not fixated on an endpoint (11). When I write from dance, I 
harness its motion to activate creative and critical movement in thought. Dance is an 
event within life that might transform our way of thinking about life, and through 
experimentation in the studio and on the page, I extend this claim to propose that 
dance can, too, refigure life writing. Writing can accommodate this movement 
because writing is always in motion – it builds ideas, shaping trajectories in thought. 
Movement was the final step in finding a form for this writing, because it has 
allowed me to write with this body, to write life as it moves through me. 
 
The dancing body Colebrook draws from Deleuze-reading-Nietzsche, moves 
in acts, movements which are true for all time. This dancing body moves along an impulse, 
a vector, a line of flight – alive with the forces of each dynamic instance, in the event 
of now, drawing from its history and forward potential. I felt this in the studio as 
phrases, memories and intuitive motions emerged in response to my moving body. 
Framed in this Deleuzian sense, the dancer invites an ontological shift toward the 
relational and mobile, toward a force that is continuous across chronology. In life 
writing, this manifests in a shifting, image-led structure that flouts linearity. When I 
opened out my memories into prose, they provided embodied flashes of life in a 
non-narrative sequence that mimicked the openness of my dancing body. The active 
passage found in dance is infinitive, it is what Deleuze and Guattari call aeon, a flux 
of time beyond chronology, the floating line that knows only speeds and continually divides 
that which transpires into […] something that is both going to happen and has just happened. 
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In the dance studio and the writing it inspired, I built upon the previous two 
material methods to establish a third, writing a moment in motion, in which I compose 
memoir with the moving body. Writing a moment in motion, I am emplaced in my 
present-moment body – I now – and I extend from the method of writing in krisis to 
develop a mode of somatic thinking in which the moving body negotiates multiple 
forces in the movement and decides how to proceed from one moment into the 
next. This is an improvisational choreography though exploration to decision, drawn 
from the moving body into writing. This method involves noting thoughts that arise 
through movement, isolating an image or idea from these notes, and from it 
constructing a tableau in prose, drawing out the dynamics of the moment, its 
motion. Doing so, I follow the product of chance, a meeting of forces in the body, and take 
these forces as launching-points for writing. This dancing body is no more than a 
momentary distillation of related forces. It exists in the passing moment, while reaching towards a 
future which is not itself. In the moment, there is motion, and this motion is future-
reaching.  
 
This PhD inquiry has explored the analogous and metaphoric relation of 
writing and embodiment. In both cases, one inflects upon the other – in comparison 
or likeness, yet the properties of each do not change. Writing a moment in motion, I 
harness their mutually-affective relationship: text and body effect each other, shifting 
ideas from one medium (dance) to another (life writing), from the moving body into 
written form, and back. As detailed in In studio, memory arises through the body in 
a phenomenon of somatic recall. In the studio, I moved between image and motion, 
idea and movement. Dance released memory, which I released in words. This act of 
remembering is like the biological unconscious I explored when writing about 
bulimia – flesh speaks, thinks, and remembers. It leads the writing. 
 
In this physical choreographic thinking, an impulse moves from idea to 
movement, building on the power of fast intuitions […] It happens in your head, with and 
through your body and with objects and people out there in the world, be they real or imagined. This 
interplay can go both ways, from image-to-muscle and muscle-to-image, and can 
jump through time and space and be peopled with characters of changing identities. Employing 
this writing method, I pass memory over from idea to physicality and back again.  
 
In the studio, the motion of falling was first felt within my body, as I explored 
the physical sense of releasing the body to gravity and falling to the floor. An image 
arose, linked to the motion, and I wrote it in my notebook. Composing  
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Re-membering, this note led to an image vitalised with setting, theme and 
character, appearing in memoir prose as: 
 
I am pulling my underwear to my bent knees and a small, dark red stain 
is revealed. My heart sinks. […] I feel it sink deep and inward, I fall. 
 
 
The physical motion of falling introduced this image of a small red stain 
through somatic memory. Each memory presented in Re-membering arose 
through this interplay of body and memory in the dance studio, and continuing this 
movement, I experimented with typographic motion on the page. The gestural, 
moving structure of the writing affects the reading body, which receives the text 
with a kinaesthetic empathy: 
I  
            f  
a     
l 
l. 
 
I decide to follow this method again, moving between memory and motion. 
Head back, heart open, I am adopting an ontology of movement, one that does not 
fixate on an endpoint, but rather moves in the enduring motion of the moment. 
 
I revisit my notes from the studio and recall the pattern of motion that was 
repeated in each improvised phrase of movement: contain, carry, release, pivot. I 
decide to write with this motion, along these four infinitive words, to extend this life 
writing practice with the expression of my dancing body. As I did in  
Re-membering, I isolate a note – this time each of the words ‘contain’, ‘carry’, 
‘release’ and ‘pivot’ – and embody the felt sense of each: 
 
Contain. I stand still and hold at my centre. 
Carry. I move across the floor. 
Release. I leap forward.  
Pivot. I jar my force and use it to switch direction.  
 
 
I follow each motion, and the ensuing writing carries these movements from 
dance into the felt experience of eating disorder. I write from and with the body, 
embodying writing.  
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Embodying writing 
 
 
contain 
 
 
one – two – three – four – five – six – seven – eight 
 
The choreography is set within an eight-count frame. 
 
When she first stands beside the barre, it lines the studio at the level of her gaze. She 
reaches upward with fingers too small to grip the width of the wooden beam. A 
wild, elastic child, she can’t fathom why the dancing happens here, holding a rail by 
the wall, when there is so much space in the room. The teacher explains these 
exercises will build technique. With technique, she will become a stronger, more 
graceful, better dancer. 
 
So she bends two – three – four, extends six – seven – eight. 
Heels together and toes apart, learns to make her spine straight. 
Pulls up through her core, hips open, chest engaged. 
Points her feet until they cramp. Butt in, shoulders back. 
Lifts her chin and dips her torso in a sleek, wide arc. 
 
 
discipline produces subjected and practiced bodies […] Discipline increases the forces of the body 
[…] and diminishes these same forces.  
 
 
The dancer’s body takes shape upon the frame of a young girl. She builds strength, 
her muscles become sleek, and with this strength she can jump higher, lift her weight 
and control her movement. 
 
Age eleven, she is selected for a masterclass at the city’s art university. This time, she 
reaches her arm straight across to the barre and the motion brings security. She 
knows the drill. Her prepubescent body can hold itself steady, can lift without 
shaking and knows all the positions, first to fifth. With her neck lengthened and 
locked, she surveys the room. The mirror reflects a line of tiny graceful swans, but 
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her belly seems rounder, thighs slightly thicker, skin slightly darker than the others. 
Her favourite shiny burgundy leotard seems tacky. She wants a white one, like the 
other girls, but for that, she’s sure, she would need to make herself taller. The dancer 
turns swiftly, swapping hands on the barre, and there she turns into herself – make 
yourself taller – she will practice these drills all night. 
 
The body does not come before its own movement: there is no initial prior body-substance, but a 
network of interferences and tensions through which the subject is constituted by its own medium.  
 
A few years later, she reaches a slender arm down to the barre and this, she knows, 
is her prime. She is a machine, spirited. At school, they call her the dancer. She looks 
the part. She holds it together. An A-grade student, she sets the example. The dancer 
knows language; she can write a good essay. She trains hardest, longest. Holding at 
the belly and lifting from her core, she punctuates the uncontained sentence. The 
red bleed arrives but she has it under control. She will not allow it to interfere with 
her form. She runs every day, practices in the studio morning and night. There is no 
trick, no secret: it is a matter of discipline. 
 
It is a matter of discipline.  
 
Not starving for vanity, she has simply identified patterns of behaviour that make 
sense, movements to sustain her body that has learned perfection in the classroom 
and the studio.  
 
She runs every morning and night, eats less, feels elated. The dancer expends more 
than she consumes – it is a simple equation. One hundred sit-ups before and after 
sleep. This is logical. This makes sense. Dinner is obviously unnecessary. There is no 
other choice. She becomes aware of the rules, as if reminded, as if they’d always 
existed and been forgotten. Hunger dissipates as she transcends her base animal 
desires. Her body learns, then expects, the routine. She can recite all her timetables 
without fault. In the studio and on the page, her lines are sleek. 
 
I stand still and hold at my centre.  
 
My line is sleek, held with an unerring strength. Each day is balanced to zero, I take 
nothing, and I am left spare.  
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I am lying on my bed counting my heartbeat. I am lying. I’m lying on my back 
waiting for sleep but sleep won’t come. Moments pass with the click of the 
pendulum swinging in the hall, out of sight. I think I know it’s there. I’m awake 
while they sleep in this house, but lately I’m not sure of these things. Am I asleep 
during waking hours? My days are clouded at their edges, there’s softness around 
me, I can sense the fabric that holds the hours together, I see it, but indirectly. Like 
realising you’re dreaming and for a moment you’re still suspended in the dream 
before you wake, with some control but not enough to break out.  
 
I’m lying on my back and my hand moves over the front of me, I feel the hollows of 
my ribcage, yes I am here I am here I am safe, I grip my jutting pelvic bones and I 
am okay. My fingers trace a concave slope toward my navel and move over a string 
of small, hard knots beneath the skin, moving across the contours of my spine, my 
spine, I swear I swear I swear I can feel my spine through my abdomen and in a rush 
I plunge into fleshed and threaded membrane, I am falling backwards through the 
mattress, folding into myself from the core. It’s true, but no, I don’t want this, I fall, 
I’m not falling, I’m being pulled, umbilical cord pulled into the depth of me by a 
strength that is within but not mine. I am plummeting. Pulled down. It’s below my 
belly button, it’s here in me it won’t go away and I know it’s not right. I’m pulled 
down, down, and I know there is nothing that could stop this. I can. Feel this. Spine 
through my abdomen, this false reality. True, but not possible.  
This moment is not happening. 
It’s a lie. That was a lie. 
This sentence is false. 
Grip. Something. 
Find fingers. Index finger and thumb 
lock over left wrist, then right, and left again, then right, enclosed in a thin loop of 
safety I am okay – I am okay – I am okay. The clock ticks in the hall. I am okay, just 
lightheaded. I am small and safe in this bed. I am small – I am safe. I will allow toast 
in the morning. I will suspend the sentence.  
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carry 
 
 
In the dark theatre, a murmur falls to silence and anticipation pulls at each passing 
second, testing the weight of time. Here at the precipice of performance, the dancer 
holds herself, ready. She exhales, then closes and opens her eyes. She is careful not 
to preempt her cue, knowing the dance will unfold in a sequence from that moment. 
Exposed in the collective gaze of the audience, she waits for the stage to be shot 
with light. Moments later, she surrenders to her body’s memory as it propels her into 
the routine. The dancer is carried, a witness to her movement. Thinking, at this 
point, would be interference. 
 
To be in movement is to generate a series of shifts or changes, manifested through the flow of sensible 
becomings. Dancing is the movement from state to state, body to body, the passage of the passing 
moment.  
 
Dance is dynamic relation. Her figure moves in unison with the other five dancers, 
as their bodies manipulate time and energy into patterns of sense. She knows the 
audience will be caught and bound by the synchronicity, not a foot out of place, not 
a moment too soon or late, of all six dancers dropping to the floor and twisting, 
stepping, extending, alternating hand and foot in a series of half-beats. They call it 
breaking the floor. 
 
Here, the dancer’s body is a constant negotiation between multiple forces. Her 
movement is not a singular occurrence, it is an open passage through which she pre-
exists her motion. Here, her body is composed in anticipation of an arm extended, 
of a step forward, in the movement of not yet, of what is to come. Her fingertips 
lock and force a current along her limbs, directing the flow toward her torso, which 
isolates and pushes toward her pelvis, carried down to a knee that lifts in a wide step, 
then presses her toes to the stage with a jarring full stop. 
 
When she turns to repeat the sequence – again her torso in isolation, knee lifted into 
a wide step, weight buckling forward – it is upon the haunting trace of her body’s 
prior movement, its absent presence, that this phrase can be understood as 
repetition. Movement is relational, it envelops the contour of the steps, creating a spur, a trace 
of the line of flight. Locking: moving the body out of control then back into control, 
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locking into position, collapsing, then locking back. She is the forward intention, the 
body that follows and the mind that trails behind.  
 
   forward intention        body        follows             mind         trails behind 
 
 
I move across the floor. 
 
 
The mind that trails behind as I am carried – I am carried – I am delivered to this 
memory  
of cold  
I am – slipping into the frame now – I can  
smell the rain now – moving into memory I am in the change rooms after a soccer 
match, ice searing my bones. My clothes are soaked and I have lost the sensation of 
skin. In this moment my body disowns me. In a move to grip my saturated t-shirt I 
realised my fingers will not bend. They are locked in place. I ask them to move. They 
refuse. Terror catches in my throat, a swallowed scream. I think: these shaking blue 
hands belong to someone else. Sliding thumbs into the hollow between hipbone and 
waistband, I can’t feel a thing but I see wet shorts fall to the concrete floor. 
Anesthetised. Frozen hands remove my muddied socks to reveal narrow, pallid legs 
beneath. I am confused by purple bruises on the inner knees. I see this body. How 
did I not see this before?  
 
I see skin shrunken to the contours of a visible ribcage, covered with a layer of soft, 
white fur. Down. This is an animal body, an alien body, this is not real, this is not my 
body. Down and further I drop from this moment. Could the whispers be true? 
Maybe I really am sick. Whose is this body without sensation, not mine but here 
with me, cold and growing number?  
Number seven. I’m number seven on the team. 
I’m first in sprints. There is no time for panic. I’m okay, not sick, number one in 
sprints, I’m healthy, I’m winning. 
 
My teammate’s voice cuts the slopping rain.  
 
“Hurry up, you died or something?” 
 Maybe. 
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release 
 
 
This edge where you leave me doesn’t border anything. 
 
 
 
You died or something?  
It seems possible.  
Sometimes I am not here, and it feels, it feels like, it feels like transcendence  
just like eating without stopping just keep going just mute yourself 
this mind 
trails behind  
as I   
reach for 
 
another handful  
 
bread 
ice cream  
pizza 
chocolate 
rice  
stew  
anything 
cookies 
cake 
everything 
meat 
pasta 
carrot 
 
and I am not here, just watching from above, shapeless, formless, voiceless 
 
I leap forward. 
 
I am released – I am released – beyond the confines of this form. 
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pivot 
 
 
I am 
 
she is 
 
I am 
 
she is boundless and breaking new ground (skin flared in strobe) bass heavy, lost-
found, fluorescent – her dance is musk-flesh bone, faceless and heaving (the turn, 
the echo) as words drop, weightless and salt-breath-beat delivers her hips to motion 
and trips, behind (she takes and takes) cursive lines break and cascade to a smooth 
open beyond where dance is freefall, surging exponential, and silent earth hum pulls 
movement beyond muscle – the dancer, becoming the dance, slips from past to 
future like ocean on sand – fingers curling, fullness speaking (raw deep presence) she 
is making her advance into the bosom of the world, hands in front, capturing the music she 
writes in motion with sweat and heat, her limbs cut air (falling and rising) shoulders 
roll, head tipped, mouth open, transformation in a roiling sea of chance – synthetic sensory 
drum, she becomes inorganic, legs lifted and hands freeing lines of flight with abandon, 
only force, bringing forth continuous intensities now, where is she? Now, there is no 
subject, no lonely ‘I’, just movement, movement beyond face and form, pulling 
thought and motion forward. 
 
I am bound – I am bound for – I am tethered to – I am home 
I am wanting – I am desiring – I am without – I am hungry 
 
 
I think of mother, 
of creating, 
of the precipice of youth and 
of what is coming. 
 
I am pivoting 
on a moment 
this is pained writing 
this is pained writing 
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I jar my force and use it to switch direction. 
 
 
I remember the scene 
 
a millisecond 
a glance 
 
   she           me 
 
a reflection 
 
a subject will be what comes to the point of view, or rather what remains in the point of view. 
 
She is alone. Just a glimpse over her left shoulder as the door parts from her grip. 
She has come here to practice – the studio is always vacant during lunch. With a side 
view, instinctive, she meets her reflection. Bare pale skin, hollow eyes, and the shock 
of her narrowness: from the side her head is wider than her torso. Her upper arms 
pinch below the hinge of her shoulder, skin taut around the bone, death within her. 
She is frightful. Fear shoots electricity through this body, heart to fingernails. This 
body. There is no one here except me. My body? She is me. I survey the mirrored 
room and I’m alone. The girl has been replaced by my reflection. The door clicks 
back and forth within its frame.  
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write 
 
 
I open my line of extension 
in word – in dance – in thought  
in motion – in memory – in breath – in heartbeat 
I am contained – I am carried –  I am released – I am pivoting – I am bound – I am 
wanting – I am here – I am writing – this body – I am this body – I am – I am – I 
am – I am this body at the edge of language – I am – I am – I am – I am by the river 
in a blue pinafore dress, playing with the boys, poking sticks into the mudbank. We 
have a new name for you, they say, it’s goat girl cause you look like a goat, and they 
laugh. Heart sinking, I collect my strength and drive the edge of my stick deep into 
the ground  
extending my arm to the right – I am  
reaching child’s fingers to the barre at a suburban dance studio – I am  
outstretched now each finger is smoothed by the hand of my lover and I roll into his 
chest – I am – dancing at my friend’s backyard wedding with a boy I don’t know, 
bodies turning he extends his hand I roll out again our arms extended our hands 
clasped  
I am  
pulled by the hand through a crowd of sweaty bodies until we collide 
with the railing, front row, and look up at our leather-clad guitar-holding god for the 
evening, the pressure of bodies against mine pushing my hips into the rail – I am – I 
am – I am – I am – I am – I am young, drunk and pressed against this wire fence in 
the car park three blocks from the party, uncomfortable under the weight of him 
and finding it difficult to breathe, gasping – I am  
out of breath, race finished, panting, 
back against wet grass pricking my bare legs  
I am – not one – what I call “my life”, it is 
not one life that I look back upon – I am – not one person – I am – tobogganing down a 
drought-dried hill on a piece of cardboard with my cousins – I am – I am – 
submerged at the onsen –  heartbeat – uncontained – overflow – dissolution – sit 
still – in this heat – inexpressible – these things – perhaps – will never be spoken – 
mother – this anorexia is particularly acute – when a daughter is required to surpass her  
– mother – I refused your food – I don’t know why – I refused that love – I don’t 
know why – mother – when you crashed your car and they pulled you out – I was – 
running laps like a clockwork toy – my heart – froze – I found – myself  
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stepping backward – anticlockwise – 
not mum – not mum – words break – in now – breathing – mother in a hospital bed 
– it hurt to see you – I know – it must have hurt to see me – I am – I am – I am 
falling from sense to sensation  
 
I am – impulse to sinew to memory – 
I am – sewn this way and when – I am – older will my body remember –  all these 
moments that I am – formed and re-formed in words and flesh – I am – here now 
always – I – let go of that other more linear story, with its beginning, middle, and end – I am – a 
rhythm extending forward – I am – heartbeat to heartbeat – I am – I am – I am – I 
see – an underlying tone and plot – circular and image bound – moving with the chronology 
of water – I am – in a tiny steaming tub in Tokyo – let it bleed, let everything bleed – 
I am crying as the pain leaks from me – I am sorry body – I am sorry, I never meant to hurt 
you, please forgive me, I forgive you, please forgive me, I forgive you   
 
in this heat – this ink – the blood of me runs – and 
mother – and mother – forgive me – take these words – and mother – our bodies – 
were once the same body – this voice – is from you is for you – I am – in this heat – 
this ink – body – heart pounding – I open – I am – naked – in water and steam – my 
body – shakes – releases – this body – these words – everything is writing  – writing, or 
nothing – everything is writing and I have been written – by my own pen and born in 
this – a million times – between every heartbeat – but only once mother – from you 
– arriving – lifted to light – howling with aliveness – I know – I am – I know – I am 
– I know I am not – anorexia – there is nothing to flee – when I am here – in word 
and body – I am – here – at the edge – then – now – I am – I am – I am – I am – 
here – I am – I am – I am – we are – we are – we are – we are – we are. 
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Touch point: metamorphosis 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, my attention turned away from anorexia and bulimia to 
consider the experience of recovering. Following an impulse to dance, I found a 
method to negotiate embodied traumatic history by following memories as they arise 
in movement. After establishing, in CUT, the necessity of letting the body speak, 
this chapter began with a tugging suspicion that there is something particular to my 
previous dance practice that could help me to write my eating disorder. I 
remembered my dancing body as transcendence and pain – the figure of the dancer-
I-was signified the immediate joy of dance, and also a struggle with form and shape 
that had folded into disorder. I feared returning to dance, but my curiosity 
outweighed this hesitation.  
 
Returning to the dance studio, I intended to draw meaning from dance into 
language, and found that the expressive power of its motion is not in translation, but 
rather in shared performative gestures within both dance and writing. As I danced, 
memories arose involuntarily. I followed embodied memory by intentionally 
dropping in and embodying each image, filling-out each memory in prose. To write 
this body, I realised, I don’t need to dwell in or re-live my experience of eating 
disorder – the memories are held here in this body, in a moment in motion. The rhythm 
of the heartbeat as ‘I am’ demonstrates this continuity throughout this thesis, and 
Embodying writing builds this technique into a rapid motion, shifting through 
memory with the pace of the beating heart.  
 
Movement can be a tool, a method, for writing and research – a way to access 
memories and associations previously withheld. A body can approach its past and 
future, the passage of memory is not linear, and I can write my past through my 
present body. Through dance, I explored the mutually-affective interplay of body 
and text, to consider their forces as they altered each other. Dance offered a mode to 
develop the style of this thesis as a negotiation between terrains of thought. Movement 
creates the potential for unthinking dichotomies that populate our worlds: abstract-concrete, organic-
prosthetic, alive-dead, mind-body […] movement allows us to approach them from another 
perspective: a shifting one. The passage beginning on page 195 with ‘she is boundless and 
breaking new ground’ enacts this creativecritical thought-in-motion, blending the 
motion of a dancing body with movements in critical thought.  
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The process of somatic writing developed in this chapter highlights a 
material-immaterial interplay across cognitive and somatic thought. This writing 
refuses to separate materiality from or subordinate it to ideality, resisting any reduction of the 
qualities and attributes of each to the operations of the other and rather, explores their 
mutually-constitutive relationship. It is in the conditions of the incorporeal that, 
Grosz writes, we might think corporeality beyond dualism and strict monism. 
Writing alongside dance, in a form that moves with the motions of the body, 
incorporating this with critical thinking, I write the immaterial within the material – I 
write life via the body.  
 
This project began with the anorexic impulse to flee signification (this body, 
this writing). Now, after three material experiments that have shaped a form of 
somatic life writing, I have found a mode of writing from the body, harnessing its 
potential for transformation in creative thought. I draw from philosopher Catherine 
Malabou who theorises a formal configuration beyond deconstructive thinking 
through the notion of ‘plasticity’: the condition of form changing in response to 
itself. Taking this term from Hegel and drawing from its use in neuroscience, 
Malabou defines plasticity as the movement of the constitution of an exit, there, where no such 
exit is possible.  
 
MOVE presents the shape-shifting form of this writing practice as it changed 
in response to itself. Embodying writing dips in and out of memory and thought, 
incorporating gaps on the page (from earlier emaciated writing), and patterns of 
repetition (from explorations of bulimic writing) to figure a logic of somatic life 
writing. Through its plasticity, the form of this memoir writing interacts with itself to 
create something new, finding alterity without transcendence. This writing form can be 
considered plastic, shaping and re-shaping itself from the inside through processes 
of self-writing and self-reflection. The structure is plastic, as it constitutes and de-
constitutes itself, transforming.  
 
In SOAK, on page 88, I asked: ‘there is no escape from the body, as there is 
no exiting language – there is no outside. Is there?’ – perhaps not, but fleeing without 
going anywhere else is in every case a question of the possibility of transformation and 
metamorphosis. From an impulse to flee, to get out of language, I pushed its limits 
through a material writing practice. When I write from the dancing body, I develop a 
form of writing that confronts the self, and changes accordingly.  
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I write memories of disorder, using the body as the site of writing. Rather 
than fleeing the body – an impulse felt in my disorder and continued through the 
challenges of writing in this PhD – I am using it to create, to re-figure this body of 
work. I take from movement and fold it into writing. I move from a written note 
into embodied memory. I do not flee: I make from within. I no longer want to flee 
this body, this language. I want to metamorphise from within, to make new from 
this living, breathing, nexus of history and potentiality – this body.  
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RETURNING TO THE BODY 
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Somatic life writing 
 
  
A form and a process 
 
A Body at the Edge of Language extends current feminist eating disorder scholarship toward a 
new materialist account, offering a mode of self-expression that is affirmative of the body and its 
material/conceptual potential for creativity. This is a significant contribution to the field of eating 
disorder studies as it updates existing research in line with recent developments in new materialist 
philosophy. This inquiry provides an account from ‘inside’ the experience, which will be useful 
alongside clinical research, to shed light on the lived experience of eating disorder. By making 
present the embodied thought process of this research, this dancerly form of life writing actualises 
two propositions set at the beginning of this project: this writing would not reinforce conditions 
of disorder by presenting a triggering narrative, nor would it rely on unhelpful mind/body and 
critical/creative dualisms.  
 
Over the course of three somatic experiments – SOAK, CUT and MOVE – I came to 
establish a form through which to write my eating-disordered experience. I found I can use my 
moving body to write my eating disorder, because by following the body in motion I negotiate 
self-erasure, narrative authority, and embodied history as it arises. This writing style took shape 
iteratively, building over the previous chapters of this thesis. While the focus remained on 
articulating disorder, this writing developed to accommodate a fullness of life beyond illness – to 
write life in recovery.  
 
The first two experiments (SOAK and CUT) moved this thesis conceptually, allowing me to 
delineate my position now and take decision from crisis point. From this point, I was drawn 
intuitively to dance, which allowed embodied cognition to lead the practice: through this project I 
found my writing position, my voice as the author of this text, and gave voice to my moving 
body. Through dance I step into writing from the position of a living, moving autobiographical 
self.  
 
Soaking my diaries helped me to write the paradox of self-erasure by exposing the trace in 
poetry, which opened the writing toward gesture, liminality and performativity. Writing in a 
fragmented form, I was able to perform the silences and gaps of anorexic experience. Cutting and 
rearranging text helped me to negotiate my writing voice against the forces of disorder-in-
language by breaking down the creative process into an externalised frame. This frame provided 
perspective on the orders and disorders of bulimic thought, and I was able to delve into its 
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cognitive mess while also retaining narrative voice. Experiments with movement assisted me to 
negotiate embodied traumatic history by following memories as they arose in motion. Material 
practices moved critical thought, and through reflection and analysis I refined the form of this 
writing project. It was through movement that I consolidated the previous experiments into a 
form of writing, exemplified in Embodying writing which shape-shifts along the psycho-
somatic lines of eating disorder.  
 
Analysing my movements in the dance studio, I noted a process of improvisation and 
refinement that had developed across this project. Blom and Chaplin describe this as a 
choreographic process of creative consciousness. “At first,” they write, “creative consciousness 
listens to the rumbling of the material and refrains from editorial decision” (10). Writing 
Embodying writing, I pushed the censor aside and followed intuition and impulse, allowing 
memories to arise and link with image (my protruding spine, my body frozen still and covered in 
fur-like down, my mistaken ghoulish reflection) in an associative interplay. Blom and Chaplin 
identify the second stage of this process as one of refinement in which crafting skills come into 
play and decisions about style are made. Working this way, rather than abiding by my overly-
censoring, perfectionistic tendencies, I found a mode of writing that is true to the lived experience 
of disorder while open to recovery. This finding is significant as it offers a uniquely creativecritical 
account of eating disorder and recovering to the field of life writing research. 
 
Birkets says presentation of trauma-based accounts is primarily influenced by “a drive to 
achieve an integrating outcome” and to arrive at a sense of personal cohesion (146). Through its 
gestural and liminal motions, this somatic form achieves such integration while also presenting the 
“sense of grasping, this need for something more” within disorder and recovering (Wright 101). 
Through the counterbalance of a dancing body, I found a method to negotiate dualisms that 
persisted throughout this project: inside/outside, disorder/me, then/now, body/text, 
theory/practice. A dancing body extends with equal force in two directions and holds its balance 
at the centre. When I dance, opening my line of extension, with my torso forward and leg kicked 
behind, this execution is only managed through my counterbalance between gravity and 
propulsion, my weight and will. As a writer, anorectic, and bulimic, I have been torn between my 
weight and will, excess and containment, body and mind. Yet with counterbalance, I found the 
autobiographical line of the self can be unfolded not through distinction, but through movement. 
This somatic life writing is a negotiation between poles of opposing forces – this is a writing in 
flux, in motion, with movement through the written line.  
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Movement at the level of the line 
 
In the opening stages of this thesis, the typographic divisions of Slip over the edge 
prompted an intention to merge autobiographical and critical functions of writing in the style of 
this prose, at the level of the line. Poet and essayist Lyn Hejinian explains the line as the basic unit 
of her work, as it holds the potential to redistribute meaning throughout a piece of writing, or to 
open its context. As Hejinian writes, there is movement at the level of the line: a singular line of 
writing requires the hand, eye, and mind to travel, as a reader moves like an explorer, mapmaker, 
or surveyor (131). In somatic life writing, the reader slips across line breaks, over the gaps in text, 
as the act of reading materialises a conceptual and affective schism. Through typographic play, 
this somatic life writing emphasises critical and physical movement, and shows the slips in eating-
disordered thought. Released from dualistic genre divisions, it is along the written line that I 
create movement, alivenesss, a live writing that can present the psycho-somatic slippage within 
eating disordered experience. Embodying writing presents motions of disordered thought 
alongside embodied memories of dance, before shifting into its final section, ‘write’ (page 197) 
which moves quickly through diverse impulses and memories. This conceptual play extends from 
the prompt offered by Probyn, to conceptualise eating disorder as a Deleuzian fold in thought. 
Extending Probyn’s suggestion, this project manifested the foldings-in of disordered subjectivity 
on the page – through fragmented form, rhythm and point of view shifts.  
 
 
Fragmented writing 
 
This somatic writing shows (dis) appearance through the fragment, which gestures beyond its 
position in narrative toward the unknown, and beyond its position on the page toward blank 
space. This fragmented style performs paradoxes of eating-disordered thought. Anorexia is a state 
of serenity and horror in which I was both soothed and estranged, comforted and depleted by the 
disorder. I felt myself fracture into two parts, as one was subsumed in denial and the other 
dissolved into the disciplines of anorexia. In Embodying writing, this paradox is figured in a 
phrase that disrupts its surroundings – a dialethic statement. Remembering my disciplined 
anorexic body, I recalled a moment in which my denial shattered. At age fifteen, the terror of 
touching my spine through my abdomen splintered my reality: 
 
True, but not possible.  
This moment is not happening. 
It’s a lie. That was a lie. 
This sentence is false. 
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I didn’t know this could be possible within an emaciated body (I still find it hard to believe). 
I didn’t know I was emaciated (I still find this state of denial difficult to understand). It was true, 
but also to my mind, not possible. A dialethia is a true statement whose negation is also true – a 
true contradiction. At the level of the sentence, the line of prose disallows itself logically. If 
followed as a statement, ‘This sentence is false’ can’t be contained within the logic of the phrase 
itself. This forces a step out of the fragment, a perspective shift to frame the subject of the 
sentence from outside: ‘This sentence is false’ is false.  
 
A dialethic sentence has what is called a “truth value glut” – a statement in excess of itself 
(Pleitz 51). Here, language in excess mimics the paradox of the anorexic body in excess, spilling 
beyond itself visually and physically. A glut of meaning at the level of the line, an uncontainable 
surplus (so gluttonous!). Fragmented prose motions to that which surrounds it. To interpret “this 
moment is not happening”, a reader must step outside the frame, the phrase – they must suspend the 
sentence and broaden perspective. This jumping-out of thought mimics anorexic shifts in 
perception.  
 
 
The rhythm of the body   
 
Repetition of phrases and words across this project establish somatic rhythms. In Write 
from the bruise (on page 65) the word ‘wound’ is repeated to emphasise the dual interpretation 
of experience that occurs within eating-disordered thought. In Embodying writing, recounting a 
moment in which I slipped from serenity to terror, frozen stiff in the change rooms after a soccer 
match, I wrote:  
 
Whose is this body without sensation, not mine but here with me, cold and 
growing number?  
Number seven. I’m number seven on the team. 
 
Repetition of ‘number’ pivots on its dual meanings. This motion is foreshadowed by another 
homograph earlier in the passage: ‘down’, in the lines proceeding the one quoted here, appears as 
‘soft white fur’ and the ‘further I drop’. Throughout this life writing project, words (number, 
wound, right, down) slip between multiple interpretations. Words are broken apart and 
regurgitated (‘ate it urge reg’). Phrases recalled after their first use show the inflections of 
embodied memory in time. These repetitions of sounds, words and phrases orchestrate 
manoeuvres at the level of the line, which manifest the rhythms of eating-disordered thought.  
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A shifting point of view 
 
A Body at the Edge of Language switches tense (past/present) and voice (first/third grammatic 
voice), and doing so presents switches in perspective between the inside and outside of disorder. 
Performing oscillations between intense embodiment and dispossession I have felt in my 
experience, this somatic life writing is temporally experimental, shifting tense and chronology – 
jumping across positions of memory, pivoting, falling from sense to sensation. SOAK and CUT 
exposed challenges of writing then from now, and in MOVE I found a mode of writing with the 
body’s history and memory, toward the future. 
 
At times the disorder felt like my identity, and at other times it was someone by whom I was 
possessed. Through Embodying writing, the figure of the dancer appears in the third person, as 
‘she’. My experience of body dysmorphia involved a sense of being a stranger to myself, which 
would manifest visually. One such moment occurred when I mistook my reflection for another – 
a gaunt, living ghost of a girl – before realising: 
 
There is no one here except me. My body? She is me. I survey the mirrored room and I’m alone. 
 
She is me, yet I am alone. Shifting narrative position, I present this slip in self-evaluation. 
Margaret Atwood uses this technique in The Edible Woman, which begins with first person 
narration, switches to third person as the protagonist Marian’s anorexia takes hold, then returns to 
first person as she begins to eat again. When Marian loses the ability to utter the word I, her body 
speaks through anorexia (Hobgood 147). Marian speaks through the narrative voice and also 
against it, in the silence of her anorexia, which is made incompatible with the word ‘I’. In the 
section discussed above, a shift in narrative point of view from third person to first opens writing 
to the truths I couldn’t see as ‘I’: the true image of my devastated skeletal body.  
 
 
Creativecritical writing  
 
Creative writing does critical work and critical thought is creative – it offers tools for 
building conceptual architecture. Thought moves through both. More so than one specific and 
singular style, creativecritical writing encompasses the functions of criticism (analysis, 
synthesis, and reflection) and artistic practice (intuition, creative consciousness, and decision) 
and carries them through along the multiple lines of life and writing within this life writing 
practice.  
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This project sought a space of writing beyond dualist and phallogocentric distinctions 
that carry into the divorcing of creative and critical modes of writing. This creativecritical 
thesis responds to a persistent question within creative writing research: that of the 
relationship between creative writing practice and exegetical requirements of research. Like 
writer-scholars Francesca Rendle-Short (‘Parsing’) and Donna Lee Brien (‘Welcome Creative 
Subversions’), I propose a form of scholarly writing that is both critical and creative. 
 
Within the improvised dance, I follow motion between theory and practice, a “form of 
movement, a manner of thought which enters into and engages a dynamic terrain” (Rothfield 
and DeFranz 1). This relaying motion in dance activates concepts that are mobile: “the relay 
unsettles the distinction between theory and practice, opening up both terms to a more 
dynamic and fluid conception of thought” (Rothfield and DeFrantz 2). This thought-in-
motion has provided a form of creativecritical writing in which creative and critical functions 
of text are interchanged. Writing the passage below (which appears on page 195), conceptual 
thinking is drawn into the prose through italicised scholarly quotations and these phrases 
contribute to the rhythmic movement of the passage – this writing is both creative and critical, 
harnessing both functions in text. 
 
She is boundless and breaking new ground […] fingers curling, fullness speaking (raw 
deep presence) she is making her advance into the bosom of the world, hands in front, 
capturing the music she writes in motion with sweat and heat, her limbs cut air (falling 
and rising) shoulders roll, head tipped, mouth open, transformation in a roiling sea of 
chance – synthetic sensory drum, she becomes inorganic, legs lifted and hands freeing 
lines of flight with abandon 
 
Creativecritical writing emphasises function. When crossing genres, Finlay observes, a writer 
should focus her energies on process rather than product (113). Form, she writes, follows process, 
and it is through attention to the composition of hybrid texts that writers can produce “flexible, 
efficient and cohesive” prose (Finlay 114). Attending to the functions and processes of thought, 
regardless of genre, I have blended forms and voices at the level of the line, creating an embodied, 
moving, thinking text. This constant attention to the moving, breathing, starving, recovering, 
thinking body grounds this writing in physical practice, and the form follows.  
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Choreographic thinking  
 
 
The three somatic writing methods of this project – I now, I then; writing in krisis; a moment in 
motion – were intuitive and iterative. Developed through spontaneous material excursions off the 
page, these methods were adopted at distinct points in the research process, each building from 
the previous method to establish a somatic process of choreographic thinking. This research 
offers three methods that other writers might employ in their self-narration, and an example of an 
intuitive research process that might be of interest to creative researchers beyond life writing.   
 
This research exposed dual trajectories of autobiography: the person upon whom I reflected 
(I then) and the writer engaged in this act of reflection (I now). I now, I then emerged through 
initial stages of writing about anorexia, as a method to delineate autobiographical perspective. 
This structural frame continued throughout the research, helping me to write this body from a 
safe standpoint, as delving into this research has required uncovering painful and overwhelming 
material. When fragments of memory emerged, I wrote them into the thread of this research, 
allowing the gaping blank spaces of memory (and the temporal distance of remembering) to be 
evident in the writing. When I turned my attention toward bulimia in Binge/Purge, I 
consciously focused on narrating the present-moment act of writing. With the scaffold of I now, I 
then in place, the writing form on page 115 devolves from lucidity to mess as I edge closer to 
memories of bulimia then – performing the disorder as it takes shape in language. 
 
The disorder-in-language overwhelmed me. When I wrote about bulimia, the linguistic form 
took on the cognitive dis/orders of the condition. Rupturing linear, coherent prose, this bulimic 
writing undercut my narrative voice with the enlivened sense of the disorder-in-language. Writing, 
I felt overcome by conflicting and jarring thought patterns that stunted the writing. It became 
evident that my role as a writer was in part a wrestling with language, or a wresting of my voice 
from it. I developed, through cutting and rearranging the text of my teen diaries, a mode of writing 
in krisis – a method of reflection and decision, to respond to the controlling power of eating 
disorder. This method was applied at points of indecision or uncertainty. Nervous to enter the 
dance studio again, in fear of re-experiencing the painful history I have with dance, I decided to 
do it anyway, to re-member my history as a dancer.  
 
Writing a moment in motion is a method that drew on the previous two, using improvisational 
dance practice to guide my writing within an overall methodology of choreographic thinking. As I 
experimented with movement, creative consciousness (Blom and Chaplin) led the process of 
writing and I followed the gestural, performative capacity of embodied expression. Dancing, I 
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extended the previous method of writing in krisis, giving voice to my present-tense body as it 
negotiated the lived moment into the future. I found I could access my past through this body 
now, through memory that is stored in muscle and released in movement. This method involves 
improvisational movement and note taking, followed by writing from those notes with a focus on 
the dynamic motions of the individual moment. Following this method, I wrote Re-membering, 
exploring the moment in motion through writing. I found the emergent scenes could be presented 
without a formal flow, as a flux would transpire between them through the act of reading, just as 
life moves between moments to create momentum. With the motion of dance, the past is not 
static – it inflects upon the present, which is always future-reaching. This ongoing, renewing 
conception of life is akin to my experience of recovering.  
 
These methods exposed the force of memory beyond the chronology of time. Deleuze and 
Guattari’s conception of time as chronos and aeon proved useful in understanding shifts and 
dissolutions of writing positions. My delineation of I now from I then was an understanding of time 
in chronos, the linear “time of measure” in which a subject is determined. Yet as I wrote, aeon, 
the “indefinite time of the event”, intruded on the linearity of these courses (A Thousand Plateaus 
262). Here, the event (memory) reverberated into the present moment, continuing to exist beyond 
its moment of occurrence. Deleuze and Guattari use aeon/chronos to distinguish their concept of 
the indefinite ‘Life’ from the definite ‘a life’. The non-pulsed time of aeon exists in the infinitive, 
without attribution to grammatical or individual subjects or situation in the linear timeframe of 
chronos. Writing with the flux of aeon in dance, this thesis moves toward an articulation of Life, 
beyond its account of one individual life. I write forces of order and disorder that are not bound 
to individuals, and rather operate through cultural pathology – eating disorder is not only 
individual, it evidences societal distress. 
 
In addition to the methods themselves, the process of their development alongside writing 
and material experimentation contributes to creative practice research scholarship. In reflection 
upon SOAK, CUT and MOVE, I saw the process of somatic practice was repeated in each 
chapter. In each case, I attempted to write an element of my eating-disordered bodily history and 
met a challenge (a lack of cerebral memory, diminished authorial voice, impossible translation of 
movement into prose). In response, I engaged in material methods (diary soaking, cut-up poems, 
dance) to provoke new openings, and this generated writing. Reflection and analysis of this 
writing led me back to the material experiments (returning to view the overlapping text of my 
diaries, finding a funny poem that inverted its material context, reviewing notes made in the dance 
studio), which gave new context to the inquiry. This process could be followed by writers wanting 
to write their personal history, or considered by researchers interested in the experience of writing 
one’s eating disorder or other mental illness. 
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A feminist, new materialist methodology  
 
 
A Body at the Edge of Language maps the seeking of an ‘outside’ to sign systems and cultural 
discourses which bear the marks of their patriarchal lineage, and which, in the case of eating 
disorders, physically inscribe the bodies of sufferers. This thesis proposes that to write the 
anorexic, bulimic and (their oft-forgotten counterpart) recovering body, this writer must go to the 
edges of language and mobilise the creative potential here, between fixed forms, where bodies and 
writing are constituted and de-constituted in the movement of dynamic, differential forces. 
 
This research contributes a feminist new materialist methodology of embodied writing to the 
field of creative practice research. I have framed and analysed this project through concepts 
provided by a range of theorists including Braidotti, Grosz and Colebrook, who each activate a 
Deleuzian philosophy of the body in feminist critical thought. Grosz writes that the articulation of 
female subjectivity requires “a new conception of the dynamic forces of the universe itself, half of 
which have been hidden and covered over by the other half” (Becoming Undone 100) and this 
project draws out these dynamic forces to write an experience of female corporeality.  
 
Grosz and Braidotti present an immanent critique of phallogocentrism, suggesting artistic 
practices as modes of activating existing forces toward new feminist realities. This research 
proposes that moments of transformation can be found when writing is pushed to its limits of 
form and sense. In tracing creative motions – lines of flight – toward the limits of written and 
embodied forms, this thesis tested autobiographical writing, what it can hold, represent and 
gesture toward. This thesis asked what new worlds, understandings and futures could be made 
possible at these limits. Throughout the artistic practices of this somatic writing, I moved from a 
strong desire to flee language, which mirrored my anorexic drive to flee the body, to a mode of 
writing that is no longer in search of an exit, and rather affirms the lived body and creative 
material potential of language.  
 
The subject of this writing morphed through transcription and memory, and following 
Braidotti’s cartographic tool of the nomadic subject, I came to understand this writing as 
materialist mappings of situated subjective positions. On the page, this allowed me to present 
multiple temporal positions and points of view in writing. In dance, I extended this creative 
trajectory to follow an ontology of dance as praxis, which Colebrook writes delivers the subject 
from an imperative of an endpoint and rather emphasises the momentary creative possibilities of 
the moving subject. This research identified elements of embodiment that resisted, yet ultimately 
opened possibilities of articulation: physical extension, temporal movement, self-erasure and 
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patterns of illogical sense. In reflection, these elements constitute what Grosz identifies as 
incorporeal elements of corporeality – space, time, void and sense – which operate to move 
thought beyond monism and dualism.  
 
The current field of feminist eating disorder studies theorises anorexia and bulimia along 
mainly deconstructive lines (Malson; Probyn; Eckermann) and while this project takes a 
deconstructive position as a starting point, it moves toward a new materialist ‘new idealism’. This 
methodology offers scope to extend existing feminist eating disorder scholarship. With an 
emphasis on the materiality of the lived body, this writing identifies and follows the impulses of 
invention, trace and creative potential in Deleuzian and Derridean thought to find a generative 
mode of thinking the female eating-disordered body. While there is much that distances these two 
thinkers of difference, concepts of subjectivity and signification from Deleuze and Derrida have 
been brought together in this life writing project to figure a non-essentialist, corporeal intelligence 
that moves in the milieu between formal structures, treating difference as foundational to 
embodied thought. As Grosz writes, “the body is thus not an organic totality which is capable of 
wholesale expression of subjectivity […] but is itself an assemblage of organs, processes, 
pleasures, passions, activities, behaviors linked by fine lines and unpredictable networks” (Volatile 
Bodies 120). Eating disorder scholars might draw from this articulation of eating-disordered 
experience as an assemblage, in theorising the condition through a Deleuzian-Derridean inspired 
new materialist framework.  
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Symbiosis 
 
This research offers an exposition of the symbiotic relation between writing and eating-
disordered experience: analogous, metaphoric, and mutually-affective. This finding is significant 
to the field of eating disorder studies, as it extends current scholarship on anorexic and bulimic 
behaviours as self-technologies (Allen; Eckermann) toward a symbiosis that accounts for the 
mutually-inscriptive condition of this relation. Like the wasp-orchid example offered by Deleuze 
and Guattari (A Thousand Plateaus 10), in the case of my anorexia, I was becoming-other through 
life forces I self-sustained through practice. Similarly, this writing project played out as an 
intensity of this female body, productive of orders and disorders in language. Writing and eating 
affect each other in constant symbiosis.  
 
I was drawn to this research by an intuition about the sense of writing and (not) eating being 
the same, and attended to these self-technologies (writing and disordered eating) as they 
manifested over the course of this research. I discovered that effects of disorder were transposed 
into the writing itself even after the worst of the disease was over. I wrote from my disorder and 
re-lived its energies and tensions in writing. During the ebbs, flows and rhythms of this project 
I’ve felt the disciplines and restrictions of form on the page, engaged in overly-cerebral writing, 
and purged words as I once expelled food. Patterns of disorder were activated from life into 
writing, body to language. I found that practices of anorectic self-cultivation (routines of self-
exertion and self-measuring) were once how I altered and measured myself, and this self-
cultivation could be transposed into the disciplines of language. Writing and embodiment have an 
analogous relation: there is a necessity to take shape within a sign (text, body), and starving or 
minimising this form heightens its intensity. The sign (text, body) can signify its absence. I found 
this performance of absence, this trace in signification, is key to a poetics of anorexia.  
 
Writing and the body work in tandem across a metaphoric relationship. This relationship 
pre-exists my PhD project, as bodies have long been inscribed politically and ritualistically 
(Ellmann). Practices such as soaking and cutting shifted concepts into writing, which were then 
carried over to material practice again. While Sontag warns against using illness as metaphor, I 
found that in making the metaphoric relation material, a body might participate in metaphoric 
practice without being reduced to it. Here the research draws from Kreider’s theorising of 
material poetics that partake within the creation of new meaning without being divested of their 
context. This materialisation of metaphor helped me to write an account of disorder that doesn’t 
glamourise the illness by making it a metaphor for poetic sensitivity or feminist rupture. This is a 
significant finding for the field as it offers an alternative to glorifying and action-based accounts. 
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Writing and embodied experience are mutually-affective. At times through this research, the 
writing would heighten the lingering grip of my eating disorder, and at times the disordered 
experience I recalled would refuse, gorge or restrict writing. This mutual affect was put in practice 
through dance as I consciously shifted between image and movement, and back again, exploring 
the interplay of immateriality and materiality. The writing practice as a whole affected the eating 
disorder, and my perspective on it. Ultimately, I found that this project of life writing is a mode of 
self-expression that counters the self-erasure of anorexia.  
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Writing is hungering 
 
 
A Body at the Edge of Language contributes to life writing scholarship on eating disorder 
memoir, as it proposes a mode of self-writing that counteracts the isolation of anorexia and 
bulimia. This project addresses the idea proposed by Ellmann and supported by Pascual, that 
eating disorder memoirists reinstate their desire to go hungry in the act of writing, thus 
reinforcing the illness. In a sense, upon completing this project, I agree with Pascual and Ellmann: 
writing eating disorder memoir is an act of hungering. Writing, by nature, is hungering – it is a 
reaching toward the world in thought and word, it is an action of desire. Yet I offer a further 
element to this analogy: when you are hungry, you can starve or eat. Similarly, a writer of eating 
disorder can self-negate or self-assert on the page. I found, in the early stages of this project, that 
I would need to assert myself against the disorder. This was a decision to write recovering, to 
establish a self on the page beyond the disarray of my anorexic and bulimic experience. This 
project accounts for the fragmented and disordered subjectivity in eating disorder, while seeking 
an integration of the self toward recovering.  
 
Writer Helen Garner suggests that in autobiography, “one has to invent an I” (40). This 
somatic life writing is anti-anorexic because this I, on the page, combats the self-erasure of the 
condition. Malson offers the Derridean concept of sous rature as a figuring of anorexia as identity-
under-erasure, and as explored in SOAK, this is accurate to my experience. Anorexic, I wanted to 
flee myself by erasing myself – my body and its signifying properties. Yet as this project took 
shape I found methods of self assertion, making new with material vestiges from my past, first 
with scraps of old diary text, and then with physical remnants of embodied memory through 
dance. As discussed in the closing stages of MOVE, this mode of making quelled my desire to 
flee (the body, language). Rather than fleeing, I found metamorphosis from within systems of 
signification. This research extended Malson’s proposition toward a method for writing beyond 
self-erasure, through material practice.  
 
A Body at the Edge of Language is one of resistance. I have refused to write, felt totally 
contained within the strictures of prose, and often written pages of words only to strike them out. 
I have hated the text on the page and wanted to eliminate it. As years passed, I wrote peripherally, 
almost behind my own back – I wrote of viewing a theatre from above, of night walks, of 
throwing arms open on a black sand beach – I circled the disorder until I broke into it. As I 
wrote, I became hungry for more. As I wrote, I felt myself spilling out beyond the containment I 
had learned, and this was uncomfortable – this was exactly what my anorexia had attempted to 
prevent. As I wrote, I extended my bounds further, then did this again, and again. Wanting 
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emerged as a condition of this writing. Wanting and wanting: to desire and to be without. To hold 
the tension of anorexia within, yet work against it.  
 
As I found in writing anorexia, this (dis)appearance is at the heart of the condition, and I 
turned to poetic fragmented, image-driven forms to narrate my experience through this paradox. 
Academic Susanne Gannon identifies this as a feature of poststructuralist writing, as authors write 
“the multiple selves that each of them is and have been—in discontinuous fragments informed by 
memory” (491). Writing in a fragmented style, informed by embodied memory, I established a 
writing voice beyond the voice of my eating disorder. As researcher Fiona Place argues, to escape 
the restrictive narrative of the eating problem, a writer must claim the story by establishing their 
own voice (190). While drawing from fragmentary memory of the past, and without attempting to 
deny this fragmentation, this project established a cohesive voice by following the living, moving 
body.  
 
When we write our lives, we extend ourselves in acts of communion, forging connection 
with others. In the context of an eating disorder, this act subverts the isolation of the disease. 
Writing this project, I have incorporated italicised quotes when another voice is adopted into my 
own, as I echo or emphasise another thinker’s idea. This integrated italicisation also presents 
moments of self-address, incorporating the voices of the multiple selves I have been: ‘Stefanie, are 
you in there?’ (page 60) ‘This is going to be so embarrassing’ (page 154).  
 
When I assert my voice in writing to articulate eating disorder, it is no longer my precious 
secret, and thus it loses its power over me. Anorexia isolates the sufferer from social life – she 
skips meals and becomes silent, supported by her secret internal performance of will. SOAK and 
CUT reflect this isolation as loneliness is figured within this text formally: in autobiographical 
passages of these chapters there is very little interaction with others, who appear in comments but 
not conversation (the teachers in the school yard, the shop assistant). Only through dance, in 
MOVE, did I recall memories of interrelation with others, as significant moments of recovering 
arose. Recovering, for me, has been marked by moments of self-extension beyond the tightly-held 
bounds I have historically allowed myself. Recovering is breaking bread with travellers on a boat 
in the artic circle, it is falling in love, and it is writing.  
 
Life writing allows us to meet each other on the page. Seeking connection through personal 
narration, this project enacts a central tenet of memoir writing – it bridges the personal toward 
the universal, which Murdock argues is the “fundamental premise of memoir writing” (81). The 
dancing body of relation invalidates ideas of a defendable inside/outside threshold – the initial 
anorexic body with which this writing began. I echo writer and scholar Heather Hewett, who 
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explains “that not articulating an ‘I’ blocked me from imagining a ‘we’”, but in embodying 
academic writing, she found a mode of writing toward collective experience (737). In self-writing, 
exploring the facets of ‘I’, through point of view and perspective shifts, it is possible to see writing 
as a collective experience, searching for a “narrative of togetherness in the savage aloneness of 
eating disorder” (Brien ‘Starving’ 13).  
 
I write to confront myself, but always, always with a hand extended toward you, to touch. A 
reader, an audience, another: writing would be incomplete without you. Ultimately, this writing is 
a feeding, not an act of starvation. Perhaps the end of eating disorder is seeking its inverse: 
enmeshment within the world, inseparability from it, living with. Eating and writing no longer 
standing between you and the world, as mediators, and rather integrated into a fullness of life, 
entangled, in motion. ‘I am’ extends beyond the individual self to present this future-directed 
intention: ‘we are – we are – we are’.  
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To write a body  
 
 
is to write without knowing the way  
you think 
you could know. 
 
To write is sinew and strength,  
sometimes with the chord 
still wrapped over a throat, a hand.  
 
A pen to open  
 
the first experience of being entered  
and the pleasure of losing  
count. 
 
Mindbody confuses brake for accelerator on the freeway,  
hands held in a playground, 
fumbling for the switch in darkness, and 
new internal hum soothing hip to hip. 
 
Falling, falling and again always tumbling through language, by 
the grace of a sentence delivering you to the next, but falling 
knees to concrete, 
wide arc off the trampoline, or 
a stranger’s palm moves your breast and you sink (pit of stomach falling). 
 
Cold burn then cheeks flush. 
 
To write 
a body at the edge of language 
is to write knowing the way  
words and their bodily accompaniments – 
like I love you, 
like I’m sorry –  
yearn to be received.  
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